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PRESENTATION QF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction · 
In classrooms, remedial reading programs, and clinics, oral reading 
tests are used, alone or in combination with silent reading measures, to 
determine the reading grade levels of boys and girls who are having some 
kind(s) of reading problem(s). The grade scores thus obtained are used,, 
typically, to indicate suitable levels of difficulty of instructional 
materials. Eligibility for special reading classes frequently is .~eter­
mined by the discrepancy between the readln.g gradEf andsome expected 
level of achievement. Rates of oral reading are frequently computed 
from the same reading measures. 
For nearly half a century, leaders in the field of reading have 
advocated the analysis of oral reading errors to determLne the reading 
strategies utilized by the pupil and/of'•-'pinpoint instructional deficien-
cies. Although the analyzer cannot be certain what has taken place in 
any one miscue, it rs assumed that 11 , •• the patterns w"1ic"1 emierge pro-
duce a picture in depth of the reading process in the reader• 11 
(Goodman , 1969 , p. 19) . 
Need.for the Study 
Among the most corrrnonly used instruments for securing reading-:-
grade equivalents, rates of oral reacling, and oral reading errors are 
the Durrell Analysis of Reading .Difficulty, the Gates-McKillop Readin2 
' ''' ' - . ~ " 
Dia2nostic Tests, and Informal reading inventories. A different pro-
cedure for obtaining oral reading grade scores is utilized by each of 
the three instruments. In this study,.the Standard Readlns Inventory, 
which is a kind of 11standardized11 informal, is used to represent the 
informal instrument. 
On the Durrel 1, the grade score is determined by the~ required 
for reading each of the paragraphs in the test on which fewer than 
seven errors are made. The number of oral reading errors is used only 
to designate the.appropriate paragraphs to be read. Comprehension is 
checked but does not directly affect the grade score secured. 
On the Gates-McKillop, the grade score is based entirely upon the 
word recognition accuracy. A raw score is obtained on each paragraph 
dependent upon the number of errors made in r~ading it, The reader is 
penalized, point-wise, for inaccurate readt.ng but the number of errors 
permitted in any one paragraph before testing is terminated is greater 
for this test than for either of the other two, The grade score, based 
on the total of the paragraph raw scores,. is derived from a table of 
norms .. Comprehension is not checked. 
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The third type of test is scored for accuracy of oral reading, also 
(al though the comprehension performance r.lormal ly reeeives equal weight). 
The instructional level is considered to be a range, with the maximum 
level being the level of .the hi.ghest story in which the word recognition 
(and comprehension) standards are met. The per cent of .oral reading 
accuracy required for success at a given story level is higher for this 
instrument than for either the Durrell or the Gates-McKillop. 
The literature suggests that disabled readers are more inaccurate 
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than normal readers of comparablereading·.level (Monroe, 1928; Packman, 
1970). There is some evidence that the rate of oral reading is slower 
for poor readers than for good readers of the same age or reading 
ability (Watkins, 1953; Packman, 1970); howevett, it seems feasible that 
di~abled readers may be less penalizedj thus obtatnlng relatively higher 
grade scores, on the Durrell which is scored for time than on the Gates-
McKillop and.the Standard Reading Inventory which are scored for reading 
accuracy. Furthermore, the tendency of poor readers to make errors on 
easy words as frequently as on more difficult ones (Packman, 1970) 
suggests that they may do relatively better on words in isolation tests 
than on tests of contextual material. 
To determine the relationship between these measures, this study 
will compare the reading grade equivalents of disabled readers on the 
oral reading passages of the Durrell, the Gates~McKillop, and the 
Standard Reading lnventery. Comparisons will also be made with flashed 
and untimed word-list scores and with an isolated-word test in which the 
words are written horizontally, more nearly like contextual material. 
Oral reading rate appears to vary according to the difficulty of 
the material (McCracken and Mullen, 1970). Since a greater error ratio 
within the range of acceptable performance is permitted on one test than 
another, the rate of oral reading obtained for a given child may depend 
upon the instrument being used as well as, the level of performance 
being evaluated. This suppos1tion will be investigated in the study 
by comparing the reading rates on the three reading instruments listed 
above. Reading rates at three levels of reading performance will also 
be compared. 
For an error analysis to be valid, the assumption must be made that 
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the pupil's oral reading' error pattern reflects his. individual reading 
strengths and weaknesses, and that, withi.n a given piece of material, 
the probability of one error-type's being made is equal to that of 
another. There is some evidence, however, that error patterns may be 
affected by the·dlfficulty of the material (Schale, 1964; Christenson, 
1966), the sentence structure of the material and its similarity to the 
reader's speech patterns (Goodman, 1969; Nurss, 1970), and the opportun-
ity for making certain kinds of errors (Gates, 1947; Bennett, 1942; 
Payne, 1930). 
The effect of materials and difficulty-level on the error patterns 
obtained by disabled readers will be e>eplored in this study throvgh an 
analysis of .the e·rrors made on the oral reading passages of each of the 
reading instruments at three levels of reading performance by means of 
an error analysis and a subsequent comparison of error patterns between 
tests and between levels of performance. 
The major studies comparing the reading 0 leveh, rates, and patterns 
of errors on.oral reading tests have been done-wlth'randomly-selected 
groups or total-school populations. Since ~iagnostJc reading tests ~re 
used primarily with children who have reading preblems, a study of the 
comparability of diagnostic informat;ion from representative oral read-
ing instruments for a disabled-reader populati.on appears to be 
warranted. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to examine the reading performance 
of disabled fourth grade read~rs to deter~ine: '(l) ff ~here are ~lgnif-
i:Cant ·di ff~rences: i ~ the grad~-equ.I ~a lent :;seci're.s:;of§di1 h~d :by'' di ~ab·l~d 
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fourth grade readers on nine oral rjading ,measures; and (2) if t.here are 
significant differences. in the rates of reading and prevailing error 
patterns of disabled fourth grade readers on three.oral reading tests 
and at three levels of reading performance on a single test. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses to be tested are .stated in the null form as: 
1. There are no signHicant diff~relM'eS among the.mean grade-equiv-
alent scores on the.nine oral reading measures. 
2. ·The mean oral reading rates do not differ significantly between 
tests or between levels of or.al reading perforl'flance on a singl.e test. 
(This hypothesis will be examined separately for intertest and intra-
test comparisons.) 
3. The mean proportion of each error-type or category does not 
vary significantly between tests or between levels of oral reading 
performance on a single test. (This hypothesis will be examined 
separately for each of· the following categories or-sub-categories on 
both intertest and intratest cemparisons: visual perception errors, 
visual-auditory·errQrs, directional confusion errors, syllabic division 
errQrs, structural errors, correc~ns, repetitions, and omissions-
addltions-words aided.) 
4. There is no significant r~latian among the rankings of error-
types or categories ,by the thr~e oral tests at INSTRUCTIONAL level. 
5. There is no significant relati:on amang the rankings of error-
types or categories .bY oral readfng passages at the INSTRUCTIONAL, 
FRUSTRATrnN 1, and FRUSTRATION 2 leve.ls of performance. 
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Definition of T•rms 
Average-£!.:""above Intel 1 igence is defined in this study as a ful 1-
scale IQ of 90 or above on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children .. 
Disabled reader is a reader whose reading level is significantly 
be 1 ow his menta 1-g rade. 1eve1 • 
Levels of performance and/of levels of reading performance refer to 
;,..._.. - ' 
the INSTRUCTIONAL, FRUSTRATION 1, and FRUSTRATION 2 levels defined 
below. The levels of performance are defined in terms of the word 
recognition standards of specific tests and have no other connotation 
of acceptable or unacceptable performance. 
INSTRU~TIONAL level (1), when in caps, is used in·this study to 
designate the paragraphs whlch are not error-free but in which the 
number of ora 1 reading errors fa 11 s within the range of acceptab i 1 i ty 
as defined by the scoring standards of a specific test. For the Durrell 
it includes the first paragraph on which two or more errors are made 
through the paragraph immediately .preceding the one. with seven or more 
errors; for the Gates, it means from the first paragraph with two or 
more errors th-rough the p-aragraph :prec'edi·ng .the .. one· iwi th ·:elev.en ;·or more 
errors; for the Standard.Reading Inventory (SRI), it includes the 
stories with error scores falling in the definite or questionable 
instructional columns: on the SRI scoring sheet. 
FRUSTRATION l level (Fl) is defined as the first paragraph on the 
Durrell in which seven or more errors.are made; on the Gates, it is the 
first paragraph with eleven or more e·rrors; and on the· SRI, it is the 
first story in which the total or word recognition score falls in the 
frustration column on the SRI scoring sheet (an error ratio in excess 
of one error in eleven running words), providing that the next higher 
paragraph or story does not meet the requirement for INSTRUCTIONAL 
level. 
FRUSTRATION£ level (F2) is the next higher-numbered paragraph or 
story above the FRUSTRATION I level. 
Error or miscue refers to any oral response which deviates from the 
written stimuli in oral reading. The terms are used interchangeably 
and imp 1 y no judgement of "wrongness" or 11 badness . 11 
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B-S-R Error Analysis is an error classification system utilizing 
twenty error-types and six major error cat~g6ries; it is des6ribed fully 
in Chapter 111. 
Error-type means a specific kind of error (e.g.; word omission) and 
is a subdivision of an error category. The twenty error-types used in 
this study are defined more fully in the description of the B-S-R Error 
Analysis in Chapter Ill. 
Error category refers to a class or grouping cf error-types. The 
six major categories on the B-S-R Error Analysis are: visual perception 
--word parts, directional confusion, visual-auditory, syllabic division, 
structure, and behavorial characteristics. The last category is 
divided intotthree sub-categories for the statistical analyses: 
corrections, repetitions, and omissions-additions-words aided. The 
categories are described in the B-S~R Error Analysis description in. 
Chapter 11 I. 
Word recognition errors on the SRI include substitutions, mis-
pronunciations, word omissions, word additions, and words pronounced 
by the examiner. 
Total errors on the SRI include the word recognition errors listed 
above plus corrections and repetitions of a word, group of words, or 
8 
word part. 
Informal Re·a-~i.,n~ Lnventory refers to an informal reading test con-
sisting of graded oral and silent reading selections followed by com-
prehension questions at each grade or basal reader level. Three. levels 
--independent, instructional, and frustration--are identified by com-
prehension and oral reading accuracy criteria. 
Betts• criteria (1946) for the informal reading inventory are: 
Independent level: 99 per cent oral reading accuracy and 
90 per cent comprehension accuracy; 
Instructional level: 95 per cent oral reading accuracy and 
75 per cent comprehension accuracy; 
Frustration level: 90 per cent or less oral reading accuracy; 
50 per cent or less· comprehension accuracy. 
lntratest compar~sons refer to comparisons between the levels of 
performance--INSTRUCTIONAL, FRUSTRATION 1, and FRUSTRATION 2 levels--of 
a single test. 
lntertest compar~sons refer to comparisons among the oral reading 
passages on the Du_rrel l, .Gates"'."McKi l lop, and SRI. 
De 1 i mi tat ion!? 
Scope of-the Study 
This study includes an analysis of the oral -readlng errors _made by 
disabled fourth grade·.pupi ls at the INSTRUCTt0~AL, FRUSTRATION 1, and 
FRUSTRATION 2 levels on each of three standardizes oral reading tests. 
Comparisons of .the resulting.error patterns were made between tests and 
between levels-of Rerformance. Similar c~mparisons were made of oral 
rates of reading. ,Grade-equivalent scores were compared for five 
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measures of contextual reading and four measures of words in isolation. 
The subjects in this study included all of the fourth-grade children 
in one county in northern Oklahoma who were average or above in intelli-
gence and were reading below grade level. The final sample included 77 
children from twenty-eight of the thirty-four public and parochial 
schools in the county. 
Limitations of the Study 
This study is limited to disabled fourth grade pupils from one 
county in northern Oklahoma. 
The oral reading tests used in this study were only a sample of the 
measures which might have been used. Other tests might have yielded 
different results. 
The reading selections at FRUSTRATION 1 and FRUSTRATION 2 levels 
were probably not of the same relative difficulty for all subjects in 
the sample. 
Assumptions 
It is assumed that the instruments used in thts study actually 
measure the factors- they are designed to measure-and are pertinent to 
the study. 
It ls assumed-that the use of oral reading errors to establish 
levels of reading performance is val1d and that the number of errors 
made by a child is indicative of the, relative difficulty of the 
materi~l for him. 
It is assumed that each word in a story will afford to a given 
child an opportun~ty to make any one of several types of errors and 
that the errors are a random sample of reading behavior for an 
individual reader. 
It is assumed,.that the classifi.ca.tiol'l·of.re"ding-errors is valid 
and that the partic1.rlar analysis system used·,irr'thh investigation is 
appropriate.for this purpose. 
It is assumed.thatcthe uncontrolled variables are randomly 
assigned. 
Organi~ation of the Study 
Chapter I has presented a need.for the study; a statement of the 
problem to be explored· and the hypotheses-to be testedi the definition 
of terms as used in the· study, and the dellmltat1ons of the study. 
Chapter II will rev.iewthe literature.which is related to the 
problem being studied. 
Chapter Ill will describe.the population stuc;lled, the instruments 
used for the col·lection of the data, the testing procedures, and the 
statistical techniques.used to test the hypotheses. 
Chapter IV,will contaln a statistical analysis· of the data. It 
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will contain the treatment of-the data,. the·aAalysis ef· the· results, and 
indications of the~degree to whlch the hypotheses were found to be 
correct. 
Chapter V w i I 1 present a summary of ·the-, study- and· di seuss ion of the 
results including conclusions and recommendations. 
CHAPTER 11 
REV-IEW OF THE L.ITERATURE 
Introduction 
The literature related to oral reading error patterns and to the 
comparison of instructional levels or grade-equivalent scores among. 
various kinds of reading tests is voluminous indeed, For convenience in 
presentation, this review of the 1 iterature wi 11 be organized into three 
sections; (1) grade-equivalent score comparisons of oral reading tests 
(2) comparisons of oral reading rates; and (3) oral reading error pat-
terns. Subdivisions under sections two and three will include the 
influence of the material or test used, the effect of the relative-
difficulty level of the passages,and the influence ef the reading pro-
ficiency of the sample. ·Literature related to the significance of 
· · .variouS>;:~ra·J. reading errors and error classification systems will also 
be examined. 
Comparl.son of·. Grade-Equivalent Scores 
Harris- (1970) and Gates (1947),have suggested that-differe~ces in 
grade' scores between· oral= reading tests and standardi~ed silent· re~ding 
=measures~may·y1e~d-va1uab1e-diagnostlc information conc:erning=a child'~ 
· readi~g'strengths and'weaknesses~ A- survey of the· literature iridicatesi 
·however, thatgrade:·levels-identified by i_nformal measures eften differ 
·from those obtafned·on silent· reading ·tests, perhaps because of 
1 1 
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differences in the types of reading behaviors sampled (Leibert, 1965). 
Likewise, grcide scores on one silent reading test may be significantly 
higher or lower than the grade scores on another {Pflieger, 1949; Taylor 
and Crandall, 1962; Davis, 1968;- wp 1 iam5, 1963; Si pay, 1961; and 
Brown, 1963). 
Standardized Silent Read1ng Tests-- Informal Reading Inventories 
Significant differences have been found between the grade-scores on 
standardized silent reading tests and the instructional levels obtained 
from informal reading inventories~ Sipay (1961) compared the grade 
equivalents secured by 202 fourth-grade pupils on three standardized 
measures with their instructional levels on an informal reading inven-
tory scored at two word-accuracy levels, 96 per cent (Criteria 96) and 
90 per cent (Criteria 90). Even when the less string.ant of the two 
standards was used,· the Metropolitan overestimated the instructional 
level by one or more grades about two times in ten and the Gates in 
slightly less than three times in ten~ The California.was one or more 
grade levels higher· in nearly half the cases. 
The standardized test scores reported by Williams (J963)·averC)ged 
one to four years above the informal· reading· inventery"instructional 
levels of her fourth, fifth~ and s1xth ~rade sample when the scores of 
individual pupils were compared.- Hewever;•the·Metropolitan Reading 
Tests and the Gates Reading·S\Jrvey mean grade scores were similar to the 
mean instructienal level on the informal ·reading inventory which was 
based on the reading series used-in the local school system. 
Although the mean-grade scores on standardized silent reading tests 
tend te· be higher than the instructional levels on inform13ls, the· scores 
·for individual students are less predictable~ Schiffman (1963) reported 
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higher standardi;r;ed test results than infermE!l reading inventory lnstrl!c-
tional levels for all of the elementary and three-fourths of the second-
ary retarded readers In his sample (N = 697). 
Leibert (1965) found a low correlation between scores of seventy .....--
second grade p1.Jpils on the Gates Advanced Primary Reading Tests and 
read Ing 1 eve ls on an i nforma 1 reading inventory. In no instance was the 
informal reading level as high as the standardiied test grade score. 
Al 1 of Robeck' s (1963) .disabled readers made 11 frustratiori~level error 
ratios 11 when placed in material comparable in.difficult tQ their grade 
p hicement scores on Monroe 1 s Rea<H ng Aptitude .!!ll' ·Gates Advanced 
Reading Tests, and/or DurreH-S.ulHvari Read in~ Capacity and Achievement 
Tests. 
Daniel (1962) found a difference ef two yee:irsbetween grade scores 
obtained by thirty-five third grade pupils on the"d'iatEUr'Advaneed:Prlmary 
· ~Readlna Tests and instructlonal levels identified by~a·modified crite-
ricm· scoring (90-97 per cent word recognl tlon; 70-79 per cent compre-
. hension) of an informal reading inventory, He concl1.Jded that lnstruc~ 
tional levels could be identified by subtracting the' constant 2~0 from 
the Gates score. 
A study reported by McCracken during the same year~gave~seme support 
·to DaniePs conclusions. McCracken (1962) administ~red2tt:ie,,~Tests 
• of• Bas le Sk411 s and an I nfonria 1 · read i l:'.19 - Inventory: to fl f ty"'s ix sixth 
grade pupils. Like Danie-1;-:McCracken concluded that· standard'ized tests 
overrated .immediate- instructional levels on informal inventories by 
:. approxf.mate'ly two years. - If· the p1;.1p-i ls in his study were lnstracted at· 
levels two years below the-Ir-standardized test scores, 21 pef'.eent·would 
stil-l be-in boeks uncomfortab-lydifficult, 4 per-cent of-wl'lich.-were at 
\ 
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frustration lev~I, and 7 per cent would be reading books which were too 
easy. 
In a later study utl I I zing 971 pup I Is in grades· two through six, 
McCracken· ·(1964) reported that 20 per cent of the pupi Is were rated at 
the same leve·I ·by the Stanford Reading Test and an Informal reading 
inventory, and 8 per cent of the pupils were rated higher by the Informal 
measure·. Furthermore, McCracken concluded, 
... an Individual score on either test would be of little value 
in predicting ~n individual score'ori ihe other. For example, 
scores on the Stanford. fal 1 Ing Into the interval 4.0-4.9 we-re 
a.ssoclated with informaT"fn.structional levels of primer through 
sixth reader inclusively~ and informal instructional reading 
level ratings of fourth reader were associated with Stanford 
scores ranging from 3.0 to 8. I (McCracken, 1964, p. 359), 
Standardized Sllent·Tests··Oral-Reading Tests 
S iml lar f Ind I ngs were reported by Bote I . and Davis. Bote I ( 1969) 
compared instruct Iona I I eve Is· on the- Bote l · Reading· I nventery··wi th grade 
scores· on- the· Ca I i forn I a:. Read i r:ig .!!.!!.-, the·,~ Tests -ef- Basic Ski I ls, 
or' the ~- Reading !!!~.' Al theugh the s·tandard i zed tests tended to 
overpl ace· the pup I ls from one to three I eve Is,, Bo tel , cone I uded that 20 
per cent of the pupils at grade· three.,-30-per cent at·grade-four, 12 
per cent atgrad~ five,· and 37 percent at grade six-were'ur.idel'.'placed 
one or, two: reader levels-by· the·standardlzed·.test score. 
Dav Is (1964) secured grade~equ i va 1 en ts· en: the- Gates'· ReaE14=·~· Survey, 
the' Stanford:.Ach·I evemen·t Test, and four non-standardized· measures ---·- ,· .......--
(Temple· 1nforma1 Reading' =Inventory-, Boted· Read·ing= P·Jacement Test, 
teachers' evaluations of· pup~! read~ng· levels~ and puptls 1 ratings of 
.thelr~levels)for-flfty randomly•selected- fourthcgrade~s~- While the 
·mean' standard·! zed· test· grade- scores ranged· froor 3,2. gri,ildes' below the 
levels· of- the· .non· standard I zed measures· to 2. 7· grades· above, the 
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standardized-test performance of Individual pupils ranged from 7,5 
grades below the non-standardized rating to 5.8 grades above. Davis con-
eluded that standardized tests were not accurate for defining any level 
of reading achievement. 
Long (1959), on the other hand, concluded that the Reading Compre-
hension subtest of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills was-a good predictor . - - ------ ..., ____ _ 
of instructional reading levels, as measured by the Oral Reading subtest 
of the Durre·H Analysis of Reading DHficulty, for retarded readers in 
grades two~ four, and six. The mean grade-equ1valent score on the 
Durrell Oral Reading Test was one-third year higher than the mean grade 
score on the Reading Comprehension section of the Iowa which had been 
administered two to four months earlier, Five second.and~five fourth 
grade pupils who had scores fal-1 ing in the lowest 10 per cent on city-
wide standardized tests were rated at grade level or abeve by the. 
Durrell. 
Attea's (1966) random1y~se1ected third grade~pupils made signifi-
cantly.lower scores on the Durre-11 Oral Reading·Testthan en the Reading 
Comprehensior;i section of the Iowa Tests of· Bask Skills, The mean score 
on the oral subtest of· the- Diagnest·icReadin~ ScaleS':Wascsigriificantly 
higher than the Iowa, while the· mean grade score on the Gates'"McKillop 
Ora le Paragraphs did not differ s·lgniflcantly from the Iowa comprehension 
mean. 
~ Reacling Tests 
Patty (1965) compared mean grade· scores-, en' the Gtlmorec~ Reading 
Test and the Gray- Qral Reading· Tests with .the mean instructional levels 
on the oral portion of an informal reacllng Inventory~ the silent sec-
tions of an informa-1, ancl the total ·informal invent0ry (as scored by 
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Betts' criteri.a), to twenty-five boys and a girl who had been referred to 
a University Child Study Clinic. The two tests indicated the same oral 
instructional level (± one year) in 22 out of the 26 cases. 
Sipay (1961) and Brown (1963) found close agreement between the 
mean instructional levels obtained on alternate forms of informal read-
ing inventories constructed from' the· same basal reader series. Williams 
(1963), however;·found signif.icant differences in instructional levels 
among three informal reading inventories based on different basal-reader 
series. She concluded that instructional levels based on one series 
may differ from levels based on another. 
Attea (1966), In a previously-cited study~ c6mpared grade levels on 
comparable subtests of ,the· Durrell Ana·lysis of ·Readirig Difficulty, the 
Gates-McKillop Reading· Diagnostic Tests, and· the Spache Diagnostic 
R~~dtng Scales. The oral reading grade scores and the word•analysis 
grc;ide·equivalents differed significantly among the three tests. The 
Gates oral reading test was "consistently higher" than the Durrell. 
(The mean difference was· . 33 grades··)· The· Spaehe ora 1 ··reading and word 
···analysis sc.ores were s·ignificantly higher than the corresponding Gates 
scores. 
Attea ·a 1 !i!O noted "operationally unequa 1 read abilities'' within sets 
of paragraphs that.were· supposedly.of equal difficulty on the' Diagnostic 
Reading· Scales: the twenty-three subjects who· attempted Paragraph 3A 
were successfu 1, but on 1 y one of them was successfu·l <on Paragraph 3B, 
.although both are purported to· be· of 3.3 grade level difficulty. All 
sixteen subjects attempting Paragraph 8Awere successful; none succeeded 
on 88 although the Manual indicates that· both have~a grade~equivalency 
of 8.5. 
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McCracken and Mullen (1970) reported.a correlatien-- of .95 between 
midpoints of the Instructional ranges obtained by fourth•grade pupils on 
the BoteJ,Readlng Inventory and the Standard Readins Inventory. 
Bete~; Bradley, and Keishuba's (1970) fourth-graders obtained very 
similar mean scores on- the Betel and the Standard Read1n~ Inventory 
al though the correl_atlon between the two tests was somewhat' lower than 
in the McCracken and Mullen (1970) study. The mean grade level on the 
Spache Diasnestic .Reading Scales was approximately one year higher; how-
ever-, the Spache correlated-more h-ighly with the SRI than did the Betel 
(on wh1ch there was no difference in grade score means). 
Spache {1950) concluded that the median reading~leve1 (2.8) of 
twenty-three remedial-pup11s-on the Oral"Reading=Test of= the original 
Durrell Analysis-,2f R~ad-in2 Diff-iculty was not,c:ha-rtged .by the number of 
paragraphs on which the results-were- based; moreover, it did not· matter 
whether the paragraphs were at grade level and above, or included para-
graphs below the reading level.- ·The number and:relativelevels of 
paragraphs read did affect· the-mean-,· hC;lwever, The use ef- three para-
graphs~- two of-whlch were above=the-read~ng~leve~~ produced= the highest 
mean- {3. 2}; the use of thr~e- paragraphs, one be-1 ew and- one-- above the 
reading- 1 eve-1 ·, produced the- next- hi gh~st me~11·r (3d};' the=-use· of two 
paragraphs-, -ene at- grade leve1-.and one· belew-, · predaced, the- -th-i rd· highest 
- mean; - and= a single paragraph·. at- the read Ing 1 eve-1 = predueed·- the -1 owes t 
mean= (2. 7). The Medi an grade sc;;ere obta·i ned' en= Gray''. s' Oni:J-:, Check· Tes ts 
·by· the same group was 2.7 and the mean score-was 2,9. 
- ·. ·,Wonls= irF hoht-ion""-Parag-raph' Reading Tests 
- Several research- stud-I es-have- compared the= grade- seores on words-
- in- i so-I at-ion- -tes·ts- with= grad~· leve-15- on other- read i 1"19' meast;.tres. The l r 
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findings are somewhat equivocal. Garlock, Dollarh1de) and Hopkins (1965) 
found nonsignificant differences between the mean grade placement score 
on the reading section of the Wide- Range· Achievement Test and the 
Accuracy and Comprehension mean· grade· equivalents on the Gilmore Oral 
Reading Test for 180 students in grades one through twelve. However, 
their subjects were somewhat atypical; thirty-five of the group were in 
classes for the Educable Mentally Retarded. 
Attea (1966) concluded from a pilot study that the Word Recognition 
Test of the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty yielded "much higher" 
grade equivalent scores for a group of third-grade children than did the 
Oral Reading Test. In the major study, she found that the mean grade 
score on the Durrell Oral Reading Test was significantly below the mean 
grade level on the Reading Comprehension section of the Iowa Tests of 
Basic Skills, whereas the Word Recognition mean grade-eq~ivalent was 
significantly above. It appears from adding together Attea's figures 
that the mean difference between the Durrell Oral Reading:Test and the 
Word Recognition score was .81 grades and the·difference~between the 
Oral Reading Test and the Word Analysis· score,': ,74 grades. 
Herl in (1963) found-a differenc..e of·approximate·ly a year between 
mean scores-on: the Durrell·Oral-Reading"Test-(4~17· 1.09) and= scores on 
the Word Recognition (5. 17 1.45) and Werd Analysis (5,12 1.43) 
Tests. The Word Recognition Tests correlated.highly=with both the 
Durrell Oral Reading Test and the Ca11fornia~Reading Test. 
McCracken and Mullen (1970) examined scores made"by 17~ pupils in 
·grades one through s1x on each-of the n1ne subtests·of the Standard 
· Reading I nvent€lry· to determine- if· the· perfeirmance= of Ind iv i dua 1 pup i 1 s 
was better at lower levels than their performance on the same subtest at 
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successively higher levels. The pronunciation-of-words-in-Isolation 
test most consistently reflected increasing levels of difficulty. The 
investigators concluded that this means the words in isolation test was 
the single most sensitive test on the SRI for indicating instructional 
level. The results of the sign test demonstrated the sensitivity of the 
word test for indicating changes in levels of difficulty rather than 
desirable instruct i ona 1 1 evel s; however. 
DI fferences · in Performance· Standards 
Undoubtedly, a part of the inconsistency in research findings per-
taining to standardized test-informal-reading-inventory grade placement 
comparisons) which is apparent in the studies cited above and. in Table I, 
may be a ttr i bu ted to differences in the sami:il es ,and the standardized 
measures used.· An equally important cal;,lse of-.variation, however, may be 
the differing standards used by investigators to identify instructional 
and/or other functional read·ing· levels with informal· instruments. Since 
there are no universally-accepted standards of performance which may be 
used to define the various levels on the informal reading inventory, the 
criteria used have varied from.researcher te researcher' (Beldin, 1970). 
See Table II. Differences·include~variatlons in the minimum level of 
word recognition accuracy and percentage-of comprehension· considered 
satisfactory and in the kinds of oral reading miscues to be counted as 
errors when computing word-accuracy percentages. 
Effect of Differing Standards 
Si pay (1961) computed instructional levels.for 202,fourth grade 
pupils using two sets of crlterla~· a 90 per cent minimum word accuracy 
level (Criteria 90) and a 96 per cent minimum word accuracy level 
(Criteria 96)·. Fifty-two per cent of the pupils had the same instruc-
Table I 
RESULTS OF STUDIES COMPARING ORAL AND SILENT READING TEST GRADE LEVELS 
Grade Kind of ~ -~silep.t Oral Mean 
N Level Sample · Test. Test Grade Scores 
Difference 
Killgallon (1942) 41 4th Random Gates Survey IRI 1.44 
Schiffman (1963) 697 Elem. Retarded Not Specified IRI 1.52 
Rdrs. 
Sec. Retarded ~ot Specified IRI 1.26 
Rdrs. 
McCracken (1964) 971 2-6 40 Stanford IRI o. 72 
classrooms Form KM 
McCracken (1962) 56 6th Total Iowa Test IRI 1.3 Maximum Instruct. 
classrooms of Basic Skills 2.3 Minimum Instruct. 
Daniel (1962) 35 3rd One Gates Advanced IRI 2.2 Modified Criteria 
classroom Primary (90% wd ~ccuracy) 
2.7 Betts Criteria 
Sipay (1961) 202 4th 8 Metropolitan IRI . 79 Criteria 96 
classrooms No 
diff.Crit~ria 90 
Gates Survey IRI 1.0 Criteria 96 
• 29 Criteria 90 
California IRI 1. 70 Criteria 96 
l+ Criteria 90 
Leibert (1965) 70 2nd Gates Advanced IRI .4 to 
Primary 2.6 
Williams (1963) 73 4-6 3 Metrop. Rdg. IRI* Averaged 1 to 4 yrs.** 
classrooms Gates Survey IRI* II N 
California IRI* II 0 
Brown (1963) 153 
Long (1959) 153 










* Used Word Accuracy Level of 90% 
** Individual Comparisons 
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INFORMAL READING INVENTORY CRITERIA 
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Betts gallon son 
Comprehen-
sion 75% 75%** 75% 
+ Questionable Suitability 
* "Hesitations" 
Patty Cooper 
75% 70% 607. 
Table II (Continued) 
Wil-
Sipay Iiams O'Brien Daniel McCracken ._Powell Dunkell 
. 70% 70% t 70% 60% 70%· --- 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 
60% 60%1 I 
** In nriginal study., the word accuracy criteria was 0 1ess tban one error:.in fourteen words or less 
than one error in fifteen words when accompani-ed by other symptoms." Comprehension., 50% or 75% 






tional level using either Criteria 90 or Criteria 96; thirty per cent 
differed by one grade level; sixteen per cent by two grade levels; and 
two per cent by three grade levels. Daniel (1962) found five-tenths 
grade difference between the mean instructional-level identified by 
a 95 per cent were;! accuracy criterion and that identified by a 90 per 
cent criterion. The correlation between the two criterion levels was 
.95. 
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One of the problems that researchers have faced- in attempting to 
validate informal reading inventory criteria, or "instructional levels" 
on any instrument, has been-the absence-of generally~accepted measures 
of "second-grade reading level , 11 11 th I rd grade reading level , 11 and so 
forth, which has been-evidenced by the studies reviewed in this section. 
Oral Reading Rate 
·Several 1nvest1gators have feund surprisingly slm11ar average read-
ing rates. Cooper (1952) reported an average eral- rate of 115 words per 
minute for twenty-two c;lassreomsof second and third grade pupils 11 in 
materials properly adjusted to the1r abilities 11 ; intermediate-grade 
students read 150 words per minute~ Patty's- (1965) primary pupils 
tended to read at the ra-te- of 1-15- 120 words per minute and the 
intermed1ate-grade pup11s~ at 140-150 words per minute~- The median oral 
reading rate~for the sl1ghtly-acce1erated th1rd~graders 0 ln D~ffy and 
·Durrell 's (1935) study was 122 words per minute. Gilmore (1947) on the 
other hand, reported an average oral reading rate-on= the-Gilmore Oral 
Reading Test of 88 words-per minute for his third grade subjects and 96 
words per minute for his-fourth grade group. 
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Effect of Material on Reading Rate 
- - I --
The material read in the stories cited above ranged from basal 
reader paragraphs extracted from books in which the subjects were being 
instructed, as in the Cooper (1952) study~ to standardized oral reading 
test passages (Duffy and Durrell, 1935; Gilmore, 1947). Rates in the 
Patty study were averages of the words read per minute on the Gilmore 
Oral Reading Test, the Gray· Oral ReadlngTesti;,·and informal reading 
inventories (basal reader-material). 
The mean reading rates of primary pup11s· 1n Patty's (1965) study 
tended to be similar on the, standardized and.Informal measures, although 
the Gilmore mean rate was· significantly lower than the rates-en Informal 
measures· for first grade pupils and were lower· than rates on the in~ 
formals·and the Gray at all grade levels. Spache (1950) concluded that 
if lower ·level paragraphs were used, as he 5uggested, the oral passages 
from the Durre·ll Analysis·.e.f.. Read-ing·Difficulty (eriginal edition) and 
Gray 1 s Oral Reading Checks could-be used lnter:changeably in· the first 
six grades for successive testing of rate although· Durrell 's norms ran 
somewhat· lower than Gray's in the second:. third:. and sixth grades. It 
•·would appear that the type of material· used in the·varlous' if.1struments 
was not suff1cient1y dlfferent to affect the· orai· readtng rate in the 
studies reviewed. 
Studies by Cooper (-1952) -, Schummers ( 1956), McCracken -( 1961), and 
McCracken• and Mu 11 en (1970) indicate that rate of ora 1- read"lng .!2.. 
·affected by the· relative difficulty of the mater~al. In these· studies, 
•the average rate of reading•decreased significantly as the· level of the 
passage read increased. McCracken.andcMu1len·{~970) found that Speed of 
Oral Reading was the second most sensitive test on the Standard Reading 
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Inventory for detecting changes in diff1culty levels. Gilmore (1947) 
concluded that rate of oral reading was significantly related to both 
oral and silent reading comprehension. 
Packman (1970) found that the oral reading rate on the Standard 
Readin~lnventory of a-stratified random sampling of fourth-grade pupils 
tended to decrease as the level of comprehension decreased. Significant 
differences were found between the mean reading rate at the 91-100 per 
cent comprehension level· and rates-of comprehension levels of 70 per 
cent and below. Mean read1ng rates found at- the 71-90 per cent compre-
hens1on levels differed s1gn1f icant~y from the rate at the 50 per cent 
and below comprehension -leve-1. The relationship between leve·l of compre-
hension and rate of oral reading was more consistent for· poor readers 
across the six levels of· reading comprehension than it was for the 
average and good reader groups. 
Kasdon (1970)-found approximate·ly a30 per cent decrease in the 
reading speed of ninth-grade students· between the last passage passed on 
the Gray-Oral Reading··Tests and the first-passage failed.-·There was not 
so great-a-change in reading-rate-between preceding passages. 
Differences'~in· Reading Rate .. 
Between-Good•and- Poor Readers 
In the Kasdon (·1970)-study c·itedabove,two gr0ups efsubjects were 
randomly selected from two secondary sch0ols in the' ghetto area of New 
York' Clty~- One group of· twenty-three subjects read passages from the 
Gray Oral Readfog Tests· ora-1-ly at sight; the other group read the pas-
sages silently before reading-them aloud. Rate of· readlng was cal cu-
lated In-words per minute-from the passage· preceding the two on which 
the pupil made seven or more errors. Unlik~ the achiev1ng fourth-
graders inanearlier·study.(Kasdon, 1967), thegreup·whoread the 
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passage silently before reading it aloud did not read at a significantly 
faster rate than the group reading orally at sight (silent-first rate: 
111.8 ± 4.75 words per minute; orally-at-sight rate: 111.0 ± 5.31 words 
per minute.) Fourth-grade accelerated readers read orally at sight at 
the rate of 111 words per minute on selections from the Dta2nostic 
I 
Reading Scales; the mean rate on comparable passages read silently 
before being read aloud was 126 words per minute~ a d1fference signifl-
cant at the .OJ level (Kasdon, 1967). 
Packman (1970) found that the oral reading rates of the poor 
readers in her sample were signlf icantly lower than the rates of the 
average and good readers even when the reading comprehension levels were 
similar.· The shapes of the reading rate profiles across six performance 
levels of comprehension were-not significantly different for the three 
reader-groups, however. Watkins (1953) found that intermediate-grade 
disabled readers read·more·slow-ly·than yeunger'chihlren of similar 
reading ability and intelligence whe were progressing-normally in read-
ing achievement. 
Speed of oral reading seemed to dlscrlmlnate among the~good, aver-
agei and-poor readers-in several ,addltlonal-studles~(Mctracken~ 1961; 
Schummers, 1956; Madden and P.ratt, 1941'), HoweveF'' since'both good and 
poor readers read· the· same seleet·lons in these investigations, the 
greater re~ative d1fficu~ty'of the mater1a1°for' the•poorer•reader may 
have' accounted in part f0r' the difference· in- reading· rate. 
Ora~ Reading Err0r Patterns 
Many· invest·lgatlons have been made of oral reading errors; as has 
been n0ted•by previous reviewers (Courtney, 1964; Schale~ 1964: Weber, 
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1968)~ however, it is extremely difficult to identify patterns of oral 
- reading errors from study to study, level· to level, or reader type to 
reader type. There has been little consistency in the method of report-
Ing errors. An error may have been reported in terms of the percentage 
or ratio of its occurrence to the number of errors~ by the 0 percentage or 
number· of subjects making the error, by the average' number of errors of 
that type made• per subject·, -or by its rank order (as determined by its 
-frequency· of occurrence· or the· number of subjects making the error). 
The Error Classification Systems used have varied in the number and 
range· of categories and the unit classifiable within the category (word, 
letter, both word and letter)·· (Stuever, 1969; Weber, 1968). 
The-same· reading behavior-may· be classified by a number of differ-
ent categor·ies 11and the items that fall into identically labeled cate-
gor i es may va ry 11 (Weber, 1968-, · p. 107). - A term may be inadequate 1 y 
defined so that it is unclear to which of its possible meanings an 
investigator· has appl led· the label . 
••• Substitution may refer· to any erroneous response to a 
given writtenword· in one· system while referring to a 
response with absolutely' no sound·letter'eorresp0ndences 
in another (Weber, 1968·, p. 101). 
In· other ·instances, an erroneous response which· makes a· 11rea l •word" is 
intended. 
····Mispronunciation may refer-to-any erroneous response-to·a given 
written·word_or it· may· designate-an unsuccessful pronuneiation-attempt 
resu 1 ting in a pseudo-word-.-
Reversal -may refer on·ly to a· 11ful l · reversa J! 1 .or the use of the 
f·inal letter in the in-itial position (Le;, was-saw) as in Christenson's 
(1966) study; or mayl in addition, include one.or more of the following: 
partial reversa·l (Le., ~ear), letter rotat·ion (i.e·.; .P.."'".9.., b-.9_, 
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and/or word-sequence transposition. 
Hesitation may refer to a pause of a specified duration before pro-
nouncing a word (e.g., 2 seconds, Gilmore, 1950), or may include (or be 
1 imited to) 11a word to which the child did not respond in five or more 
seconds" as in Sch1,Jmmers 1 (1956) classification; thus, what is clas-
sified as~ hesitation in one study may be categorized in another as aid 
or word aided, word pronounced, word refused, refusal, or omission. 
Omission may refer only to omissions of whole words or may also 
include.the omission of one.or more of the following: letter, syllable, 
prefix, suffixi inflectional ending, and/or punctuation mark. Gates and 
McKi I lop (1962, p. 62) place in this category ''fcii lures to respond in 
five seconds and also words skipped over or 'refused' by the child. 11 
Addition or Insertion may refer only to insertions of a whole word 
or group of words, or may include the addition of-any or all of the fol-
lowing: letter, syllable, prefix, suffix, inflee:tional ending, and/or 
punctuation mark. 
Repetition or Regression may mean any one of the-following to a 
·particular investigator: a word or group of words' repeated; a word~ part 
of a word,· or group of words repeated; or, one or more words repeated 
except when the regression was made to correct' an error~ fn which case 
·it is not classified as an error. Regressions' are ~onsidered by some 
Investigators to be a part of the self-correction or-verification pro-
cess~ or a form of hesitation--a fi11ed pause-·and'are•not·considered 
errors (Goodman, 1965; Y. Goodman-, 1967; Burke,' 1969; Weber·;· 1970; Al Jen, 
1969; Nurss, 1970), 
Error·classifications may beoverlapping ornot'matuai'ly·exclusive. 
i3em1et t ( 1942) · for examp·l e., · had· a· separate category-=: for: Mee i al· Vowe 1 
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Errors although the errors classified in this category logically 
·belonged· to one of her-Be~ir:u:dng·!!!!:EndingCorrect·groups. The results 
of analyses based on' such overlapplng-categorles are· difficult to inter-
pret (Hill, 1936; Weber, 1968). A singl_e-word error may be classified 
under.all possible categories' by one- Investigator (Monroe·,-1928; Daniels 
and· Di ac:k·;; - 1956) and p 1 aced in a .sing le category by .others, making com-
·- pari sons between- such stud I.es -di ff i cult-- to i nterpl'.'et. 
Some· investigators (e.g.,-Bennett, Gates-, Le·ibert~and·:Weber) have 
,. 
• -assumed that' a11 word substitutiens- and m'isprenunciatloqs are· cau~ed by 
inaccurate' pereepti on-- of' the' printed- word and, therefqre·, have- c 1 ass i -
fled' words '.accord! ng= to the: pos It i en(s) =of the· error (s) in· the· word, 
ignoring· the=possfb11ity of\visual·audltqry~error~~= Other-investigators 
(e~ g. -, ·Monroe',= KH =l gat =l on, Scha'1e-, =and= Schummers} -have·-= ased~ only pho-
- neti C'-E>r' sound· symbol= categert es,_._ ci asslfying·- sach::: errors" as·'wai ked for 
-wa1 ki ng·:.as =a· ''sound"_ error-- (Stuever, 1969). 
E.ffect= of 0 •• Di fferJ ng·, Def -i_n·t ti ons 
- - - ''Swanson's= 0937) data .. descrlb=l:ng tbe:eral0-r:eadi.n~r;.perfermance of 
university~freshmen~suggest tbat~the•particuta~·definttien~ef~omissiqn 
- and"-addi thnr errors= whi cb' the=. =i nv~sti gator= chooses= tEF use·:.mar have. con-
side~abie' effect. upon; tbe=relat1ve=sfzes of:the=Omissions~-Addftions,. 
Substitutions= and/or Mispronunciat{ons\categories~~,Ftfty-three'.per cent 
-of= the' tota=l' numbe~ of=. emhsleA" error made'· by=: the~ terF geed~ s 11 ent 
readers' and' 43' per- cent·- of' those=_ made 0 br the' seveatr peer~ readers were 
h;tter.:·'-omi ~s ions'• 'Another' :13.',per- ceflt· {~f- tbe -poor.:'' rea~er".greap"' s-.omi s-
s lens~~ we-r•' omi nlons'. of" sy·l i abi es;.''' Ski pp'I ng',' which:: Swanserr defined as 
the··omi t;ti '19'- of ·:_words· or parts·' of' words· fql lowed 0 by' a' cerrection· of the 
omi ssf-en~ ,, aceounted·c for'·2Q-, per= cent' ef:: the 0 _0mi ss"iens.·.eategerr for good 
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readers and 10 per cent for poor readers, Fewer than one-third of the 
omission. errors, then, were omissions of whole words, In the same study, 
slightly over half of the insertion errors were word inserts, one-fifth 
were additions of syllables, and approximately one-fourth were inser-
tions of letters. 
Swanson classified omitted and inserted letters and syllables as 
well as words in the Omlssions and Insertions categories.== If-he had 
included omitted letters and word parts in= the Substitutions· category, 
·the apparent size of this error-type would have substantially increased 
and the percentage,of Omissions and ~nsertions proportionately decreased 
as Table 111 Indicates. Table I~ I also summarizes· the effect·of·dfffer-
lng term-def1n1tions upon the apparent frequency= of specific kinds of 
oral reading errors made by children of third· and-fourth grade· reading 
levels. (The figures In Table 111 were obtained by reclassifying 
·Monroejs · 1928 and Herl in's 1963 error categories= according-to the 
- ·definitions of omission and insertion errors discussed above.) 
- · Some investigators and ora 1- reading-test authors consider on·l y the 
repeating of two or more consecl;ltive words=tcFbe'a'repetition-~ whereas 
others count= the repeating of word-parts as repetition· errors; ·Goodma~ 
{1965) found= that- repetitions made by primary-grade= pupils were almost 
· evenly divided between- s i ng-1 e-word and two-or•more word· regressions, 
Both good· and- poor· readers among Swanson's (1937) university fresh-
men made= slightly more= single-word- repetitions· than repetitions of 
·groups· of· words {47- per cent= as compared with 35- per cent~:for good 
- ·readers;= 32 and 27 per cents respectively for- poor~readers). Forty-one 
·per cent= of= the repetitions made by poor readersancl-18-per·cent of 
- those made- by good readers~= however~· were repetltions=of 0 word-parts. 
TABLE 111 
EFFECT OF DEFINITION OF OMISSIONS 
AND 1-NSERTI ONS 
Grade or Kind of Substitutions Omissions 1nsertions Substitutions Omissions Insertions 
Reading Level Reader and/or (words {words and/or (letters, 
Mi spr-onu-nci atJ ons only) only) Mispronunciations syllables 
or words) 
Swanson . Uni-vers i ty 
(l937),. Freshmen Good 48% 5% 13% I 24% J8% 21+% 
University 
I Freshmen Poor 57% 6% 7% 1+0% 17% 13% Monroe 3 Normal 74% 4% 4% 49% 19% 1~% 
(l 928) 
3 Retarded 71% 2% 3% 45% 18% 13% 
4 Normal 71% 5% 8% 45% 22% 17% 
4 Retarded 71*% 4% 4% 43% 24% 15% 
Herl in 3 Normal 56% 5% 3% J 32% 15% 17% 
{1963) 
4 Normal 62% 4% 2% J 37% 19% 13% 




·Thus, the frequency of repetition errors would seem to.be very dependent 
upon the definltlon'of repetition that ls used by the investigator. 
Most Prevalent Error-types. 
Despite the dlfficl.llties in comparing cross-study results which 
were noted· above, certain conclusions regarding error patterns appear to 
be warranted. -Substitutions and/or· Mispronunciations tended to be the 
most prevalent error-type at al 1 levels and with al 1 kinds of _readers. 
As may be ~een from Table tV, half or more of the errors reported by 
any·one-investlgatortendedto fall in thls-c<;ltegory. 
· · · 1n what~_~s perhaps-the major study of developmental changes· in oral 
- - - · reading errors among randoml r selected readers,• Schai e (l 964) : compared 
types .of errors madeon·grade..,level paragraphs from· the Gray Oral 
·Rea.dingiests·by fifteen boys and fifteen g'irls in·even"'numbered·grades, 
·two through• twelve 1nc1l,Jsive~- Ea~h subject a~so'read• two· passages 
· - - bel.ow grade: placement and- two passages above grade '1 eve1. 'Schal e found 
'·that substltutioniwere•one of the two most frequent~~inds'of errors at 
each grade level studied'· · Furthermore·, the• number• ef · subs ti tu ti ons was 
·not affected by.the relative leve-l·of difflcuhy: (-insofar as this was 
· -contro·l led in· Schal e 1 s study)· nor· the grade 1 evel ·---of· the· reader. 
· · · Partia1'mispronunciatlons~·on'the•other•hand~·were·important·onty·at the 
-s ·i xth-grade• level and- above·,· with wrong sound and accent· becoming more 
· frequent' as· the• r11ater4 a'1' became• mere• dHf i cu 1 t. 
-··· '· 1n an•ear'1ier st;udy•of~error•type•importante=at=dtfferent·grade 
• - •.•levels, G•ilmore• (:1950) adm:inistered Form A-of:the"GHmore"©ra1·.Reading 
-Test' to 446~pup11s in grades· one• through e~ght~ -He~ too~ concladed that 
· · subst·i tut·ions we-re the- mpst' prevalent kind of error at·· each grade· ] eve l. 
Among·Weber!s {l970)f-irstgrade·pupils, substitutions·were eight 
TABLE JV 
SUMMARY OE. ERROR·TYPL FREQUENC I E.S. LN .srtml ES:RE,OR1:-lNa· PERCENTASES~ OF" OCCURRENCES 
yynw.s 
Mispron. CHIISSIONS INSlll'IONS Word• UP!TITIOllS Latter-Rot. 
Grade Xiod of Test and Word, Allix, Letter, syr. word, Affix, Letter, Syl. .u...:i.d. .or Word or - Part.ial lull ~ Reader __!!_ Material Subst. Word Inflect. End. or Word(•} ~ Inflect. End. or Word(a) ~~ Words Ml. ~ Jm!!.L 
Hd11qu1st lot Poor 31 THt (Mahl.) 43.9'Z. 8.n o:n. 43.l'l' 2.41. 1.7"1. 
lot Aver. 172 THt (Hdm.) 53.7'£ 14.n l.l't 15.ot' 12.ll. 3.!n 
lat Good 40 THt (Malm.) 51.6'1 22.n. 4.()7; 2.n• 17.n 2.n 
Weber lat Poor (Lov) 9 !Hal Hit. 81.61. 1.n 8.1!'1; -- -- 2.5'.t lat Good 12 ~ ... 1 Ma-t. 78.7X 9.4'1.. 9." -- 24·:: 2.4X McCr.clten 2nd Poor 9 Sheldon 20 • ~ "I. 11 "I. 38 • 
2nd A.var. 17 Sheldon 25 • 8 "I. 11 "I. 28 "I. 26 s 
2nd Good 9 Sheldon 25 "I. 8 "I. 19 "I. 10 • ~tn.'b Schda 2nd l.andm s. 15 -Gray Oral 17.31 4.ot 6.6't i.n 
4tn I.and.om. s. 1S Cray Oral 33.9'Z. 5.7"1. 4.7"1. 6.6'l 49 i,b 
Lyona 
43 i,d Scb~r• 3rd Random. S. II.I Carnahan 3.4'L 2.()7; 42 • -6.nc 3.21: 
Lippincott 
29. 't. 3 "I. lurH 3rd Unaucc•Hful Bual 55 .• (12l S.lf-COrractlOns) 
Scott. Fore.-n 
3rd SucceHful a ... 1 53 1 12 "I. 10 1 (151 S.lf-COrreCtioas) 
Grey Oral ..... Iota Wd List 
69.md -roe 2nd Level htard9d Word Discria. L5'1 1.5'1. 4.S"I. 11.n ll.61. Gray 'Oral 
.Iota Wd List 
n.nd 2nd lloaul -i Word Dhcri•. 3.4"1. 2.ot 4.4't 8.0% 809"1. Gray Oral ..... Iota Wd Li.St 
n.otdC48.sti 3rd Level Ret•rded Word Discrla. 2.441 (18.ot) 2.!n (13.11.) o.~ 13.-61. 9.1"1. Gray Oral 
"'Iota·lld List 
74.l'4d_(45.21) . (14.9"1.) 3rd No .. d Word Dbcria. 3.7"1. (18.7"1.) 4.41. 4.41. 6.5% 1.ot ..... 
~~::i~m:~l 4th Level lletard.d. ,.n. m:m 4.n m:m 1.()7; 8.91. 8.2"1. 4th "°"""l S.4% l.l!'I; 4.91. 5.n -roe .. 5.111. 
Htirlin 3rd UnHlected Jattery 56.2"1.d(J2.ni 5.2"1. (15.nl 3.4"1. (17.21:) 13.n io.n 11.111. 3rd UnaelectM. Durrell 
-roe 
~~:~~m:~l 4th UnnlectH Battery 4.()7; (18.0%) 2.4'1 (13.41) 6.()7; 14.m 11.n 4th UQ,ae lec ted Durrell 2.4'1 (19.6"1.) 1.8"1. (12.11.) 15.21. 9.5% 7.111: GlltH Oral Iacluded in 
Gat .. Honas 3.5 Un1pecifl9d Par. 1-4 78 1 10 "1. (•nd refused). 2 1 "O.i••ioa.s" 10 "I. 0 
Madden and Pratt 3rd 136 Soc. Stu. 59 "I. 5 1 5. "I. 21 "I. 9 i o.n 
3rd 136 Scienc.9 56 "I. 8.4'1 6 i l'l-..l'X 11 "I. 1 "I. 
4th 145 °soe. Stu. 53 "I. 17 1 9 "I. 6 "I. 14 "I. 1.()7; 
4th 145 Science 51 "I. 15 "I. 12 "I. 
' "I. 13 "I. 0.4"1. Goe ClHarocm Instruct-. 
Mostly Above Level 
Chriatenaoo (1966) 4th ~r~J: .. roc:. 22 
IJ.I 39.lh 18.6'1. 13.6%. O.l!'I; 27.5% 0 l!'ruat. 
Mostly Aboye Level 
4th Averaae 22 II.I 42.9"1. 11.n• 16.4'X. 2.1!'1; 20.n. Three ClaHrooas Inatruct. Level 
4 - 6 Mostly Above Aver. 68 rJ.c. -Level 39.7"1. 20.9'L.e u.n• o.n 25.9'1 Three Chsarooms 
4 • 6 Mostly Above Aver. . -68 IRl 42.91 l&.ne 15.ne 1.9"1. 23.m 6th Grade 
29 'X.f Goodman-Burke (1968) 4, s Proficient 12 Story 56 "I. 12 "I. 3 "I. CU 7-S 
23.Sxb Hardin and 1-ea - 15-10 2-edial 26 "Gray Oral 51.64 7.91. 6.ot 10.9'1 
CAa 7-8 IR.I-Sheldon 
- 15-10 Remedial 26 Seriea Manual 44.4% 10.4'1 11.l'X. 5.n 28.11".tb 
2nd - 2-. -Lackin& 
Robeck 7th Word Attack 20 28 "I. !'av or Hone !'ev or Hone 18 "I. 16-24Ji !'ew or Hone Univ. 
Sw•n•on Fresh. Poor 70 IR.I 40 "1.(57.4"1.) ( 5.6X) 17 "I. ( 7 1) 13 "I. 22 "I. 
Univ. 
Fresh. Good 10 IRI 24 X(47.ll".t) ( 5.ot) 18 t (13.21:) 
• After 15 second• 
b One -or 11are word• 
c One or 110re word• except when word is repe•ted for adequate correction 
d Combination of Monroe'• F•ulty Vowe.11!1, Faulty Consonanta, Added Sounds, Omitted Sounds and Substitution• VJ 
e Included punctuation marks ..i::-
f Inflectional ending not included 
' ti mes as frequent- as the next 1 a-rgest error type. (Word refusa 1 s anc1 
regressions were not tabulated.) 
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In general, the percentage of substitutions made by-poorer readers 
tended to be similar to that made by· the more successfu 1 ·.readers· in the 
same study. On1y'Ma1mqulst's {1~58) poor f1rst gra~e' readers, 
McCracken's (196'1) poor and average readersatthesecond·9rade· level, 
and Schummers' 0 956) thi ·rd grade boys·. had as· many· words· refused as 
words substituted or mhprenounced.- Schummers~ findings are somewhat 
difficult to' jnterpret'since·more than half of the words-refused or 
'.hes:itation errors (4,9.0'1'aUt'of8,83-l)·weremade'by:only:22 of the 237 
· third~grade ~hlldren,~n- the· sample. 
· · Tab'l e' V. sumrnari zes' the relevant f i nd:ir1gs' .. of· i.f.lvesti gators-who used 
'check' 1 i sts and· reported- their resu'l ts· In terms< of: the~ number· or per-
centage' of· subjects EP<l:i i b'it:i ng a· behavior .. · Aga-1 r.r, '· subst·i tu ti ons ·and/or 
mi spronunc:i atfons c;lppeared' to· be the- most· p·reva=l ent' error-type·, reported 
under· such· terms' as' :Jow- s·i ght' vocab~:l ary,. 'i nade91Jate:word~ mas terr ski 11 s, 
· · afld' :i.Raccurate· guess'i "S" or< guesses· from' cont;ext, 
. · · '' - ·lnvestigcitors us-Ing' a= remedial or disab'led pop1orlatfon· consistently 
· reported· errors on easy words (Swanson, l 937;' Davis';·, l 93i;' Mulroy·, - 1932; 
WeH s ~ ·. 1935; Barbe, W'i"l :J lams,· and 0 Ganaway, 19581 :: L.ong·, '. :J 95~9'; · Packman, 
1970)~- Baker- (1945, p~·575)•floted that- the· reading·difficalty most fre-
. · - quent'l Y' er:icountered· ~mong' her·' remed'i a'l- pup·i 1 s j n grades· four-- through 
, e-lght was' confus·lon of word' forms' and the ''confushms~ are most· frequent 
· in' words' wh:i ch' are' regarded' as bas:! C' or' common·· to' ai 1 c reading· mater i a 1 . 11 
WeUs' (1935)' c:oncluded 0 that' 'if" some·· of· his subjects had orl'ly' misread the 
- · · - words they- cou'l d' not read- they, wou 1 d' hard'l y have' been" considered· reading 




















** Insertions 32.5% 
Omissions 15 • 0% 
Table V 
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATORS USING CHECKLISTS 
Duffy and Long 
Killgallon Daw Daw 2nd 4th 6th Barbe 
3rd 4th 5th N=Sl p I : JH 
38% 26% 33% 82% 56% 41% 36.4% 48.7% 58.3% 
32% 41% 38% 22.7-% 41.0% 41.7% 
50-61% 33% 27% (9.1% 48.7% 41.7%) 
62% 68% 47% (Ign-0res Wd Endings) 
100% 54% 20% 
41% 7% 6% 74% 43% 25% 40.9% 20.5% 41. 7% 
45% 14% 5% 7. 7% 33.3% 
25% 20% 12% 2.6% 25.0% 
Davis 
Low High 






Inaccurate recognition of common words and the confusion of words 
which were somewhat similar in appearance were aiso noted by Mulroy 
(-1932). Al though more than ha 1 f of the errors on Gray·• s Oral Reading 
·Check Tests made by Mulroy 1 s older students werem:ispronunciatlons and 
·failure to recogni:z:ewords, substitutions were the-.most·commonerrors 
among the= fifth and low•sfxth grade groups. A· tendency to make errors 
·on easy words was also noted by investigators using· unselected samples 
(Sheldon and Hatch, 1950; Duffy and Durrell, 1935; Daw, 1938). 
The inability to use word attack skills appeared to· be character-
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istic~of many puplls 1n the studies cfted. It is not clear whether the 
·inadequate word attack skills resulted 1n mlspronunciations~= refusals, 
·or· both. 
- ' · '·''Addition and omi ss-i or.F of' who=l e= words tended to· be' rel at i ve·l y· i nfre-
- - · quent· as compared w·i th word subst'i tut ions and· mi spronanc-i at ions. The 
· - importance= of' repetition· errors) from' the standpo1nt·of·frequency of 
·'occurrence~' varied wideiy= from study= to· study, Schale·{~964} found 
· repet'i ti ons to be one of· the two= most= prevalent· 11 errors~ 1 - at= every- grade 
level~ 1n Ki~lgallon 1 s {1942) study~ they were~the rnost~freqaent kind 
· '·of- 11error1.1, at the instruct i ona 1- l eve=l. - Cooper ·( ·1952} =;'on' the· other 
hand~ concluded that= repetitions= failed' to~discriminate·between·ievels 
''of:difficulty· because of their' low frequency=of:occurrence:· Table VI 
. ··summarizes•the: findings of=various=investigators 0 regarding~the~frequency 
· · - of' repetition= ~·errors'.!•, =.The= percentages refer= to= the~ percentage· of sub-
.···' jec;ts= maldng repetitions or the ratio- of the= repet-i ti on 11err0rs 11 · to the· 
- · · 'totai·errors made. 
'=~=1nfiuences"on= Error Patterns 
= =Not= al =l' of= the var'i ati ons' in• error .. frequen(:i es= which· have been 
25 -Per Cent or More 
McCracken (1961) 
Schale (1964) 
Hardin and Ames {1969) 
Swanson (1937) 
Christenson (1966) 
Du££y and Durrell (1935) 





FREQUENCY OF REPETITIONS 
10 - 20 Per ~ent 6 or 7 Per Cent 
Monroe (Retarded Readers Schummers (1956) 
2nd and 3rd Gr., 1928) 
Not Counted 
Goodman (1965) 
Monroe {Normal Rdrs) (1928) Goodman and Burke (1968) 
Madden and Pratt (3rd 
Gr. Sci~nce and 4th Gr. 
(1941) 
Daw (1938) 
Malmquist {aver. and 
good rdrs.) (1958) 





- Mulroy (1932) 
Malmquist (Poor rdrs • ., 
(1958) 
--Berlin (Durrell battery, 
1963) 
Madden and Pratt (3rd Gr. 
Soc. Stu • ., 1941) 









noted can be attributed to differences in error definitions and· classifi-
cation schemes~ It is ·probable that the kinds of error patterns identi~ 
fled by researchers-are· dependent in part upon the grade level or levels 
investlgated~ the kind~· of readers studied~ the test{s) or materials 
used, and the relative· difficu·lty of the test material for the individual 
subject. 
Effect=.2.f. grade level.· Powel 1 (1971) has· proposed that· the errors 
which significantly affect reading success at the second grade level may 
be different· from those· affecting-the success= of' stxth grade' readers. 
I lg and Ames' (1950·,. p.· 2.52)= beHeved· that certa-Jn: k=inds= of· errors may be 
indicat·ive·.of certa·ln= leveh'of sk-1-Hs deve=lopment•ancl- 11might;·wel I be 
· · relatively•benfgn-and~characterfstt~ responses=of~c~r~ain"age~levels. 11 
The studles of· such= investigators-as Schaie={~964)~=Madden and 
· · Pratt ( 194q =,: and G i -1 more { =J 950) . prev·i de ev I def.!.c~" ~bat-_ sqme · types of 
errors are= more' preva-Jent= at= certa4 n= grade= ·leve:Js- than= at·· others. 
· Schale· (.1964}= concluded· from• her= intensive study= of= the,·oraf· reading 
error patterns= of students• .f n= evefl .. numbered= gr.a des:. two·' through- twe 1 ve 
that no· response=and~repetftion·errors'decreased·as=grade-ievels 
increased;·partfa~· and-gross~mtspronunc1at1ons= increased•as•grade·levels 
increased;· and- the= relative=frequency'of' substitut~ons~~word~omisslons, 
and wonl =insertions d-1 d- not=. chan~e· from= grade': to': grade:;:'~ Reversa 1 s 
occurred= too=infrequent4y-te'be=evaluated. 
· Resu4ts·of= other'investigators=agreecw~th· Schaie~s~findi~gs that 
refusa'I' or· no' response= error' ocq.irrem;:e= i S" I n-verse-ly· related~ to· grade 
levei~ aithough'the 4eve4•at•which this errQr-type· cease~· to· be of 
importance' var'i es- from study: to' stt.1dr. ·· ·· G-1-1 more' :( 1950} c and-- Goodman 
(1965)•found'.a'sharp dec~4ne'4n•no' response errers'aftercfirst-grade and 
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a steady decrease at each successively higher-grade level. Madden and 
Pratt (1941) reported a sharp decrease- in frequency after' grade three. 
For Schale's (1964) group~ the decline came after grade four. 
Watkins 1 ( 1953) and Monroe 1 s (l 928) resu 1 ts s1,.1ggest that age· rather 
than reading achievement level' may be the Important·· variable; Watkins 
compared' the· reading perfof'manceof third grade pupils who· had made 
normal· progress in reading with· th.e· performance of: "retarded· readers" in 
grades· four~· ftve~ and stx of-comparable reading· ability~- IQ~ and sex. 
The norma'l .. progress readers made more word refusa 1 s· on· the·' Iota word ·--
1 ist·from= the-Monroe Diagnostic• Readfng'Exam4nation=than=did=the older 
L I . 
11 reta rded 1-1= group wl th tM rd .. gq1de· read·! ng ab:i -1 :f ty. · Word·· refosa 1 ··errors 
decreased' after' second gr,;ide· among Monroe 1 S' ( 1928) · uretardedu. reader. 
groups wh'ich',' :J:ike Watkins' 11retarded 11 sample=,:· were made· up· of· older 
chi 1 d ren; · no such dee 1 :ine· occurred - among- the 1.1norma 1' 1 • readers= 'in· second, 
third, and•fourth grades. 
There' :is- ·less support-from other studies: for· Scha·le~s=~oncluslon 
that repet:i t=i ons' decrease' as grade' 1 evel s i nc;:rease'; = 'Madden· and· Pratt 
( 1941) found= an- increase- -i l'F repet·i ti ons- from grade= three= to= grade nine 
(although= there: was 11-tt~e-difference=in•the·percentage=of:repetitions 
rnade: in grades' four=. th-rough ei gh-t-). · Barbe,: WI H-iams' and· Ganaway· ·( 1958) 
found' an· ·j ncrease from pr'imarr to' intermeqi ate= =leveh~~ bot· reported no 
repet i t:i ons' to= be' one' of- the- most common· e•rro·rs at-- seventh· and· eighth 
grades' but' too· :infrequent' to be· studied below these-·levels. 
·· Gi ]more· -(,1950-h= Hke· 5chale, found a= tendency=·for=:misprenundations 
to· increase· as·: the• grade· =leve·:J: increased, startiF!g:with=grade five 
(grade· six· -in' the' Schaie· study)·. ·Stafford's (·1967-} 0 high•achievlng 
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intermed~ate-grade group made significantly more gross mispronunciations 
and mispronunciations of syllables- or accent than did-her'poor·reader 
group. The greater proportion of _unknown multisy·llablc words in more-
advanced=materials, as well-as a greater tendency on- the part of the 
reader to attempt a pronunciation, probably accounts for- the increase 
in mispronunciations found at higher grade levels. 
The reiat4ve frequency of substitution errors does not'appear to 
change with-advancing maturity {Schale~ 1964; Gilmore,- 1950; Madden and 
Pratt, -194-1)-. Schale (.1964) found a slight increase- in word-omissions 
and a- slight decrease in word· additions from grade two-to grade four, 
a 1 though- she inc 1 uded both in- her- ''no change" category-. - -Monroe- -( 1928) 
and Madden= and Pratt (1941) found an increase in both- types-of-errors 
from grade= three to grade four; and 11g and Ames {1950)~-an-increase 
from grade' two to grade four, · 1nsertfons were so· infrequent-at all 
levels in= G-J1more 1 s (1950=)· study' that he considered them· of-= little 
importance;=omissions were· not' studied. 
Ef feet:: of' d·i ffer:i ng· pupi :J •samples.· In genera·]·,' neither' the- sex of 
the pupii· nor= the leve~~of=intelligence=appears=to=have=a~stgnificant 
effect= on= the= kinds of oral=errors-made~=-Schaie"{t964)=found•sex dif-
ferences to= be= negligible= in= regard- to= frequency of ora1=reading·error-
types throughout=the=e~ementary=and=high=schoot-years. 
·Christenson ~1966) found• no=significant-differences~1n•the•frequen­
cies of· oral=reading·error~types-made= by boys' fn-gradecfour~~five, and 
six, and=those·made:by girls at=elther=the-independent=or-the•instruc-
tiona-1 levels. ·At the= frustration level,· boys made= signif·icantiy more 
subst1tutions•and=gir1s=made significantly more= refusals, 
· ·Al thoqgh= the= boys= =in= Schummers 1 {1956-) study- made= a' s-ign"ificant 1 y 
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greater proportion of secondary errors than did the girls~ with1n the 
primary or the secondary error category there was little difference in 
the distribution of error types for boys and girls. (Primary errors 
were errors which changed the form of the word, whereas secondary errors 
did not change the word form.) The larger number of hesitation 
(refusal} errors made by boys (48 per cen·t of' the total errors as com-
pared with'30 per cent' of: the total errors·f~rthe girls) accounted for 
most of the sex difference. - Since- 55 per cent= of· the hesitation errors 
were made by a relatively small number of chiidren who could-not read 
some of the stories, the observed difference between g i rls-1 and· boys' 
error~distributions is dffficu1t to interpret. 
In general, no significant sex differences· were found· in the 
ab i 1 i ty· of second and fourth grade' pupi 1 s= to comprehem:l ·mater I a 1 s 
written with frequent' and= infrequent oral·lan9uage:patterns (Tatham, 
1970) . 
Schu~rs (1956) found that the percentage:· dis tri bu ti on· of errors 
did not= d-tffer sign if 4canti y- among' three= 'i nte'l H gencec groupings-: of· third 
grade children: Low (4Qs· of 71-100), Medium -{:IQ.s·of'. ]O·J-Jt8), and High 
(!Qs of· 119•152). 
The instructiona~=background of=the,pupits-may~fnfluence=the-kinds 
of errors that: are= made=.= ' Daa i e 1 S' and' Di ack': {i 956=~ : p. -39)' has1e· c r i ti -
cized studies=of=chi1dren~s=reading errors=for-faiiing•to~give-~'neces­
sary i nformati orf' about- what' particular tra i rd ng'. or exper'i ences the 
children· had= before= th~investigation-was carried out;'contending that 
''few valid= statements can be made= about= chi -I dren~ S' errors· un 1 ess the 
-quest i one of· teaching= 1T1ethod- is considered . 11 
Her1in°{1963) dtd~not· find signlficant differences'fn· the error 
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patterns of two groups of third and fourth grade pupils who had been 
instructed in different basal reader series and 1n different school set-
tings. 
Daniels and Diack· (1956) found differences in- both numbers and 
kinds of errors made by two groups of first year= junior children taught 
by differing methods of reading instruction. One group was instructed 
by a phonic word-method- {the' Roya '1- Road Readers;: written: by the' invest i -
gators) and -the other group by a' 11mixed methods 11 approach~ -After· a year 
of instruction, the- phon:fcword-method- group made fewer'errors·on all 
measures, inc-luding testsof Pirre9u'la-r11 wo-rds-,:·S·igrdficantly more no 
response errors were made•by'the,mixed•methods'groop~~-The·phonic"word­
method -group made' a' :1 arger= percentage of· errors: categor:i zed:: as· Phonic 
·Render in~ of= trregu·lar= Words' '-{e'.g-.-, ~ read:as'onk:)-. =The· investi-
gators· concluded that' a-very' high'percentage'of=the'errors'made·by the 
chi Id ren in both= groups , · however,' was· due to- the=i r ·ignoring-• some· of the 
letters in the' words presented· to· them. 
Some differences were' observed• 'i fF the' types' of'' errors --made by 
Scottish children who•had:ear1ier and more· intensive~trafning·in word 
analysis and American·chi~dren•of the same'age•or'a=year·older, 
Scott·ish' chi Jdren tended' tomake:fewer=errorsthan=Amertf;arrchildren of 
the same age but made'a'proportionate1y~greater•number=of-miscues·which 
- ·significantly changed' the' meaning {Elder; 1966). 
· ==-:Whether pupils are-good'or:poor'readers'appears=to~havecmere·effect 
on' their error patterns-than'does•the'4nstruct4onai•background·of the 
subjects. -A 1 though' there= 'is no kfod of- reading' error:· that=· rs· associated 
-sotely with poor readers)•the're4ative- frequency=of~ceFtain'error~types 
may:discriminate"between-good'and-poor•readers'{Stafford~=1967;·Monroe, 
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1928; Malmquist, 1958; Sheldon and Hatch, 1950, 1951; Hatch and Sheldon, 
1950), 
Monroe (1932) analyzed the errors made by 415 reading dtsability 
cases and 101 contra 1 subjects on Gray 1 s 2!!.!. Reading Paragraphs and 
two tests of words in isolation. Errqr norms were developed from the 
control ·group's performance. Monroe found that the "reading-defect" 
cases greatly exceeded the controls in the number of total-errors, vowel 
errors, consonant errors, reversals, omission~of sounds~ repetitions, 
and addition of sounds. 
There is considerable evidence thatpoor=·readers in the-primary 
grades tend to make more word· refusal errors.· than· good=· readers-of the 
same~= (Ma·lmquist, 1958;"-McCrcicken, 1961; Schummers, 1956; Stafford, 
1967). Poor· readers In Malmquist's first~grade·sample made-nearly 
eight times as many errors of this type as the· average readers; in 
McCracken~s second~grade group, poor readers made: four times-as many 
refusal errors as the good-readers; and In Schummers~ third~grade 
sample, the poor' group had seven times as many' refusal errors. 
Bennett's (1942) and Monroe's (19i8) findings suggest that older 
disabled· readers make more reversal errors than do good- readers· of the 
same age. 
Poor readers tend to read more slowly and' to-make more word· recog-
nition errors (Schummers=,-1956; McCracken, 196=1; Monroe, 1932; Packman, 
1970). Packman found that poor fourth-grade readers·obtained=signifi-
cantly lower word recognit-ion scores and oral and' siient read-Jng rates 
on the· Standard Reading inventory than= did bet~er· readers even when the 
reading=comprehens4on= I eve-ls-were similar.· She=saggested that' ff simi-
lar leve1s"of· reading comprehension are used to define placement- levels 
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for good, average, and poor· readers, then the er i ter i a for word recog·· 
nition accuracy and rate of oral and silent reading will have to be 
different for poor readers than for better readers. 
Bennett (1942, P• 36) concluded from an analysis of 34,274 errors 
made by 595 retarded readers that 
... a pronounced characteristic of' pupils retarded-in word 
recognition seems-to'. be the tendency 0 not- to-inhibit 
associated responses unti1'a word fs c1eariy seen in 
all its parts·-beginning, middle, and·ending. 
A similar conclusion was reached by Daniels and· Diack (1956, p. 43) who 
expressed it· as the 11 part seeing of one word and·whoie· saying-of 
another. 11 Kagan (1965) found a relationship between' impulsivity on 
design matching tests in grade one and errors· in word-recognition-a year 
later. ·He surmised that· reading errors may arise from•an'fmpulsfve dis• 
position. 
Good· readers tend to make more' meani ngfui · sebstHutlons· than do 
poor readers· {Swanson, 1937;~Fairbanks, 1937; Smith;-1954)~- ·Substitu-
tions made by the good readers amor:ig Swansen'1 s·andc:F.a"irbank 1.s university 
freshmen' usually did not change the meaning~of'the~passage;•ehanges made 
·by the poor· readers tended to 0 change the·meaning~signfficantiy~ The 
poor readers' substituted. for easy words·:as · fr.equenti y- as: they-did for 
more difficu-Jt· ones. 
-Miscues made by good' readers at the: beglr:in i ng.~--1 evets~ef: reading 
more'eiose1y'approxlmate•the stimutus-words~in· terms'of~iette~-than do 
substitutions made by' poorer' readers•{Bennett~'~9421·Weber;'1970), At 
the intermediate-grade- ] eve·l s -, · howeven -di sab 1 ed• readers-'-maae': a· greater 
number of substitutions of'words:w~th similar form than good-readers of 
the same age 1 evel' (Stafford, 1967';. Swanson, 1937), 
Good· readers tend· to make proport i onatel r greater:' numbers· of word 
omission and addition errors although the~ number of omissions and 
additions per subject may be higher for poor readers (Monroe, 1932; 
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Smith, 1954; Schummers, 1954; Malmquist, 1958; McCracken, 1961). Nurss' 
good third-grade readers made a greater percentage of addition errors 
than did.the nineteen poor r~aders. The poor readers had more omission 
errors, however, because they tended to skip the words they did not 
know. 
Use of the norms devised by Monroe (1932), Bond, Balow, Hoyt (1970), 
and Gates (1962) requires the assumption 
..•. that a retarded sixth grader, for examp.Je, reading at 
the third grade level shou1d.be compared for deviations 
from others readfng at the third grade level;~not for 
deviations fr.om others p I aced j n the sh.th grade;~· (Her I in, 
1963, p. 5). 
In Bryant-'s (1968, p. 346) .opinion, however, 
.••• an o·l der chi Id who is a poor. reader. ,,may .. perform. di f-
ferent 1 y on certai.n subtests of .the-:Gates~McKi I lop 
than would be expected:.of ac,:youl"lger:cl:rHd'-:readiTI"g-at the 
same reading level. 
Watk-ins ( 1953) and Monroe ( -1928) -observed some~ d·i fferenees• between 
older disabled.readers andyounger ... pupils of.the same r.eadi.Ag levels. 
The dlsabled readers· made· s i gl'.'l i.f i cam·tly fewer- word· r:-efqsa'J ·errors than 
the normal-progress readers~ ·The dfsabled-readers read more slowly 
~Watkins·, ·1953) . · The disabled readers showed mere var i ab i li·ty in their 
read j.ng errors (Monroe, '1928) . . The. scores of the norma·hprog ress 
readers tended to cluster aroun~L the· mean, whereas- the retard_ed 
readers' scores showed high and. low deviations from the meaf.l·.{Watkins, 
1953). 
· lnfJuence·of materials .. The p.articular.words.use.d l-n a selection 
may tend to· restrict or to weight- the· error-t;ypes made on it. Bennett's 
(1942) test· sentences· contained only 594.of the 600 most- fre~uently used 
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words from the Gates Primary-~.!:..!..!!; of these, 74 per cent were mono-
syllables and 24 per cent were words of two sylhbles. She suggested 
the reason no nonsense words were recorded among the 34,274 erroneous 
responses may have been· the "absence of longer, more complex words. 11 
In discusstng the Interpretation of errors made:on:the·Gates 
Diagnostic Tests, Gates (1947, pp. 316-7) stated: 
In the first four paragraphs tn the Gates Oral .Reading 
Test are included a relatively large number of-words · 
which when observed in reverse order or in· part I a I I y 
reverse= order give a series of letters which make up a 
real and usually a familiar word,, .• The freqaency of 
such errors· would be less In typ1cal reading·~atter. 
Monroe, 1 ikew=ise, included an unusualiy large proporthm·.of·easily 
reversed words= and· letters such as·.E.' .9.., d, k,·_a, !2.' and.!:!.. which are 
frequently rotc'lted (or· confused)= in:the-·lota Word·Test=whfeh·made up a -..-.. .,..__.,............... . 
part of the· Monroe·: O:iagnost-tc= Battery~·. ·Al though· Gates· does~ not con-
sider the substitution of b=for d to be= a reversal·err~r~·Monroe· 
included such letter rotations as a· sub~division of her·reversals·cate-
gory. Both Monroe· (1928, 1932)· and Her11n (1963), who used'the·Monroe 
battery and classification system~ reported a high incidence·of-reversal 
errors. 
Payne (1930, P• 145), on the other hand, found that~reversals 
represented only·O~l per cent·of- the total·errors·above·the=second·grade 
level. She=postu1ated that 
the reason· for= the re·l at Ivel Y' =1 ow percentages= of· revers a 1 s 
may be' that·, with two exceptions,·· the· words·· presented were 
not of a reversible nature~- that· -is-, they= were· not-wholly 
or in part= the· reverse-of= another word=famlllar to the 
children. 
Studies•of·Goodman (1965), Goodman· and= Barke {1968)~·Berke-{1969), 
Weber (1970)~~and.others=prov1d~ev1dence that~the·structure~of the 
written material influences= the k1nd-and·percentage·of·readtng~miscues 
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occurring. Weber (1970), and others provide evidence that-the-structure 
of the written material influences the kind and percentage of reading 
miscues occurring. Weber (1970) found that 91 per cent of the errors 
made by twenty--one first-grade readers were grammatically appropriate to 
the preceding context. She concluded that both strong and weak· readers 
used the 
... constraints of preceding grammatical context-to reduce the 
range of responses ...• When he has not yet= learned to exploit 
all the· information provided in the graphic-display of a 
word,- the preceding structure of a sentence=may·be his 
principal source of information for identifying-a· word, 
(p. 443) 
Other investigators reached similar conclusions with·the·subjects 
- ranging from slow first graders= to highlyaproftcient~readers-tn grade 
six. Two· thirds or more of the miscues made· brboth=: good· and poor 
readers had= complete syntactic·.acceptabil ity (Barke',-1969; Allen, 1969; 
-Weber, 1970; Clay, 1968~ Goodman and Burke, 1968)~::Most·of·the·miscues 
were semantically acceptable with~the·preceding:text;~and~half·or more 
·had complete· semantic acceptability (Burke~ 1969~:Atten~' 1'69;:Weber, 
1970; Goodman= and Burke, 1968). 
Bennett={1942, p. 36) observed, nearly thirty•years ago~ that 
the structure of the context in which the word is incorporated 
seems .. ~to operate in some intangible way to govern the 
response, so that a verb stimulus, for example~ _calls forth 
in most cases a verb in response, even though it is erroneous. 
Recent studies agree that the grammatical function-of= the-miscue 
response tends to be the same as the grammatical:function·of-the·stimu-
lus word- (Burke, 1969; Clay, 1968; Goodman and Burke, 1968;-~Weber-, 1970; 
Y.-Goodman~- 1967; Allen~ 1969; Christenson, 1966). 
· · Nurss (1969) investigated the relationship between-senfence com-
plexity and oral reading errors. Two second-grade=groups=read~aloud six 
one•sentence stories representing three levels of structural complexity. 
For· the· group of· 108· second-graders who had been given a basic vocabu-
lary screening test, signi_ficant effects due to levels of syntactic com .. 
·ptexity were found for hesitations, self-corrections, and total errors 
(self .. correctlon$, s·ubstltutions, additions, omissions, repetitlons). 
·For· the 36 second-g~aders who had not been pre-tested, significant 
effects were found for total oral errors, other· errors (additlons·,·omis-
· sions~ substitutions, and repetitions combined),·and·vocabulary in con-
text (omissions, substitutions, and.words supplied-combined)~ The 
·errors more frequently made· sense semantically· and' grammatically In the 
·sentences of less complex structure than in those·of·high·structural 
· ·depth' for both groups. · The vocabu 1 a ry-screenec:L group· made' fewer· hes i ta- . 
· · tions' at· non·grammatf cai' junctures In· the· ·1 ess c;:empl ex' sentences;· which 
·was' tnterpre1;ed to indicate a better grasp ef thee grammatical·· structure .. 
••·~-Daniels and D1ack~{l956)•presented four.tests~of~tsolated·words and 
·two' short· sentence teststo'two'groups·of·seven•and'eight•year•otds who 
had been·consider1ad ' 1nonreader:s 11 nine months earlier·. Their· results 
indicated· there was 1 ess J-i kel i hood· of' a word 1 s be-Ing read· correct 1 y if 
· · it'occurre~ in a sentence than- if lt was presented in isolation. The 
· · sentences provided few se1T1C1nt i c clues, however. 
· · ··Goodman· (1965),-on the other hand, found that most·first·,-second, 
·and· third· graders In his randomly--selected·sample--read~correctly in 
· story--context· one-half tO' four·f ifths of the words. theychad·missed on 
word· i i sts ~ · ,, No· one·. read .a· word· correct 1 y on the ii st·. and· missed it 
· consistentlr"ln the· story ahhough second and thfrd· grade•ch·i ldren made 
numerous'uQne·time· subst·itutions11 of words read correctly· in· iso·Jation. 
Schaie•{J964)~suggested that the types·of·errors'made•on·word: lists 
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may differ from those made on meaningful material; thus, Monroe's (1928, 
1932) findings disagreed with Schale's findings because Monroe combined 
the frequencies of oral reading errors made on the Gray Oral Reading 
Tests in which the "meaning of words might be inferred from the text" 
with errors made on words in isolation "thus blurring the results of 
both testing situations" (p, 103). 
No study was found in which errors from word 1 ists were analyzed 
separately from errors in contextual material except that of Payne (1930) 
who presented words from the Gray Oral Reading Paragraphs, along with ,-
more unfamiliar words and phrases, to four hundred children in grades 
two through five by means of a ta ch Is toscop i c device. · The word· 1 is ts 
were followed immediately by the reading of the'Gray ~-Reading· Para-
graphs. Payne found that many of th~ same errors were made' in°the con-
textual reading as on the words in Jsolation; there were slightly fewer 
errors on the contextual material. Some transfer'effect may· have taken 
place since the word 1 ists always immediately preceded the· paragraphs. 
Hardin and Ames (1969) compared error patterns'on two' kinds of 
contextual materials. They found no significant-differences-in the 
frequency and rank order of the oral reading·errors~obtained~by twenty-
seven disabled readers on the Gray Oral Reading·Tests'and an-informal 
reading inventory when the,subjects were treated:as·a·group~ The·error 
·percentages of individual subjects showed-much· vadatlon from one 
instrument to the other. There tended to be more aid errors·onctbe ~ 
and more insertion errors on the 1nforma1· reading-inventory· but the 
observed differences were not statisticaHy significant. 
· Herl in {1963) compared the error patterns of 243 third'and:fourth 
grade pupi 1 s· on· the Monroe battery' (Gray, Ora']' Reading· Tests',~. iota Word 
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Test, and a Word.Discrimination Test) with error patterns obtained on 
comparab·le subtests of the Durrell Analysis of-Reading Difficulty (Oral 
Paragraphs, Word Recognition Tests, and Word Discrimination Test). 
Median grade scores were obtained from grade scores on the three tests 
within a battery and the California Readins Test. Like Monroe, Herl in 
combined errors from contextual reading and word 1 ists. Errors were 
categorized· according to Monroe's classification system {faulty vowels, 
faulty consonants, reversa1s, additions of sounds~·omtssions of sounds, 
word substitutions, repetitions, additions of words~ omissions· of words, 
and refusals); reading-grade and age-grade norms~wer~'then-developed 
for each test battery. Herl in concluded that~the-reading·grade·norms 
obtained on· the Monroe tests were s i mi 1 a r to Monroe.' s 1932 norms· on the 
same test· battery although there was a tendency for more sound-addition 
errors, repetitions, and refusals to be made in-the· later-study. 
Herl in found significant differences in the relative frequency of 
certain error-types on' the Durrell and Monroe tests~ ·The· Durrell 
battery had significantly more errors on consonant sounds,· omissions of 
sounds, substitution of words, and word refusals; whiie there were 
significantly more reversals, additions of sounds, and omissions of 
words on· the-Monroe tests. - No differences were found-in the· numbers of 
vowel errors,·repetitions,-words added, and total errors.-·Corre·lations 
were lowest for omissions and additions of words~·omissions•of-sounds, 
and reversals~ A· detailed analysis of the errors of six disabled 
readers indicated that~ although the mean gross error counts· differed, 
the rank order· of the error types were similar-on· the· two- tests~ Diag-
nosis from gross errors correlated highly with· diagnosis from· age-grade 
norms-but were lower with· reading grade norms. -The· grade· level· norms on 
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the Durrell .may have been distorted by the inclusion of the Word Recog-
nition Test scores which Herl in found to be a year higher than the 
paragraph mean grade-equivalent. 
Del la-P·ic;1no and Herl in (1964) cqmputed error ranks based on· gross 
errors per five~hundred-words-read and on standard (z)· scores·for·forty-
three subjects reading one· or more years below e~pectancy· (from the 
Herl in sample) to· determine if directions for remediation·would differ, 
using the two· types of· scores~ ·For most pupils the norms gave~no dif-
ferent information· or reading-error ra~k than did· the raw error·.scores, 
The use of norms was recommendedi however, because·of discrepancies 
among vowe 1 ·er rots',· substitutions, and additions .and· om"iss ions· of· words 
for a few students~ ·The Durre·l 1 and· Monroe raw .. score error ranks corre-
lated more highly with each other than the raw-sc.ore· error ranks from 
either tests· correlated with· the corresponding normative error ranks. 
·The Durre·l ·1-Monroe normat·ive· error rank correlat'icms- were· ·lowest of all 
which would seem to· r;;iise some· questions. about the investigators' 
conclusions. 
For the most par~~· error classifications have been· too· imprecise or 
too dissimilar· to·perm'it·valid arid detailed cross-study· comparisons of 
error· patterns' in· different' materials. ·Studies· which.have used·similar 
error· analysis schemes· have· differed· in other· important· respects .. 
Schummers· (1956) used• a• dass-lf'ic,ation· system· similar· to·.that·of--Monroe 
(1928, 1932)-which·was·also used by Herl in (1963).· ·He· found·such a 
large· proportion· of· refusa·l errors,· however·, that· other· error· percent-
ages were·necessadly•def·lated.· It is·probabie that the·studies dif-
fered· in· the· relative·.difficuity,·as well as in· the· types~·of·materials. 
An· ·i nspect·i on· of-: Tab1e·V11 ·indicates· s Im i 1 a r error percentages· for word 
TABLE V 11 
RESULTS OF STUDIES USt~G MONR-OE'S 
CLAS.SIFICATJON SYSTEM 
Monroe Herl in Schummers 
Grade 3 (Mon.) Grade 3 
Error-Types Grade 3 
Vowel-Consonant Errors 42.6% 30.5% 24.8% 
Reversals ].0% 11. 8% 3.2% 
Addition of Sounds 10.5% 13.8% 1t. 5% 
Omission of Sounds 15.0% 1o.1 % 6.4% 
Substitution of Words 6~0% 1.8% . 7.2% 
Addlt1on of Words 4.4% 3.4% 2.0% 
Omission .of Words 3.7% 5.2% . 3:4% 
Repetitions 6.5% 1012% 6.7% 




Grade 4 (Monc.) 
Grade 4 
37-9% 33.6% 
5.8% J 1.5% 





















substitutions, word omissions, and repetitions in the Schummers and 
Monroe (third grade norms) studies. 
Leibert (1965) used the classification system devfsed by Bennett 
(1942) to compare types of errors made on words from the .Word Recogni-
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tion subtest of the Gates Advanced Primary Reading Test under three test 
' ---
situations;·· Recall in which the subjects pronounced the words presented 
in isolation; Recognition! in which subjects marked the words pro-
nounced by the examiner; and Recognition 2 in which subjects marked the 
words indicated by pictures. The age and type of subjects as well as 
the materials and test conditions differed in the Leibert and Bennett 
studies. Leibert~s sample consisted of second~grade pupf ls~ whereas 
Bennett's s~bjects were older disabled readers. Leibert's tests.were 
isolated words, wh11e Bennett's materials consisted of·groups of sen-
tences. As may· be seen from Table VI 11 , .. beginning corre~t-e~ding incor-
rect errors were most prevalent under all test conditions;· Bennett's 
disabled readers made more reversal and medial vowel errors. 
·Effect of-difficulty level. In Spache's (1950, p. 442) opinion, 
11 ••• errors probably change in nature according to the difficulty of 
the material being read." Schale (1964, p. 108) concluded from her 
study that the 11 ••• mean number of each type of error on passages·at and 
above· grade level· for each grade differs somewhat from mean· errors made 
only on grade level passages." 
McCracken and Mullen (1970) classified the .oral reading errors made 
by 170 pupils in grades one through six on the· Standard· Reading·tnventory 
into seven error types~ repetitions, words pronounced by the examiner, 
mispronounced words, omissions, additions, substitutions, and· misread 
punctuation. A tentative analysis indicated a shift in error pattern 
A 
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A One, two, or more letters alike .at beginning but unl~ke at the 
B One or more final letters alike but unlike at the beginning 
AB(A) Beginning and ending alike, but more alike at the beginning 
AB(B) Beginning and ending alike, but more alike at the ending 
AB Beginning and ending a 1 i ke· (al so a·I i ke· in form and number) 
Medial V.owel Type - Differences occur only in the medial vowel 
Substitutions - No common beginning or ending 
Reversals - Orientation of words or letters incorrect. 
Omlssion of final 11 s 11 
*Omission of ending 















between the maximum instructional level and the first level of frustra-
tion. The investigators concluded: 
No signiflcant shift in error pattern seems to exist between 
successive levels if both are in frustration or both in 
instructional .. ,. This implies that instructional level 
errors should be used in determining instructional needs 
and that using errors made at frustration level to deter-
mine instructional needs may lead to incorrect instruc-
tional programs. (McCracken and Mullen, 1970, P• 110) 
The influence of material-difficulty on types of oral reading errors 
was investigated by Laurence Mcleod more than fifty years ago. He (1918, 
p. 532) observed that 
, .,increasing the difficulty of reading material causes an 
increase in the percentage of gross and minor mispronuncia-
tions, a decrease in the percentage of omissions, insertions, 
and repetitions, and little change in the percentage of 
substitutions. 
The subjects in McLeod's study were in the advanced sections of their 
grade level; thus, his findings may not be applicable to other kinds of 
readers, 
The effect of the difficulty level of the material on the prevailing 
error patterns has been investigated in three doctoral dissertations, all 
with nonselective populations. Schale (1964) compared the types of 
reading errors made on grade-level passages from the Gray Oral Reading 
Tests by fifteen boys and fifteen girls at each even-numbered grade 
level, two through twelve inclusive, with errors made on two passages 
below the grade placement level and two passages above. Although all 
pupils were able to read the grade-level paragraph successfully, a few 
subjects at each grade level were unable to read one or both of the 
above-grade-level passages 0; while others were able to read considerably 
above their grade placement level. 
Schummers {1956) studl~d the.effect of increasing difficulty levels 
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on the error patterns of 237 third-grade pupils. All pupils, regardless 
of reading ability, attempted five stories from Lyons and Carnahan basal 
reader series ranging in readability from l .7 for Story l to 5.6 for 
Story 5. Errors were combined for different groups of subjects but in 
no combination was the reading ability of the pupils taken into con-
sideration, except indirectly as it was reflected by IQ or rather broad 
bands of reading accuracy. 
Christenson (1969) compared the oral reading errors on independent, 
instructional, and frustration-level passages of an informal reading 
inventory for 68 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade subjects. 
Unfortunately, neither Schale nor Schummers controlled the relative 
difficulty of the materials for individual students so that the passages 
above grade level may not have been as difficult for some subjects as 
the passages.!!_ or below grade placement were for others. The unusually 
large number of hesitation (refusal) errors reported by Schummers (an 
average of one word refusal in every eleven running words for the forty-
f ive Low IQ boys on the second grade story), and the low word-accuracy 
levels for the Medium and Low IQ boys suggest that even the 11easy 11 and/or 
grade-level stories may have been 11difficult 11 for many of the subjects. 
Christenson (1966) combined errors on materials which were at, 
below, and above his subJects 1 individual reading levels as identified 
by his informal reading inventory, He used the word pronunciation and 
comprehension accuracy levels recommended by Betts (1946) to identify 
independent, instructional, and frustration levels; however, Christen-
son1s designation .of independent and instructional levels as the highest 
levels at which either word recognition or comprehension met the 
accuracy requirements changed the criteria to an unknown extent. Literal 
Table IX 
EFFECT OF DIFFICULTY OF MATERIAL ON ERROR PATTERNS 
Errors Wfiich Increase with Increased Errors Which Decrease with Increased 
Difficulty of Material Difficulty of Material 
Type of Miscues 
No response or refusals 
(Hesitations)""' 
Mispronunciations 
(Partial and Gross 
Mispronunciations)* 
(Otitissfon of So'ilnds) -
(Vowel Errors)** 













2-12 Sc hale 
3rd Schummers 
4th Killgallon 
3rd Sc hummers 
4th Kill gallon 
Type of Miscues Grade Investigator 
Omissions 2-12 Sc hale 
4-6 Christenson*** 
Repetitions 2-12 Schale 
4-6 Christenson**** 
Spontaneous Corrections 3rd Sc hummers 
* Word or phrase within parenthesis refers to the term used by the Investigator for the miscue. 
** Kinds of mispronunciation errors found to increase with story - difficulty. 
*** Non-significant 





interpretation of "highest" and "lowest" levels resulted in six subjects' 
being assigned higher Independent than Instructional levels; seven sub-
jects', higher Instructional than Frustration levels; and one subject, 
an Independent level which was four book-levels higher than the Instruc-
tional level, and three book-levels higher than the Frustration level. 
Thus, it appears that errors from materials of varying relative-
difficulty levels may have been combined in all of the studies, possibly 
obscuring differences. Moreover, obtaining all errors on below-grade-
level materials from the same "easy" stories anq errors on above-grade-
" placement passages from the same "difficult" stories, as in the Schale 
and Schummers studies, may magnify any tendency of the stories' sentence 
structure or choice of words to produce certain types of errors, thus 
confounding the effect of difficulty-level with that of materials. 
As the difficulty of the material Increased, in the studies cited 
above, the.relative frequency of certain errors tended to decrease; 
other errors ten~ed to increase; and sti11 other errors apparently were 
not affected by the difficulty of the material (Schale, 1964; Christen-
son, 1966; Schummers, 1956). As may be seen from Table IX, the relative 
frequency of repetitions and omissions, as compared with total error 
occur.rence, tended to decrease as the material became more difficult. 
Schale (1964) found the decrease to be significant for both omissions 
and repetitions. Christenson (1966) found a significant decline in 
repetitions between the independent-instructional and independent-
frustration levels; a tendency for omissions to decrease as material 
became more difficult, although not significant, was consistent for the 
total group, for boys and girls, and for the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
grades analyzed separately. -A steady decline in word recognition 
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accuracy as the relative difficulty of the material increased was 
reported by Schummers (1956) and by two later investigators (McCracken, 
1961; McCracken and Mullen, 1970). The number of spontaneous correc-
tions decreased from the third-grade level story to the fifth-grade 
level one for Schummers' (1956) third-grade sample. 
The relative number of mispronunciations, no response errors 
(called refusals by Christenson and hesitations by Schummers), and 
reversals tended to increase as the story-difficulty levels increased. 
Schale (1964) reported an increase in both partial and gross mispronun-
ciations. Schummers (1956) found a significant increase in frequency of 
sound omissions and vowel errors in above-grade level stories. Kill-
gallon, in an earlier study, (1942, p. 106) observed that over 40 per 
cent more pupils made errors by guessing in frustration-level material 
on an informal reading inventbry, w~th the guesses tending to beqome 
"extreme 1 y wi 1 d .and Inappropriate . 11 (Ki 11ga11on 1 s fourth-grade samp 1 e 
contained both good and poor readers.) 
Schale (1964) found a greater number of no response errors in 
above-grade level passages for the second-grade subjects; at fourth 
grade, however, there were fewer no response errors in the more diffi-
cult paragraphs, above fourth grade, no response errors were very 
infrequent. Schummers (1956) observed a tendency for the number of 
hesitations (no response errors) to increase as the story levels 
increased, especially among the total Low IQ group and the Low and 
Medium IQ boys. Killgallon (1942) found that the number of pupils 
making refusal errors at frustration level (as compared with the number 
at instructiona1 level) increased over 50 per cent; the refusals were 
less frequently preceded by attempts to pronounce the words. 
Schummers (1956) reported that.reversals tended to increase as 
story-:-levels in.creased. Letter, word, and partiC!l revEersal errors 
appeared only at frust:iiatlon leveLa,~ong Killgallon's (1942) fourth 
grade sample. No reversal errors were observed in the Christenson 
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(1966) and Sch~le (1,64) studies (possibly becaus@.of their more limited 
definitions of revers~ls). Christenson (1966) found a significant 
increase in medial errors at the frustration level. 
Sc.hale (J.964) concluded that.the dlffic;ulty of the material did 
not.affec;t the pdr cent.bf total errors of substitutlons, insertions, 
and.no response err~r1 (above the second grade). Christenson (1966) 
i . . 
found a significantly gr•~ter percentage of substitutions at the 
instruc;th:mal and: fn,1straiti~n levels th,an at the Independent level, but 
little ·dtfference in ther relative number of. substitutions at.the 
instruct.Iona 1 and fr:uft~at Lefl levels. 
Effect of eass~ge len~th• Stuever (1969), l,lsing the same pup I 1 
sample as the pr~sent inv~stigatar, found t~at more errors were made on 
the first twentrf ive words r~ad than 'on the second twentrflve words by 
all groups except the subjectsr-r:eading t~e J .5 level stqry, with a ten-
dency for a disproportionate number of behavioral and structure,errors 
to occur. She surm1 sed ·that the use of too-short passages (fewer than 
125-150 words) would result in a spuriou~;ly--hlgh error ratio (resulting 
in a too-low instructional. level) and a di~toned error pattern •. 
Shedd (1968) reported more errors on the first paragraph of the 
Gates-McKillop Ql;'al Readlr:i~ Test than on the second paragrCjph for 52 
per cent of the students enrolled in a univers1ty summer reading 
program. Dunkeld (1970) found that 37 -per cent of the subjects made 
lower word .. recognitlon scor~s and 59 per cent made lower coll)prehension 
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scores on the first passage that they read than they made on a later 
passage. The effect on error patterns was not determined in the Shedd 
and Dunkeld studies, however. 
Significance of .Q.!:.tl Reading Errors 
Authors of standardized oral reading tests, like those of informal 
measures, disagree as to the significance of various reading errors. 
Ray (1969), in a preface to his qualitative analysis of oral reading 
behavior, stated: 
A cursory examination will show disturbing dif-
ferences between clinical instruments at the 
quantft(:iltive level of ana]y~is relative to error 
importance, error types, and error frequency, 
In the· clinical instn,1ments examined, equal 
weight ls given to those.error type5 selected 
as crit•ria fQr oral reading performance ... 
The cl inicia~ may well question giving the 
same.consideration to a hesitation error as 
to a mispronunciation error; yet, an evaluation· 
of reading performance using the Gilmore or 
Durrell woul.d require equel c9nsideration. The 
current professional interest in re .. evaluation 
of the concept of instructional level may be 
related to lack of com1110nal ity between instru-
ments of measure. · 
To determine the types of reading errors.most related to reading 
growth, Monroe (1928) computed coefficients of correlation between the 
frequency -0f various.reading error-types and the median reading-grade 
score of normal and 11 reta rded 11 ree1ders. She cone 1 ud~d that 
•.. a child may advance in reading grade even though 
he may omit words or parts of words, add S\,lper-
flUOUS words~ substitute words~ and repeat words 
frequently. On the other hand, confusing the 
orientation and sequence of letters, mistaking 
vowel sounds, mistaking consonant sounds, and 
adding sounds to words are more important errors 
from the standpoint of progress in reading than 
are the former. 
Gilmore (1947) investigated the relationship of ·eight types of 
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reading errors to the oral reading score on the-Gilmore~ Reading 
Test, reading rate, oral comprehension, and the-silent comprehension 
score on the Stanford Reading Test. He concluded that word substitu-
tions were the most Important errors studied and tended to be related to 
poor oral and silent reading comprehension, poor oral reading scores, 
and slow oral reading rate. Words-pronounced (by the examiner), which 
were second in importance) were related to poor silent· reading compre-
hension=,_ a slow rc;ite of reading, and to some extent, to oral reading 
comprehension. Corrected substitutions were related only to poor oral 
·reading scores. Mispronunciations were made more frequently by good 
·readers than by poor readers in the intermediate grades. Repetitions, 
hesitations, insertions, c;ind punctuation errors were not· related to com· 
prehensfon~ rate) or oral reading score, Omission errors~had-been made 
·too infrequently in the p11ot study to be included 0 in~the=major~investi-
gation. 
An· inspection of Tables 11 and X indibates the least agreement 
among investigators and test writers in relation to the-significance of. 
repetitions and corrected errors. Goodman (1967, 1968), who views the 
reading process as a 11 psycholinguistlc guessing game~•,·jn which the 
- reader responds to minimal v1sua1 cues, hypothesizes that' regressions 
- result from the use of min1ma1·cues which·do-not·produce·a·satisfactory 
·guess-.· ·AJ·len (1969), Burke (1969), Y. Goodman (1967); and others who 
accept·Goodman~s theory of the reading process·consider·regressions to 
be correction attempts on- the part of .the reader which· may' be-responses 
to a miscue- but are not= miscues in and of themse1ves-{Goodman and 
Burke·, ·1968) . 
McCracken {1968))=who- includes corrected errors= in the= totai·error 
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count but not in the word recognition score on the Standard Reading 
Inventory~ justified the co~nting of such errors becau~e corrections 
slow down children's reading and may, therefore, affect whether or not 
they do read, Goodman (1968, P• 19), who is more lnterested in the 
reading strategy employed by the .reader than in word accuracy levels 
~~'suggests that " •.. the most significant factor in analyzing any 
miscue may be whether or not it was corrected.,.and under what circum-
stance . 11 
Goodman· and his students have conducted a sedes of investigations 
into factors·which influence whether or not miscue•corrections will be 
attempted; Allen (1969, p~ 86) concluded that, since most miscues are 
syntactica1iy acceptable~ 11 the degree to which a mlscue is semantically 
acceptable' seems to determine whether or not the miscue vri 11 be cor• 
rected. 11 ·Jhe reader.tends not to correct errors that are· totally 
acceptable syntactically and semantically, or~errors:that·are-totally 
unacceptable semantically (Allep, 1969; B1.1rke,_ 1969)·. ·Goodman and 
Burke (1968) and Burke (1969) have reported the observC1tion-of many 
instances of' a' reading pause fol h>wing a .miscue durin9·,which 0 the- reader 
may have=reread~precedlng mater1a1 before'contin~ing:to~read~ The 
investigators assumed that a "silent· correction11 -wii1s· made. 
Dunkeld (1970) compared word recognition~scores=on·an:tnformal 
reading· inventory, using six~d1fferent combinations of·errors~·with the 
comprehension' score (used as a criterion of passage•difficuity) of a 
stratified random sample of the subjects in his study. ·Correlations 
between word·recognltion'and~comprehension· scores=above:passage·level 
four were·gener;;iHy -Jew and-variable. 
· · · · · · Ev'i de nee' of 11 tbe· di m-fn i sh:!ng relationship !:re.tween werd· recognition 
· and·.comprehension11 at· higher· grade levels re.ported· by Dunkeld (1970, 
· p. ·.62) has been found· by other· investigators, a I so. Packman ( 1970) 
found a higher relationship between oral comprehension and word recog-
nition scores among the poor readers than among the average or good 
readers in her fourt;h-grade sample. Allen .(196') reported a negative 
correlation ·of . 72 between the number of miscues per· hundred words and 
per cent· of cqmprehension at the second grade level, but found little 
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relationship between the· number of .miscues and· cemprehension with his.: 
fourth qr sixth grade group, Burke (1969) found no direct·rel~tionship 
between the- number of miscues and comprehension witlrpreficient sixth 
··grade- readers. 
- TABL~ XI 
·Correl at ions Between Comprehension Scores arid- S·i x DHferent 
Word-Recogn i t·I on Scores 
· ·Passage· · ·No. of W-R· w .. R W":'R W•R· W""R'· W·R· · · ··Symptom 
· •.Leve·}·, · •· · ·Cases~·. '1 '' 2·. ·. '' 3 4 5 6 ·Score 
p 18 .48 .55 
1 24 ',56 .74 
2 24 .60 .66 
3 21 . 13 .44 
4 24 • 15 ,35 
P--4 111 2 .JS?· 4 ·:~ 
W-R Score l Subst;itutlon~ only 
W-R Score 2 Conventional miscues 
.so .50 .49 .54 ,39 
,74 ,75 ,73. .72 .67 
.67 .69 .68·' .64 .69 
.47 .47. .49 .48 .54 
.18 0 3.2' ,37 ,37 .02 
1 .s4f 1 .5~ 1 .51- .s55 .4f1 -5 
·W-R· Score 3 Conventional miscues plus repet1t1ons·of~two or more words 
· · -w .. R· Score· 4· ·Conventional· m-lscues plus repetitions 
· W ... R. Score· 5• ··.Conventional· miScues plus repet;i tlons and·· corrections. 
·W·R·Score·6· ·Conventional· miscues plus corr,ctions 
Insofar as oral.comprehension 1eve.l· is:.a•va·ll-d'ind-Jcator·of·error-
· · significance,·the use· of• convention~] ,miscues· (substttutions~-insertions, 
·omissions,·mispronunciations, and examiner-pronounc:edwords) only, 
conventional miscues plus corrections, or conventional·miscues plus 
corrections and/or repetitions appears to be equally defensible for 
·reading levels of primer through fourth grade. (See Table XI which is 
· · taken in pa rt from Dunke Id, 1970, p. 62.) McCracken ( 1966) · reported 
higher reliability for total errors (conventional· miscues p·Juscorrec-
. · · · tions and repetitions) on the Standard Readin~ inventory than· for word 
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· recognition· errors (conventional miscues). · Dunkeid·{l970)· found· almost 
·no· relationship between degree of comprehension and symptoms: of· reading 
difficulty above the third-reader level. Likewise~ head'movement, 
··finger pointing, and vocalization were not related to--comprehenslon 
·levels of good· or poor fourth'. grade readers.in·PackmanJs {1970)-study. 
Other issues related to the counting-~nd:ciassifying~of·readlng 
··errors· include the 11wei9htin9 11 of significant errors, the· counting of 
repeated· error-responses on: the same words, and·the~scoring·of-dialectal 
·variants. '.No· studies could be found whlch-provided~evidence·relevant to 
····these· issues; rather; procedural rationaie·appeared'to·stem·primarlly 
' fram·theory·or opinion~ 
·Wlthin·an errar~type; some·miscues·appear to:be=reiatively·serious 
· · from~the standpoint of· the effect on·comprehensfon;~whiie·ethers seem 
· · · ~unimportant.·· · Dunke·] d· (1970) attempted. to· 11we ight~-1 errers·.accord i ng to 
· ·····their severity. but cou·l d' find·. no· objective•:way-;:c;:if· do·i ng· so·;··.·· He /con-
.· eluded that· since sma11~errors increase as.materi~1~becomes~more·diffi­
. ··cult,· th~ accumulative· effect may make them· important;• On the-Standard 
· - · · Read:ing•.1nventorr (McCracken,· .. 1966) • Usma 11 word 1 .. subs ti tut ions such as a 
·for the· an:r counted as tota·I ·errors but not· as word- recogn i t·i on· errors 
··above· the first-grade reading· level. 
Some investigators count repeated miscues on the same words as 
separate errors each time they occur; others count them only once. On 
·the Standard· Reading Inventory (McCracken, 1966), proper nouns and 
11dlfficult11 words at a particular story-level are counted only once 
(unless the error was corrected by the examiner the first time it 
occurred, in which case it is counted twice); all other errors are 
··counted each time they occur. Dunkeld (1970, p. 52) counted· repeated 
miscues as separate errors in his investigation because 
... some children are able to use the context· to help them 
overcome a pronunciation difficulty. Others are not, 
Counting repeated miscues as miscues;- except when they 
occur on- proper nouns, differentiates· between-the- children 
who succeed and· the· children who do not. 
· ·1n her review of studies related to oral reading·~rrors.~ Weber 
(1968, p. 104) commented: 
Another problemar:iseswhichweakensthe'va-lueof the· oral 
reading - tests as· d-iagnostic· tools.·, .. Eva·luatfog· the oral 
reading of a child with' noticeable devfations frem-standard 
Eng I i sh- pronunciation is prob·! ema tic s i nee· the- tests fa i I 
co-distinguish c1earty between· a· reading· error-and- an· error 
that· is simply not acceptable in standard-speech~~ .. The 
ch·i 1 d who has acqu"ired the fund amen ta 1 s of the· reading pro-
cess· but· has not· mastered control over-standard-pronuncia-
tion may wel 1 suffer unjustifiably on oral· reading· tests 
since the tests- provide no substantive·instructions·to the 
examiner on how to· hand 1 e variations from· h·i s ·own- speech. 
Recent investigators (Stuever, 1969; Dunketd~~1970;·Alten~ 1969; 
Goodman, 1969; Y. Goodman~ 1967) have·treated~certai~·diatect-differ-
ences·and 0 speech variants involving-pronunclation·as~acceptable 
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axed-for-asked). Syntactic differences such'as·~-~'forc~were and 
semantic· differences sud1° as· bucket' for ~-were· treated' as ·-miscues by 
· - · - these~investigators. 
· - - ··Kasdon' {'1970) ,- however', considered the 0 fo'Howlng'deviat-ions· to be 
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11 useof·dialect11 on the part of Negro· students rather than· reading_ 
errors~ ·additions or omissions of 1 s, substitution of was for were, - ~ -
substitution· of~ or menzes for men, pronunciation of· except as 
··.egskept·oreskept.:,· and~ pronounced wif. 
Dunkeld {1970, p. 52) defended the counting of grammatical devia-
· · tions as miscues "because appearances suggest that they are indicative 
· of· reading di ff i cul ty in the same way, for example, that· transpositions 
·are Indicative of another, 
· Y. Goodman (1967) concluded that dialect miscues did· not· affect the 
·reading comprehension or proflc1ency of six beginning readers. · Nurss 
· {1970) found· a greater number of dialect errors among the· h'igh'"'achieving 
third· grade readers than the low-achieving· group~ -She· interpreted this 
··to mean that· dialect errors:indlcated· better:comprehension. 
·· ~- ·.~Error:ciassificatlons. Although Payne (1930)·considered the 
·speciffc·error-types made by a reader to be• iargeiy·the·product of· 
· - ·chance~ other· investigators believe that:errors·are·not·haphazard in 
··nature· but· reflect to a~great·extent individuai~reading·patterns and 
· ·diffkult·ies· (Bennett, 1942;Qoodman andBurke;··1968);-·By ana1·lyzing a 
- ··sufficient· number of oral reading errors~ specific:tnstractionai·needs 
·can be· identified (Durrell, 1935; Monroe, 1935; Ray, 1969) . 
. · - · · · - Mu 1roy 1 s ( 1932) results support the 'latter· po·i nt· of· v·i ew• · Mu 1 roy 
··found that~two•mqnths•of:remedia1~1nstruction·based~on~analyses of 
. ·.errors made'. on• Gray·• s- Ora·J · Read•i n~r Check' Tests-. produced·: a· greater gain 
· - in· silent reading (as measured· by• the• New• Stanford· Reacl ·i ng· Test) than 
:was made by•a contro1•group•which had only instruction· in silent~reading. 
- ~There· is 11ttle consistency- ln the•classification·of·particular 
··errors·, however.•.· As Harris (1970, p. 198) has• pointed out: 
•.. _that for there mi9ht be classified variously as wrong 
ending, wrong several parts, vowel error, consonant error, 
or two or more of these. No uniform rules for tabulating 
errors have been established. 
There are basically two approaches to error classification: (1) 
the visual-perceptual approach of Gates (1947, 1962) in which the dis-
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crepancy between the stimulus word and the oral response is analyzed in 
terms of letters; and (2) the phonic or sound-symbol-relationship 
approach of-Monroe (1928, p. 373) in which 11 ••• the comparison made 
between the child's mispronunciation and the original word is pri-
ma ri I y one of sol,Jnds, 11 
"Any classification of errors will depend very much upon one's con-
cept of what' reading involves'' (Daniels and Dtack, 1956, p. 36). Those 
utilizing a visual perceptual approach consider th~t the error resulted 
from "inadequate attention _to the visual pattern of the word" (Durrell i 
1935) or the ignoring of certain letter or word-parts. Errors are 
clasfaified according to the position of the error in the word (or the 
portions of the word that is correct). Gates' (1962) visual perception 
errors include~ (I) wrong beginning; (2) wrong middle; (3) wrong end-
ing; and (4) wrong in several parts. Errors in which the order of let-
ters is incorrect (orientation errors) are categorized, in the Gates' 
classification system, as full reversals or reversal of parts. The pos-
sibility that the error may have been caused by the association of the 
wrong sound with a symbol is ignored. 
Test authors and Investigators who have used a visual perception 
analysis of errors include: Gates and McKillop (1962)~ Bennett (1942), 
Weber (1970), Leibert (1965), Bond, Clymer, Hoyt (1955), Bond, Balow, 
-, 
Hoyt· (1970)~ and Daniels and Diack (1956). Schummers (1956) and 
Christenson (1966) classified errors by position in addition _to another 
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classlf icatlon system. 
There are differences in error classification even among those 
using a visual perception approach. Some investigators (Gates and 
McKillop, 1962; Schummers, 1956; Christenson, 1966; Daniels and Diack, 
1956) classified by the elements incorrect~ whiie others (Bennett, 1942; 
Weber, 1968; Leibert, 1965) looked for the correct features of the word. 
The results are not entirely comparable, as may be seen by Table XI I 
There is even less agreement about what constitutes a medial (or 
beginning, or ending) error. Bennett classified· grate for gate as 
beginnin2·and-ending·correct (medial error). Dan·iels and Diack,-1 ike-
wise, classified shop for step·andbou2ht for·.brought·asmedlal errors. 
On the i955· edition of the· Stient· Readin9 Dia2nostic·Tests~ Form D-A, 
brook·for·book-, slur· for star·,-failing forflyin9·,-and bush· for brush 
were all designated as medial-errors. On the 1970- revision· of the- test, 
failing· for· flying is still a medial error, but· sleps for· steps~ gapes 
for grapes;·and·spool·for·stool are classified as· init·ia·l-errors. 
The·Gates-McKillop (1962) norms for middle third grade indicate 
approximately five times as many· ending errors as middle errors 
.~.partiy because many of the words in the - first four 
paragraphs of the •test·areof one or· two· syllables and 
hence have· no clearly pronounced· middle part or 
syllable. -_(Gates, 1947, p. 214) 
(Row for raw is considered a medial-error, however·.: -~ates".'McKillop, 
1962_ ). Weber (19~8,.p._ lll), on the other hand, concluded that 
.~.given some training in reading, chi~dren make most 
errors in the middle of· words, fewer on letters at the 
end"of·words, and fewest on letters at the beginning. 
Investigators using a-phonic or sound-symbol relationship classifi-
cation assume that' the error is caused by· faulty sound·symboi-associa-
tlons• ancl• class-lfy according· to· 11 sound 11 elements·. -The· categor-ies used 
-rable XlI 
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by Monroe ( 1928, 1932) include: ( 1) fau 1 ty vowe 1 s: (2) f au 1 ty con so-
nants; (3) additions of sounds; and (4) omissions of sounds. A rever-
sals category was included for errors 11caused by 11 improper sequence of 
letters or words and/or letter rotations. The possibility of visual 
perception errors are ignored by this classification system; such errors 
are classified under sound categories. 
Investigators who have used sound-symbol classifications Include: 
·Monroe (1928), Gray (1963), Killgallon (1942), Schale (1964), Herlin 
(1963), and Schummers (1956). 
Ray (1969, p. 8) terms both of the above approaches 11one-dlmensional 
·approac;hes 11 and states: 
A disabled reader·whose error profile was diagnosed by both 
/Gatesi and Monroe 1 s7 classification ~ystems could easily 
Fiave been placed in~iametrical ly opposed remedia·l programs. 
The Ray Error Analysis System (Ray, 1969) attempts to utilize the most 
desirable features of both the visual perception and visual auditory 
·approaches. 11 0ecoding 11 errors are assigned to the visual perception 
category if· the response to the word is instantaneous· and to the· visual 
auditory if there are discern i b 1 e efforts to 11 sound out 11 the word. The 
· B-S~R Error Analysis (used by Stuever, 1969, and in the· present 1nvesti-
·gation) also util [zes this approach. 
A. highly detailed taxonomy "of cues and miscues in reading" has 
been devised by Goodman (1968) to examine the reading strategies em-
ployed by the reader. This system analyzes various aspects of the mis-
cue (graphic proximity, phonemic proximity, semantic proximity, syntac-
tic proximity, and several others) on a number of linguistic levels, 
The system is too intricate to be used by classroom teachers and clini-
cians, but has been used in research studies by Y. Goodman (1967), 
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Goodman (1965), Goodman and Burke (1968), and Allen (1969). 
Sununary 
A survey of the litel;'.;i.t:ur«;i revealed numerous studies which have 
compared grade·equivalent scores op. standardized and informal reading 
tests with randomly-selected or total-classroom groups, bu~ only a few 
which have compared scQres on oral standardized reading tests, and fewer 
still which have used disabled-reader groups. 
Several studies have found that: disabled readers tend to be less 
accurate in oral reading than normal readers of the same reading level 
(Watkins~ 1953; Monroe, 1928; Packman, 1970). From a comparison of the 
results of other investigators, it appears that; di.sabled readers may be 
less penalized by a scoring system based primarily on rate of oral read-
ing than one ba!:led on oral reading accuracy (Attea, 1966; L<;>ng, 1959; 
Hardin and Ames, 1970; Patty~ 1965). No study was found which investi-
gated this variable. Since most oral diagnostic reading tests are used 
with disabled readers, an investigation of the comparability of grade 
scores on well-known reading tests for this reader group appears to be 
warranted. 
Two investigators reported differences of three-fourths year or 
more between grade-scores on the oral paragraphs and the word lists on 
the Durrell Analxsis ~ Reading DifficuttY for randomly-selected third 
and fourth grade children. Since differences between words in isolation 
:.md contextual reading levels are often used diagnostically with dis-
abled readers, it is important to determine if a similar difference 
would be found with disabled reader groups. 
Studies comparing error patterns between oral reading tests have 
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tended to use broad categories (e~g., substitutions) which may have ob-
scured possible differences between tests (Hardin and ~mes, 1969) or to 
use one-dimensional kinds of classification systems which ignored cer• 
tain kinds of errors (Herlin, 1963). If oral reading errors are to give 
direction to remediation, then the connnonality of error patterns among 
oral reading instruments, for disabled readers, should be investigated 
using a precise error analysis system. 
Several investigators have reported that error patterns vary ac-
cording to the level of difficulty of the material (Schale, 1964; 
Christenson, 1966; Schummers, 1956); however, these investigators did 
not adequately control the relative difficulty level of the test selec-
tions for individual subjects, possibly distorting or obscuring the re-
sults. Further study of this question is warranted. 
From a review of the literature, it appears there is justification 
for an investigation of the conunon~lity of error patterns and reading 
rates for disabled readers between tests and between levels of reading 
performance, and for a comparison of grade-level equivalents on differ-
ent types of reading instruments. 
CHAPTER 111 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
This chapter contains a description of· the population of the study 1 · 
the testing procedures, the test instrul!lents 1,.1sed in collecting the 
data, and the statistical treatment of.the data. 
Description of the Population 
The population for this studyl consisted of all the fourth-grade 
pupils in the public and parochial schools of a county in north central 
Oklahoma who were average or above in intelligenee and reC1ding below 
grade level.· The schools ranged from rural, two-teacher schools to 
those in which two or more fourth-$1rade clas~H(}oms were contained. in 
the same building. The reading programs utilized basal readers; a 
phonics-oriented basal series was also used·by some teachers. A cross 
section of soclo~economic·Jevels was represented. - The fourth-grade 
population was primarily Caucasian, but also included pupils of American 
Indian, Negre, and.Spanish-American extraction. 
Pupils meeti.flg the crlteria for the study sample were identifted 
through a three-step screening process: 
1. A survey was made of fourth-grade classrooms in the city and 
and town schools to obtain the names of al 1 pupils whose reading 




ability fell in the lowest one-third of their class. 
2, The Stanford .Achievement Test, Primary .!.L' .£2.!:!!! ~: Reading 
Section was administered to the poor readers identified by the classroom 
survey and to all of the fourth-grade pupils in the smaller schools. 
(The Primary 11 test was considered more appropriate than the Inter-
mediate I level since these were poor readers.) A total of 415 tests 
were administered by the investigating team. 2 Those pupils who scored 
at or below the 4.0 grade level on the Word Meaning and Paragraph 
Meaning sections of the Stanford were given the Peabody Picture Vocabu-
~ Test, Form A. All of this group who obtained intelligence 
quotients of 80 or above were administered the final screening tests, 
consisting of the Standard Reading Inventory arid the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children. 
I -
3. Pupils whose maximum,instructional levels, as determined by the 
Standard Readin~ Inventory, Form B, fell at or between 21 and 32 and 
whose fu 11 ... sca 1 e IQ on the Wechsler -Intel 1 i gence -Sea 1 e !£.!:. Chi 1 d ren was 
90 or above were-administered the test battery used in the three 
studies. Pupils witn known physical handicaps which would interfere 
with their reading the test materials (or with the-subsequent analysis 
of oral reading errors) were not included, in the study~ 
The sample, as identified by the three steps above, consisted of 
ninety-two children. This number was subsequently lowered to seventy-
seven for the fol lowing reasons: (1) failure to meet the original 
criteria; (2) incomplete test data; or (3) inaudible or incomplete 
2The investigating team c9nsisted of· Rita Stuever, Bettie Vanice, 
and the writer, a 11 of whom co 11 ected data for separate dissertation 
studies. 
tape recordings. Pup i 1 s from twentre i ght of the th I rty-fou r 
elementary schools in the county were included in the study. Four of 
the twelve r1.1ral schools and two of the fo.ur schools in towns of 350 
persons or less were-not represented. The-distribution of the pupils 
among the rural, small-town, and city schools was not changed by the 
reduction in sample size. Screening test data for the total sample 
and for boys and girls separately are containeq in Table XI I I. 
Testing Procedure~ 
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The Stanford· reading test was administered-by· the investigating 
team in classroom s~ttings according to directions in the test manual. 
All other tests-were adm·inistered individ1,ially by.members of the 
investig~ting-team-or·oth~r trained examiners from the Oklahoma State 
University Reading Center. Subjects· were· taken from the classroom to 
a suitable area· where the testing could proceed undisturbed, with :only 
the subject and the.examiner present. The children were told the pur-
pose of .the testing and· asked if. they would··be willing to assist the 
examiners. All children agreed to participate in the st1,idy; most 
children enjoyed· the~testing sessions. 
The twelve· tests used in- the three studies were counter.,. rotated 
and placed· in twelve different testing sequences so that, within the 
twe 1 ve test-orders, each. test- was preceded ol'lce and fo 11 owed once by 
every other test;-and·each test was· administered first once, second 
once, third once, and,so on. -Subjects were.randomly assigned to testing-
sequences in such a way that each test order, 1-X 11 , was fol lowed 
approximately· the same- number of times• Th ls was dene so that .no one 
test would be cons"istent·ly affected by such intervening variables as 
CA 
n Mean Range . 
Boys 55 9-11 (9-4 to 10-11) 
Girls 22 9-11 (9-6 to 10-11) 
Total 77 9-11 (9-4 to 10-11) 
TABLE X 111 
SCREENING TEST DATA FOR STUDY SAMPLE 
Stanford Reading Test 
WO PAR 
PPVT WI SC MNG MNG 
Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range 
IOI (81-138) 106 (90-117) 3.2 (2.3 - 3.8) 3.0 1.9 - 3.9 
95 (82-118) I 01 (90-1 14) 3.l (2~3-4.0)3.I 1.9 - 3.9 








test fatigue, anxiety at the beginning of a testing session, or the 
learning of words in one test which appeared on a subsequent test. 
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The tests were administered according to the detailed Manual of 
Directions given each examiner, and in the.order indicated by the test-
sequence number assigned to the subject. During the test administra-
tion, the examiners recorded the miscues made by the subjects on copies 
of the test selections. All tests used as variables in this study were 
tape-recorded; the errors and times required for reading were carefully 
rechecked by this investigator. 
Although the administration of the test batteries to the ninety-
two subjects extended over approximately six weeks, all of the tests 
for any one subject were completed within a week and were administered 
by the same examiner. 
Instruments U~ed 
Stanford Achievement Test, Primary _l_I, Form!!.= Reading (1964) 
This test was used to identify pupils who were below grade level 
in reading ability. It measures two aspects of reading achievement: 
word meaning and comprehension. The Word Meaning Test consists of 36 
multiple-choice items, each of which requires a selection from four 
alternatives of the correct word to complete a sentence. The sentence 
may define the word or ask for a synonym. The Paragraph Meaning Test 
contains 31 paragraphs (60 multiple-choice-items}'of increasing diffi-
culty from which one or more words have been omitted. The correct word 
for each omission must be selected from among four choices. (Two 
paragraphs are followed by questions rather thah utilizing the modified 
close technique.) Paragraphs range in length from 10 to 99 words. 
This test measures, primar~ly, the ability to recognize facts or 
details and to make inferences. 
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Content or curricular validity is based on the content of the 
typical elementary school curriculum. Typical courses of study and 
textbooks were examlned by the authors; experimental tests were tried 
out and the items reviewed by a number of classroom teachers and read-
ing specialists~ Split-half reliability coefficients of .83 for the 
Word Meaning Test and .93 for the Paragraph Meaning Test were reported 
for grade three. 
The tests were standarized on· a minimu~ of 10,000 pupils per grade 
level. Farr (1969, pp. 44,45) concluded that "the Stanford Achievement 
Tests-Reading are carefully constructed tests for measuring general 
reading ability" with norms"· .• as representative of actual national 
student performance as those-of· any other publi.shed test available. 11 
Robinson (1968) cons·idered an earl·ier edition to be among the best sur-
vey tests of read-Ing _acblevement· for the elementary grades,·· 
Peabody Picture Vocabu-1 ary ~' ~ f:.. 
This test was,used· as a gross screening measure of intellectual 
ability. It indicates auding ability or listening vocabulary levels. 
The test consists-of 150- plates arranged in order of difficulty and 150 
stimulus words, each of,which is defined or illustrated by one of the 
four 1 i ne-drawi ngs on the plate with a corresponding number. The 
student points to, or otherwise indicates, the picture on the page which 
best portrays the meaning of the stimulus word pronounced by the exam-
iner. Norms are provided for ages ranging from eighteen months to 
eighteen years., Any one student is given only the portion of: the t~st 
which is within his ability range. 
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Standardizat1on was based on 4,012 white children and youth in and 
around Nashville, Tennessee. Lyman (1968) considered the PPVT to be a 
highly usable test of moderate reliability and largely unpublished 
validity. Neville (1965) found no significant difference between the 
mean PPVT results and the mean full-scale IQ on the Wechsler 
ln.telligence Scale for Children for 54 fifth-grade children, He tenta-
tively concluded that the PPVT could be substituted for the WISC with 
poor readers. However, Callaway (1970) found that although the mean 
scores were simi Jar, IQs on the PPVT averaged nearly ten points lower 
than IQs on the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale for 79 of 177 disabled 
readers at the University of Georgia Clinic. In the present investi-
gation children with PPVT IQs of 80 and above were retained in the 
sample for later evaluations by the WISC, 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children {WISC) 
This test was used as the criterl~n instrument in defining average-
or-above intelligence. The Wechsler lntelligence-Sca~e ~Children 
consists of twelve subtests which are combined Into two subscales to 
yield three measures of intelligence: verbal, performance, and full-
scale. The Verbal Scale subtests include those entitled Information, 
Comprehension, Ar1thmetlc, Similarities, Vocabulary, and Digit Span. 
The Performance Scale consists of Picture Completion, Picture Arrange-
ment, Block Design~ Object Assembly, Coding, and Mazes. Ordinarily, 
only five Verbal and five Performance subtests are administered; how-
ever, all twelve tests were given to every subject in the standardiza-
tion of the WISC and In clinical situations the use of twelve tests is 
recommended because of the qualitative and quantitative data they add. 
Split-half reliabilities for the 10! age-group reported by 
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Wechsler are .96 for the Verbal Scale,·.89 for·the Performance, and .95 
for the Full Scale· Seore. Correlations of .75 to .90-have been found 
between full-scale IQs on the WISC and IQs on the Stanford-Binet 
Intelligence Scale (Freeman, 1962). 
The WISC was standardized en a sample of 100 white boys and 100 
white girls at each age from five through fifteen years. Burnstein 
(1965) concluded that the WISC is a well-standardized, stable instru-
ment, correlating well with other tests of intelligence. 
Standard Reading· Inventory (SRI) 
This test has two e~uivalent forms. Form B was used as a screen-
ing measure to identify pupils with maximum instructi9nal reading levels 
of 32 or below.· The Standard Reading Inventory is an individually-
administered reading test for measuring reading achievement at pre-
primer through seventh reader levels. Each form contains eleven word 
lists for testing word recognition in isolation, eleven stories for oral 
reading, and eight stories for silent reading. Comprehension of the 
oral and silent reading passages is tested by inference and detail 
questions. The following levels are identified by the use of a scoring 
sheet: independent, instructional, and frustration. Separate ratings 
are made for vocabulary (both in context and in isolation), errors 
(total and word recog~ition), comprehension, and reading speed. The 
standards used in scoring the Standard Reading Inventory are based upon 
the criteria recommended by Betts (1946). 
Content validity is assumed from the manner in which the test was 
constructed. Words were used in the stories and word lists at the. 
levels in which they were introduced in three basal reader series. 
Sentence length, content, and general style were also based on the 
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reader series. The Spache (1968) and Dale-Chall (1948) Readability 
Formulas were us~d in analyzing the stories. The difficulty levels of 
the stories were also evaluated subjectively by twenty-five reading 
experts. Two studies corroborating the content validity indicated 
above and two studies of concurrent validity were reported in the test 
manual (McCracken, 1966). Additional studies of concurrent validity 
were reported by Betel, Bradley, and Kashuba (1970) and McCracken and 
Mu l I en ( l 9 70) . 
Evidence of rel !ability was obtained in two studies of elementary 
children who took both forms of the SRI. The correlation between the 
instructional levels on the two forms was .91 in one study and ,95 in 
the other. 
In the present investigation, the Form A word lists were used as a 
measure of reading level. To save testing time, the first five words 
were omitted from each word list above the pre-primer level. The level 
of the most difficult list on which 55 per cent or more of the words 
were pronounced correctly. (providing there were no more than seven· 
consecutive failures) was assumed to be the maximum instructional level 
(McCracken, 1966, p. 45). The Form A oral stories were used as 
measures of reading .level and rate, and as sources of oral reading 
errors. Two measures.of instructional level were obtained from the 
oral subtests: one measure was secured from the regular scoring of the 
SRI, using both total errors and word recognition errors, and a minimum 
word-accuracy level of 91 per cent (one error in eleven running words); 
the other measure was based on word recognition errors (in which the 
total error score was disregarded) and a minimum word~accuracy level of 
95 per cent. The regular scoring of the SRI was used for all purposes 
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except the second or word-recognition cr.iteria of instructional level. 
Durrell Analysis of Readins Difficulty, New_Edltion 
The Oral Reading Test and the Word ~ec9gnition and Word Analysis 
Test were used from th.is well-known diagnostic battery to obtain 
measures of reading levels (for words in isolation .and for oral read-
ing}; oral reading rates and errors were obtained from the Oral Reading 
Test, also. The Word Recognition and Word Analysis Test measures 
quick word recognition and delayed word analysis techniques. The word 
lists for grades 2-6 contain a total of fifty words. ay means of a 
hand tachistoscope, the words are exposed one at~ time for one-half 
second; If a word ls not pronounced correctly on the flash exposure, 
the shutter is opened and the child given time tQ work out the pro-
nunciation.· His response to the word on th~ untimed exposure is 
recorded under Analysis. The Word Recognition score is the total of the 
words pronounced corre·ctly on the flash presentation. The Word 
Analysis score is the total of the words credited on the. Word Recogni-
tion Test plus the words identified on the untimed exposure. After 
seven successive errors, the test is discontinued. In this study words 
~\lere not pronounced for the subjects on the Word Recognition and Word 
Analysis Test. 
The.Oral Reading Test consists of eight reading passages, each of 
which is followed by four.to seven comprehension questions measuring 
recall of details~ Testing.extends from a basal paragraph in which 
there are nq errors to a paragraph.in which seven or more errors are 
made, or until the time required for reading any paragraph is more than 
two minutes. The number of errers is used only to determine the 
appropriate paragraphs to be read. Grade norms are.based upon the 
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time required for reading each paragraph. The median of the grade 
levels assigned each paragraph is the grade score for oral reading. 
In the present study, the grade score on the highest paragraph 
read successfully was used as a second measure of reading level. The 
first paragraph on which seven or more errors was made was assumed to 
be the beginning of FRUST~ATION level for purposes of error and rate 
comparisons. 
No data are reported in the manual concerning the rel iabi 1 ity of 
validity of the tests. Norms were based on "no fewer than a thousand 
children for each test" but the standardization population is not 
described, Maxwell (1968, p. 248), in a review of the Durre] I for the 
Mental Measurements Yearbook, stated that the reading paragraphs were 
well chosen and graded, and the word lists were adequately comprehen-
sive, but pointed out the limttations of the oral and silent reading 
norms, Nevertheless, the tests have been wid1~ly LJ$ed for many y~ars 
and continue to be one of the two or three most widely used diagnostic 
tests (Harris, 1970; Kaluger and Kelson, 1969). 
Gates-McKillop.Reading Diagnostic Tests, Form I (Oral Reading) 
The Oral.Reading.Test was used as.a measure of reading level and 
rate, and as a source of .oral .reading errors. It consists of seven 
paragraphs of Increasing difficulty from grade one to approximately 
eighth grade level which.tell a continuous story. Each paragraph 
rece Ives a raw score .. dependent upon the number of errors made in read-
ing it, All pupils begin with paragraph one and continue reading 
until they have made eleven or more errors in two consecutive.para-
graphs. Comprehension is not checked. The test is scored only for 
errors; the length of time used by a pupil in reading a paragraph is 
not taken into consideration in reaching a grade equivalent. (The 
revised edition is not timed according to the manual directions.) A 
detailed analysis is made of the errors made on the first four para-
graphs. Norms provide rough comparisons of the errors of a given 
child with those made by the average child making the same number of 
tot a 1 errors . 
Spache (1968, p. 251) called the last three paragraphs 11 highly 
artificial and stilted11 and expressed the opinion that the oral. read-
ing test probably 
functions as a measure of ability to read (7) this esoteric 
material rather than as a test of general oral reading 
ability. It is also doubtful that the inten~ive analysis 
of reading errors suggested by the author is realistically 
related to the child's true reading performance with 
ordinary materials. 
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Bryant (1968) on the other hand, considered the analysis of errors made 
an the first four paragraphs to be 11af particular value. 11 
In the present study, the first paragraph in which eleven or more 
errors were made was assumed to be the beginning of FRUSTRATION level 
for purposes of rate and error-pattern comparisons.• Since the manual 
specifies that only errors from the first four paragraphs should be 
analyzed, two sets of errors were obtained from the oral paragraphs for 
comparison: those made on the first four paragraphs only; and those 
made on the first.paragraph with two or more errors through the para-
graph immediately preceding the first paragraph with eleven or more 
errors. The paragraphs were timed. For purposes of error~comparisons 
only, single word repetitions were counted. (Only repetitions of two 
or more.words were included in the reading level computations, however,) 
No published data on validity or reliability of the Gates-
McKlllop are available. Torgerson (1968) referred to an unpublished 
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study by Gates In .which a re 1 i ab i 1 i ty coefficient of . 86 was reported 
for the oral reading test, based upon correlations obtained between 
Form I and Form I I using 90 cases in the third grade. Gates (1947) 
stated that the norms for an earlier (and very similar} edition of the 
test were based on a large number of children in grades 1-5. Nowhere 
is the norm group clearly identified. 
Wide Range Achievement Test: Reading (1946 edition) 
This test was used as a measure of.reading grade level on words in 
isolation. It consists of 128 words, printed horizontally rather than 
in a list, with norms ranging from kindergarten to college. A basal 
of .ten successive correct responses is required; the test is dis":' 
continued after ten consecutive errors. 
Among the uses claimed for the test by the authors is the deter-
mination of instructional levels. Harris (1970) cautioned that the 
test is not a satisfactory measure of general reading ability. However, 
it appears to be a valid measure of word-pronouncing ability. The 
manual reported correlations ranging from .78 to .88 between the WRAT 
and teacher's estimate of grade level, mid-term reading grades, and 
grade scores on the ~:Stanford Reading~· Reliability coefficients' 
ranging from .90 to ,95 are reported by the authors. 
B-S-R Error Analysis 
The B-S-R Error Analysis was devised by Berend5~ Stuever, and Ray 
at the Oklahoma State University Readi.ng Center as a means of combining 
the visual-perceptual approach to error analysis of Gates with the 
sound-symbol emphasis of Monroe. 
By means of the B-S-R Error Analysis system, errors from the oral 
reading paragraphs and stories were classified into six major 
categories: visual perception--word parts, directional confusion, 
visual-auditory, syllabic division, structure, and behavorial 
characteristics. 
Visual Perception--word parts. Errors were classified in 
this category if the response to the stimulus word was 
made instantaneously with no attempt at sounding-out the 
word. The assumption was that the child looked at one or 
more parts of a word and said another word which the 
part(s) suggested. 
1. -++ middle and end correct, beginning incorrect: 
there - where, hungry - angry 
2. +-+ beginning and end correct, middle incorrect: 
smelling - smiling, serve - slave 
3, ++- beginning and middle correct, end incorrect 
(~, ed, ~were classified under structure): 
~-your, not - nor 
4. --+ end correct, beginning and middle incorrect:. 
·pillow - window, thought - forgot 
5. +-- beginning correct, middle and end incorrect: 
nothing - neither, well - with 
6. -+- middle correct, beginning and end incorrect: 
hampster - champion, danger - tangle 
7. word completely wrong; also, error on one-or-
two letter stimulus word: 
~ - and, away - ~ 
Directional Confusion. Errors were classified in this cate-
gory if the order of letters or words was incorrect and/or 
letters were rotated. 
1. Rotations: bounding - pounding, 
2. Revers a 1 s: whole and partial reversals: was 
left - felt 
word sequence errors: ~l 
- saw _, 
Visual-Auditory. Errors were classified in this category 
if the response was incorrect after a discernible attempt 
to 11 sound it out. 11 Visual-Auditory errors reflect 11 faulty 
perception of sound-symbol relationships, faulty applica-
tion of phonic principles, or lack of application of 
alternative word recognition techniques to sound-symbol 
relationships. (Ray, 1970) 
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l, C Error on a single consonant: rejaned - regained 
2. CC Error on a consonant blend or digraph: 
fe/fe d~m' - freedom 
orpan ::-Orphan 
3, V Error on a single vowel: strook - struck, 
4. 
per"'ish - perish 
VV Error on vowel digraphs or diphthongs: 
thret - threat, 
c8r/ cMr' Tj - courage 
CCVV Error on both vowels and consonants: 
c~ns/ c~nklt - conceit 
grf / grrd/ groud - gnawed 
Syllabic Division. Error caused by wrong syllabic division 
and/or accent: hU' mant/ h'IT' maFy - humanity 
g~w la.d - growled 
Structure. This category included errors on contractions, 
compound words, inflectional endings, prefixes, and suffixes. 
Behavorlal Characteristics. This category included omissions 
of whole words, additions of whole words, words aided, 
repetitions and corrections. 
Errors were classified in one category only. Repetitions, addi-
tions, and omissions of one or more consecutive words were counted as 
one error, Repetitions made in conjunction with corrections were not 
counted as errors. Consonant digraphs were considered single con-
sonants (~for~ would be a-++ error) for purposes of classifying 
visual perception errors. Speech variants such as runnin' for running, 
excape for escape, ~for ~' winda for window, pertended for ..e!:!:.-
tended, bre' fa-st for breakfast, and sumpthan for something were not 
counted as errors. We was for we were was counted. 
Statistical Techniques Used in the 
Treatment of the Data 
Analysis of Grade~Score Differences 
9Z 
To test hypothesis one, an analysis of variance was performed on 
the grade-equivalent scores of the nine measures of reading levels, 
using the IBM 360/Model 50 computer at Oklahoma State University with 
the Analysis of Variance for Factorial Design program, BMD02V (with 
one replication), revised May 29, 1968. This program was prepared by 
the Health Sciences Computing Facility of the University of California 
--Los Angeles. 
The analysis of variance determined whether there were significant 
differences in the mean grade-equivalent scores on the nine oral reading 
tests. 
The same computer was used with the Duncan Multiple-Range Test 
program to make multiple comparisons of the means after the F had been 
found to be significant. 
t-Test Comparisons of Mean Differences 
Multiple !_-tests were computed to determine the significance of 
differences in reading rate and in error proportions among the three 
oral tests and the various levels of reading difficulty. Since the 
subjects in this study were paired with themselves, it was necessary to 
use at-test for paired samples or correlated means. Although there 
are risks associated-with computing many individual .E._-tests, since by 
chance alone a few t-test results may appear to be significant, com-
parisons of the intermediate values in the levels of reading perfor-
mance with those above and below, and the comparisons between specific 
pairs of tests were of interest in this investigation; therefore, it 
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was decided to use this statistical technique despite its limitations. 
The Oklahoma State University computer program of June, 1968, for 
a Student's t-statistic for single, paired, and unpaired samples was 
used to test hypothesis two and the intertest comparisons of hypothesis 
three. 
The levels of performance (intratest· comparisons) of hypothesis .. 
three were tested by the computing by hand of t-tests for correlated 
samples by means of the formula 
x - x t ;.; 1 2 
~ 
as explained in Wert, Neidt; and Ahmann (1954, p. 141). 
2 
The I:d2 = m2 - GD>) • The··~ is the number of pairs, and :~D is the 
N 
difference between the scores for each pair. The expression j{1 - x2 
• • 1 m 1s equ1va ent to~· 
The Kendall Coefficient of Concordance: W 
To determine whether or not the error patte~ns were similar on the 
three oral reading tests and at the three,Jevels of performance--
INSTRUCTIONAL, FRUSTRATION 1, and FRUSTRATION 2, the error-types which 
were mad~ at each· of ·the above performance levels of .each test were 
rank~d acc;ord i ng· to the i. r re 1 at i ve frequency of occurrence. By use of 
the Kendall coefficient of concordance, the overall agreement, or 
degree.of association, among the varioys rankings was ascertained. 
Hypotheses· four and five were tes.ted by t~e computing by hand of 
twelve <:~efficient$ of concordance according to the formula in Siegel 
(1956, p. 231): 
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where Rj = the sums of the ranks assigned to each object, 
S =the sum of squares of the deviations from the mean of Rj, 
k = the number of sets of rankings, and 
N = the number of objects ranked. 
Correction for tied r~nks was made when necessary (Siegel, 1956, 
p. 234). 
The significance of W was determined by the finding ofx2·by the 
formu 1 a: 2 s x =, 1 ·. 
12kN(N+l) 
df = N-1 
and the subsequent·referenae to a table of critical values of Chi 
Square~ 
Summary 
This chapter has described the population us~d in the study and 
the test instruments employed in gathering the data nece~sary for test-
ing the hypotheses. In addition, the statistical techniques used in 
the treatment of the.data have been explained. 
CHAPTER IV 
TREATMENT OF DATA AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
This chapter contains a detailed account of the statistical treat-
ment of the data and the analysis of the results, 
This study was concerned with the effect of the testing instrument 
and the difficulty of material upon the reading performance of disabled 
fourth-grade children. It included an analysis of the oral reading 
errors made by the pupils at the INSTRUCTIONAL~ FRUSTRATION 1, and 
FRUSTRATION 2 levels on each of three standardized tests. (See 
Appendix A for· a key to the symbols used to identify levels and test 
instruments.} Comparisons of the resulting error patterns were made 
between tests and between levels of performance. Similar comparisons 
were made of oral rates of reading. Grade-equivalent scores were com-
pared for five measures of contextual reading and four measures of words 
in isolation. 
A hypothesis related to the differences among grade-equivalent 
scores wi 11 be examined first; next the hypothesis concerning reading 
rate will be discussed; and last , the three hypotheses related to the 
comparisons of error patterns will be tested. 
Tests of the Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1: There are no significant differences among the mean 
grade-equivalent scores of the nine reading measures, 
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To test this hypothesis, an analysis of variance was performed on 
the grade-equivalent scores of the nine measures. The critical F ratio 
is significant at the .001 level of confidence (as can be seen from 
Table XIV); thus, the null hypothesis of no significant differences 
among mean scores can be rejected. 
TABLE XIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GRADE-EQUIVALENT SCORES 
ON NINE ORAL READING TESTS 
Source df SS ms 
Subjects 77 187.25 2.43 
F 
-~ 
Oral Tests 8 207.01 25.88 114.86" 
Residual 616 138.77 0.225 
Total 701 533.03 
-;'cF ratio is significant at the .001 level with values greater 
than 3,27 
The means were further compared by the Duncan Multiple-Range Test 
to determine which specific pairs of means differed significantly; 
these data are reported in Table xv. An Inspection of this table 
indicated that the mean grade-equivalent scores of all measures were 
significantly different except for the following pairs of means: the 
two scorings of the Durrell Oral Reading Test--the median grade scores 
and the grade scores from the highest paragraph on which the reader 
was successful; the Gates-McK1llop and both scorings of the Durrell; 
the SRI Word Lists and the~; and the .Durrel 1 Word Recognition and 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF MEAN GRADE-EQUIVALENT SCORES ON NINE ORAL 
READING TESTS BY THE DUNCAN MULTIPLE-RANGE TEST 
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Least Significant I dent if i cation Test Difference 
Range of Test Mean Between Means 
S.E. = O.OS37 Ml 2.82 Ml vs. M2 -~ 0 22" 
-~ 
R2 0. 149 M2 3.04 M2 vs. M3 = . 33'' 
R3 = 0. l S7 M3 3,37 M3 vs. M4 = .07 
M3 vs. MS = . 14 
M3 vs. M6 = . 39•'; 
R4 = 0. 162 M4 3.44 M4 vs. MS = .07 
M4 vs. M6 = . 32~'; 
RS =; o. 166 MS 3, Sl M6 ·'· MS vs. = . 2S" 
R6 = 0. 169 M6 3.76 M6 vs. M7 = .06 
M6 vs. MB = .667; 
R7 = O. 172 M7 3.82 M7 vs. MB = . 60"; 
Rs = 0. 174 MB 4.42 M8 vs. M9 = . 13 
R9 = 0. l 7S M9 4.ss 
;', 
Denotes significance at .OS leveL 
Ml Standard Reading Inventory (scored on total and word recognition 
errors) 
M2 Standard Reading Inventory (scored on word recognition errors) 
M3 Gates-McKillop Reading Diagnostic Tests (Oral Reading) 
M4 Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty (Oral Reading Test--median 
grade score) 
MS Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty (Oral Reading Test--grade 
score of last paragraph read successfully) 
M6 Standard Reading Inventory Word Lists 
M7 Wide Range Achievement Test: Reading 
MB Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty Word Analysis Test 
M9 Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty Word Recognition Test 
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Word Analysis Tests. 
Hypothesis 2: The mean oral reading rates do not differ signifi-
cantly between tests or between levels of oral reading performance on a 
single test. (This hypothesis will be examined separately for intertest 
and intratest comparisons.) 
Multiple !-tests were computed to test hypothesis 2. Results of 
the between-test comparisons are presented in Table XVI. These data 
indicate the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for the following pairs 
of means: the Gl-4 - SRI I, the GI - DFl, and the DF2 - SRIF2. Hypo-
thesis 2 can be rejected for all Qther intertest comparisons. 
The t values for the intratest comparisons are reported in Table 
XVI I The t values are significant for all between-levels mean 
differences; therefore, hypothesis 2 can be rejected for intratest com-
parisonso 
Hypothesis 3! The mean proportion of each error-type or category 
does not vary significantly between tests or between levels or oral 
reading performance on a single testo (This hypothesis will be examined 
separately for each of the following categories or sub-categories on 
both intertest and intratest comparisons: visual perception errors, 
visual-auditory errors, directional confusion errors, syllabic division 
errors, structural errors, corrections, repetitions, and omissions-
additions-words aided.) 
To test hypothesis 3, multiple !-tests were computed. After the 
hypothesis has been examined for an error category or sub-category at 
a &pecific performance level, significant differences for individual 
error-types within t~e category will be presented. The reader should be 
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TABLE XV 11 
COMPARISONS OF READING RATE BETWEEN 
LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE 
Instruct i ona 1-Frus tra~i on Campa r i sons 
Par. Fl 
Test N 1-4 s.o. Mean S.D. Mean s,o. t 
Durre 11 77 115.44 24.35 87.06 24. 39. 15.08* 
Gates 77 105.03 24.20 91,61 22.85 8.42* 
Gates 77 91. 61 22.85 52.68 18.14 17.45* 
SRI 77 102.26 20.27 81.18 20.71 13 .08* 
Frustration I I. Comparisons 
Fl F2 
Test N Mean S.D. Mean s.o. Mean S.D. t 
Durrell 53 . 118.87 23.65 69.87. 23.09 16.61* 
Durre! 1 53 90.60 26.06 69.87 23.09 8.93* 
Gates 68 91.35 23.55 40.28 16.44 20.74* 
Gates 68 53,54 18.54 40.28 16.44 9.34* 
SRI 62 102.19 20.94 67.61 21.58 20.52* 
SR! 62. 84.oo 21.26 67.61 21.58 9.90* 
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not being reported specifically but have been included in the ta.bled 
information·• 
The t values for the Visual .Perception--lntertest comparisons are 
reported in Table XVI I I. This table indicates that the null hypothesis 
can be rejected for the visual perception category at the INSTRUCTIONAL 
level only for the Gl-4 ~ SRI I and the Gl - SRI I comparisons. Table 
XVI I I also contains the l values for the individual error-types. The 
Gl-4 and the GI had proportionately more -++ and +-+ errors than the 
SRI I, * The DI also had proportionately more+-+ errors than the SRI I. 
The SRI I had proportionately more --- errors than the DI. Al 1 other 
visual perceptual error~type differences were nonsignif icant. 
The null hypothesis can be rejected at the INSTRUCTIONAL -
FRUSTRATIONAL 1 level except for the DI - SRIFl and the GI - DF 1 com-
parisons. The GI had proportionately more -++errors than the SRIF 1 
and the DF had proportionately more -~+·errors than the SRIF. The 
DI and GI had proportionately more+-+ error~ than the SRIF 1. The DF 1 
and GF 1 had proportion~tely more+-+ errors than the SRI I. The GF 1 had 
proportionately more++- errors than the DI or the SRI I. There were 
proportionately more++- errors on the GI than on the DF 1 or the SRIF 1• 
The GF 1 had proportionately more+-- errors than the DI or the SRI I• 
The DF 1 had proportionately more+-- errors than the SRI I. The SRI I 
had proportionately more --- errors than the GF 1 or _the DFl, 
(Tab 1 e XV I I I ) . 
Table XVI I 1. also contain the t.values for the visual perception 
*if the substitution of be~in for began, which occurred frequently 
on the Durrell, had been clc;issified as a structural error (irregular. 
inflection) instead of a+-+ error, the difference between the Durrell 
and SRI would no longer be significant. 
TABLE XVIII 
SUMMARY OF t VALUES FOR BETWEEN-TEST COMPARISONS 
OF VISUAL PERCEPT I ON ERRORS 
Test Vis. Per. Error-T;l2es 
Category -++ +-+ ++- --+ +-- -+-
DI - Gl-4 1.02 0.24, 1.25 1.58 .0005 0.24 0.37 1.27 
DI - , GI 1. 17 0. 19 0.67 1.42 Q.04 1.08 0.16 0.94 
DI - SRI I 1.43 1.25 4. 97•"* 0.75 Q.30 0.37 0.39 . 2.24* 
Gl-4 - SRI I 3.44** 2.68** 4.60** 1. 48 . 0.48 1.46 0.08 1.14 
GI - SRI I 3.78** 2.96** 5-93** 1.08 0.51 1.54 0.21 1.56 
DI - GFI 2.38** -0.49 1. 11 2. 19* 0.005 5.93** 1. 51 1. 73 
DI - SRIF 1 1.71 0.80 2.72** 0.14 0.38 0.36 1.50 0.68 
GI - DF1 0 .. 65 0.67 1. 17 3.32** 0.19 0.98 0.85 0.79 
G ~ - SR IF l 4.05** 2.07* 2.39* 3.07** 0.56 1. 73 1.68 0.23 
SRI I - OF l 2.72** 2. 14* 7. 15** 1.98 0.60 2.31* 1. 17 2.28* 
SRll - GF 1 5.68** 1.89 7.61** 2.42* 0.56 6. 11** 1.88 4.79** 
DF 1 - GFl 2.25* 0.62 1.11 5.02** 0. 14 3.80** 2.14* 2.62* 
DF 1 - SRIF 1 3. 16** l. 23 4. 18** 0.55 0.77. 2.52* 0.72 o.64 
GF 1 - SRIFl 6.50** 0. 77 5. 33•"* 4. 32•"* 0.65 6.63** 3.54** 3.46** 
DF2 - GF2 4.48** 0.74 3.43** 2.92** 0.62 5.81** 1.36 1. 11 
DF2 - SRIF2 0.63 o.84 0.29 0.49 1.99 0.50 1. 33 0.52 
GF2 - SRI F2. 4.35** 1.39 6.22*'* 2.88** 0.06 7.23** 2.76** 4.40** 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 
-




comparisons at t~e FRUSTRATION l level. These data indicate that the. 
null hypothesls can be rejected at ,the .FRUSTRATION I .level.· Among the 
error-types, the OF 1 and GF 1 had proportionately more +-+.errors than 
the SRIF 1. The GF1 had. proportionately more++- and+-- errors than the 
DFl or the SRIFl. There:were proportionately more+-- errors on the Dfl 
than on the SRIF 1. The OF 1 and the SRIF 1 had proportionately more-+-
errors than the GF 1. The DF 1 and the SRIF 1 had proportionately more 
errors than the GF 1. 
The null hypothesis can be rejected for the Visual Perception 
category at the FRUSTRATION 2 level (see Table XVI 11) except for the DF2 
- SRIF2 comparison. Among the error-types, the GF2 had proportionately 
more+-+, ++-, and+-- errors than the DF2 or the SRIF2. The SRIF2 had 
proportionately more -+- and --- errors than the GF2 
The t values for the Visual Perception--1,ntratest comparisons are 
reported-in Table XIX. Only the i va}ue for the SRIF1 - SRIF2 compari-
son is significant; therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
Examination of error-type differences indicates there were proportion-
ately more .-++errors at the INSTRUCTIONAL level of the Gates than at 
the FRUSTRATION 2 level. There were proportionately more+-+ errors at 
the FRUSTRATION and FRUSTRATION 2 levels of the Gates and the SRI 
than at the INSTRUCTIONAL level. The FRUSTRATION 1 level of the Gates 
had proportionately more+-- errors than the INSTRUCTIONAL level; the 
FRUSTRATION 2 1eve1 s of the Gates and the SR~· had proporHonate l y more 
+--errors than the FRUSTRATION l levels.· The.FRUSTRATION l level of 
the SRI had proportionately more -+- errors than the INSTRUCTIONAL 
leveL The INSTRUCTIONAL level of the Gates had proportionat~ly more 
--- errors than the FRUSTRATION 1 or FRUSTRATION 2 leve 1. The 
TABLE XIX 
SUMMARY OF t VALUES FOR LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE 
COMPARISONS OF VISUAL PERCEPTION ERRORS 
Test Vis. Per. Error Tz:~es 
Category -++ +-+ ++- --+ 
DI - DF 1 Oo6l 0.39 0.24 0. 41 0.09 
DI - DF2 Oo54 Oo90 0.84 Oo48 0.18 
DF 1 - DF2 L32 L32 L61 0.70 0.85 
GI - GF 1 L87 L89 2.18* L57 0.08 
GI - GF2 1,95 3 .OJ;b'r, 3 0 02*1: 0.20 0.45 
GF 1 - GF 2 0.37 1.96 0.91 1.49 Oo04 
SRll - SRIF 1 o. 19 L37 2 0 J 8;': L48 1 .62 
SRll-SRIF2 L35 L29 4. 27,':* 1.87 0.12 
SRIF 1 - SRIF2 2. 05'" 0. 19 L60 0.08 1.87 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 
**Significant beyond the .01 level. 
+-- -+-
1.98 0.60 
3. 52*'" 0.80 
0.95 0.60 
5. 30'"* 1.41 
7 .08,b': 1. 06 
2. 80,H 0.23 
0.07 2. 347: 
2.25* 1.67 













FRUSTRATION 2 level of the SRI ha:d proportionately more --- errors than 
the INSTRUCTIONAL level. 
The.!. values for the Visual-Auditory--lntertest comparisons are 
reported in Table XX. The null hypothesis can be rejected for visual-
auditory errors at the INSTRUCTIONAL level except for the Gl-4 - SRI I 
comparison. Among the error-type comparisons (Table XX), the Gl-4 and 
GI had proportionately more Consonant Blend/Digraph and Consonant-
Vowel errors than the DI. The GI had proportionately more Consonant-
Vowel errors than the SRI I. 
As can be seen from Tab 1 e XX, the nu 11 hypothesis can be rejected 
for visual-auditory errors at the INSTRUCTIONAL - FRUSTRATION 1 level 
except for the Gl - DF 1 comparison.· Among the error-type comparisons 
(Table XX), the GF 1 had proportionately more-Consonant and Consonant 
Blend/Digraph errors than the D1. The SRIFl had proportionately more 
Consonant Blend/Digraph and Consonant-Vowel errors than the DI. The 
DF 1 had proportionately more Vowel errors than the SRI I. The GF 1 had 
proportionately more Vowel and Consonant-Vowel errors than the DI or the 
1 . 
SRI I. The GF had more Vowel Digraph/Diphthong errors than the SRI I. 
The SRIF 1 had proportionately more Vowel Digraph/Diphthong errors than 
the GI • 
The! values repcirted in Table XX indicate that the null hypothesis 
can be rejected for the visual-auditory comparisons at the FRUSTRATION 
1 level except for the DF 1 - SRIF1 mean-difference. The GF 1 had pro-
portionately moreConsonant and Consonant-Vowel errors than the DFl or 
the SRIF1. 
Table XX indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected for 
visual-auditory errors at the FRU$TRATION 2 level except for the DF2 -
TABLE XX 
SUMMARY OF t VALUES FOR BETWEEN-TEST COMPARISONS 
-OF VISUAL-AUDITORY ERRORS 
Test Vis. Aud. Er ro r-Ttees 
Category c cc v vv ccvv 
DI - Gl-4 3. 92;b\- 1.25 2. 45;\- 0.00 o.45 2. 84;\-;'t 
DI - GI 5. 57;b\- l.95 2. 42;\- 1.28 o.45 4. 34;'t* 
DI - SRI I 2. 30;~ 1.00 1.52 0.00 0.51 l.67 
Gl-4 - SRll 1.54 0.54 0.32 0.00 0.15 l.80 
GI - SRI I 2. 86?b'' o.86 0.21 1.28 0. I 5 3. 40*;\-
0 I - GF 1 11 . 36~\-;~ 4.33;\-* 2.21* 2. 76*;': J.27 9. 34;\-* 
DI - SR IF l 6. 85;\-* 1.28 3. 32*;': l.56 1.59 4. 94*;': 
GI - OF 1 0.28 0.04 0.38 l.83 1. 81 l.49 
GI - SRIFl 2. 301: o.48 1. l l 0.26 2.65* 0. 77 
SRll - DF 1 3,55;\-* 0.77 0.2] Z. 78M: 1.86 l.86 
SR I I - GF l 9. 8 );\-;': 3.41 0.03 2. 76*;\- 2.42* 9. 20;\-* 
DF 1 - GFl 7. 18*-l: 2 .87-::* 0. 1-0 0.20 0.73 7 .92;b\-
DF 1 - SRJFl 1.90 0.35 1.54 1.63 l. 12 ]. 78 
GF 1 - SRJF 1 6. 31 ;\-;\- 2. 93;b\- l.38 l. 73 o.47 6.8f3;H 
DF 2 - GF 2 4.83;b\- 0.08 l.26 0. 18 0.21 5. 66*;\-
DF 2 - SRIF2 0.52 ]. 53 0.06 2.37* 0. 11 ]. 17 
GF 2 - SRIF2 5. 46*;\- l.59 l. 74 3. 28ib" 0.15 5.67;b': 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 




SRIF2 comparison. Among the significant error-type differences 
(Table XX), the DF2 and GF 2 had proportionately more Vowel errors than 
the SRIF2. The GF2 had proportionately more Consonant-Vowel errors 
than the DF2 or the SRIF2. 
The t values for the Visual-Auditorr-lntratest comparisons are 
reported in Table XXI. The null hypothesis can be rejected for the 
levels of performance comparisons except for GF 1 - GF 2. Data for the 
error-types are contained in Table XXI, also. There were proportion-
ately more Consc;mant errors on the FRUSTRATION 1 level of the Gates than 
on the INSTRUCTIONAL. The SRI had proportionately more Consonant 
errors on the FRUSTRATION 2 level than on INSTRUCTIONAL or the 
FRUSTRATION l level. The Durrell had proportionately more Consonant 
and Consonant Blend/Digraph errors at the FRUSTRATION 2 level than at 
the INSTRUCTIONAL. The FRUSTRATION level of the Durrell had pro-
portion ate ly more Vowe 1 errors than the INSTRUCTIONAL. There were more 
Vowe 1 errors on the FRUSTRAHON 2 l eve 1 of the Durre 11 and the Gates 
than on the INSTRUCTIONAL. The FRUSTRATION 1 level of the Durrell, the 
SRI, and the Gates had proportionately more Vowel Digraph/Diphthong 
errors than the INSTRUCTIONAL. The FRUSTRATION 2 levels of the Durrell 
and the Gates-had-proportionately more Vowel Digraph/Diphthong errors 
than the INSTRUCTIONAL.- The FRUSTRATION land FRUSTRATION 2 levels of 
the Durrell, the Gates, and the.SRI had ·proportionately more Consonant-
Vowel errors than the INSTRUCTIONAL level. The FRUSTRATION 2 level of 
the Durrell and the SRI had proportionately more Consonant-Vowel errors 
than the INSTRUCTIONAL level. 
The t values for the Directional Confusion--lntertest comparisons 
are reported in Table XXI I. All of the t's are significant; thus, the 
Test Vis. Aud. 
Categor 
DI ..... DF ~ 5. OO*;~ 
01 1- DF 2 7. 32<;b~ 
OF - DF 3 .92·~* 
G J - GF1 8. 20•b~ 
TABLE XXI 
SUMMARY OF t. VALUES FOR LEVELS OFPERFORMANC£COMPARISONS 
OF Vt SUJH ...... AUDITOB.Y. ERRORS 
Error Types 
c cc v vv 
L91 l.67 2.76** 2.84** 
2.61* 2. 53·~ 3.52** 2. 45;~ 
L37 1.43 l . 30 . 0.58 







Gl 1- GF 2 8. 76*;~ l . 05 0.09 3. 64*•\- 2.77** . 7. 73** 
GF - GF 1. 34 l. 12 0. 10 1.33 1.22 l . 71 
SRll - SRIF 1 5. 36Mt 0.39 1.66 1.09 3.02** 4. 34;1:* 
SRtl 1- SRIF
2
2 5. 64;\-;~ 3 . l J ;\-;~ 1.34 0. 18 l.78 5.64** 
SRIF - SRIF 2. ]lp\- 3 · 52•H 0.06 0.79 0.74 2.65•\-
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 
**Significant beyond the . 0 l l eve 1. 
0 
(X) 
TABLE' XX 11 
SUMMARY OF t VALUES FOR BETWEEN-TEST 
COMPARISONS Of ERROR-TYPES 
Test DIR. SYL STRUCT. OMISS. ADD. WORDS REPET. CORR. 
CONF. DIV_. AIDED 
DI - Gl-4 4. 02*""' 0.00 2.28* 3. 33*"" 4.01 *"'> 1. ll 0. 11 0. 77 
DI - GI 4.64** 3 0 36*~'> 2 .53""' 3 0 89;\';'; 4. 24*"' 2.08* 0.52 l. 70 
DI - SRI I 2. O]'/; LOO 5 .42** l.62 2.6J;\' 0.60 0.78 0.79 
Gl-4 - SRI I 2.36;\' 1.00 3.91** 2. 77** 2.55'"' 0.61 0.34 0.004 
GI - SRI I 2.94""'* 3.20** 4. 15""* 3.46** 2.80** 1.74 1.35 1 . l 5. 
DI - GF l 8.29** 7 0 45.,1;;~ 3. 22*>'> 4.83** 4.17** 4.24** 4.44*"" 8.93** 
DI - SRIF 1 5.69** 3 .6 l>'o\' 5.64""'* J.41 1.63 3 .02'"'* 0.]3 4.03*'"' 
GI - DF 1 0.57 0.51 2.28* 4.2];b\' 5.82** 0.76 0.81 3 .61** 
G l - SR IF~ o. 77 1.56 4. 06*~' 3.07** 3.72** o.87 0.53 3.18*'"' 
SR I I - DF I 2. 85*;'; 3.55"""' 1.88 1.06 3.25*'" l.36 2.35* 5.00;\';'; 
SRI I - GF 6. 79*'" 7.27;b\' 4. ~ 4** 3.77""* 2.24* 3 .95""* 6.00** 10.97""* 
DF 1 - GFI 3.02** 4 0 46*"' 1.64 4. 62>"* 5.03** 3. 70"'*. 4.42*""' 6.32>b'; 
DF 1 - SRlF 1 0.14 2.-01 * 1.42 1.-03 1.89 1. 31 1.58 0.87 
GF 1 - SRtF1 3. 56*"' 5.85** 3.28** 3.72** 3.64io'> 3.Z.2*'"' 5 .]2""* 6.5Q;b'; 
DF2 - GF2 o.65 3.89;\';'; 6.63*""' 1.55 3.53*"'; 0.58 4.3 l""* 5.38;b'; 
DF 2 - SRlf2 0.29 1. 72 3. 17*"°' 0.78 1. 91 1.38 1.47 2.01 
GF 2 - SRI F2 3 .33'"'* 4.88** 4.55** 1.39 4.88""* 3.15** 5.48** 9.80;b\' 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 




null hypothesis can be rejected-for the INSTRUCTIONAL level. The Gl-4, 
GI, and SRl1 had proportionately more directional confusion errors than 
the DI. The G-1-4 and GI had proportionately more directional confusion 
errors than the SRI I. 
An inspection of Table XXI I indicates that the null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected at the INSTRUCTIONAL - FRUSTRATION l level for the 
1 . 1 
GI - DF and the GI - SRIF comparisons but can be rejected for the 
other pairs of means. The GF 1 had proportionately more directional 
confusion errors than the DI or the SRI I. The SRIF 1 had proportion-
ately more directional confusion errors than the DI. The DF 1 had 
proportionately more directional confWsion errors than the SRI I. 
The nu 11 hypothesis cannot be rejected ~t the FRUSTRATION l 1eve1 
for the DF 1 - SRIF 1 (Table XXI I) but can be rejected for the other two 
comparisons. The GF1 had proportionately more.directional confusion 
errors than the DF 1 or SRIF 1. 
Table XXll indicates that the null -hypothesis cannot be rejected 
at the FRUSTRATION 2 1eve1 for the -Df2 - GF 2 and the DF2 - SR I F2 com-
parisons but can be rejected for the_GF2 - SRiF2 comparisons. The GF2 
had proportionately-more directional confusion errors than the SRIF2. 
The t values for the Directional Confusion--lntratest comparisons 
are reported In Table XXlll. - As can be seen, the null hypothesis can 
be rejectedcfor all levels-of all three tests. The FRUSTRATION l 
level had proportionately more directional confusion errors than the 
INSTRUCTIONAL leve-1;- and the FRUSTRATION 2 level had"proportionately 
more directional confusion errors than _the INSTRUCTIONAL and the 
FRUSTRATION 1 levels for each of the three tests. 
The t values for the Syllabic-Division--lntertest comparisons are 
TABLE XXI 11 
SUMMARY OF t VALUES FOR LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE 
COMPARISONS OF ERROR-TYPES 
Test DIR. SYL STRUCT. OMJSS. ADD. WORDS REPET. CORR. 
CONF. DIV. AIDED 
DI - DF~ 4. 04;~;': 3. 72.,~* 4.68H 0. 72 0.28 1. 73 1. 17 4.49** 
DJ - DF 7. l 4;~;~ 3. 38*"'~ 6. 93*·* 1.36 3. 28;~ 3. 38.,~* 2.03* 5. l4H 
Dll - DF 2 4.71** 0.03 3. 27.,~* 1 • 60 3 .00*"'~ 3. 40*"'~ 2.00 3. 43-,b~ 
1 3. 78;'d: 5.71.,~* 0.91 1.03 o. 71 3. 43-,'t* 5. 54.,~* 10.29** GI -· GF 2 6. 60;':* 5. 38*;~ 0.73 0.73 0.78 3.52** 7. 70;'t* 12. 32;h~ GJ 1-GF 2 
GF - GF 2. 87;'t;~ 0.40 1. 72 1.68 1.49 2. 91.,~* 2. 93;b't 4.6 l;H 
SRI I - SRIF1 3. 96;b~ 3. 19-,'t* 0.69 o.45 1.59 2.64* 1.03 4. 78*;'t 
SRl1 1- SRIF
2
2 7.38H 3.66** o.67 · 1 . 2-0 . 2 .17* 3.36** 2.86;'t* 6.19-!o't 
SRIF - SRIF 3.97;~-/:. 1 . 16 0.37 1. 83 . 0. 16 1.48 1 .95 . 2. 72-,":* 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 
**Significant beyond the .OJ level. 
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reported in Table· XX I Ii The null hypothesis can be rejected at the 
INSTRUCTIONAL level for the DI - Gt and the GI- SRI I comparisons, but 
cannot be rejected for the other-pal rs of·means. · Among the error-types 
(Table XXI I), the Gt had proportionately more syllabic division errors 
than the DI or the SRI I. 
Table XX11 indicates .that the riull hypothesis can be rejected at 
the INSTRUCTIONAL - FRUSTRATION 1 level -except for the G~ - DF 1 and the 
GI - SRI Fl comparisons; - The GF 1 and the SRI F1 had proportionately more 
syllabic division errors than 'tt:ie DI. The DF 1 and the GF l had pro-
portionately more sy-Habic division errors than the SRI I. 
As Table-XXI I: indicates, all .!,values are significant for the 
FRUSTRATION 1- leve·l compar-isons.; ther~fore, the null hypethesis ccin be· 
rejected., The GF 1 had proportionately more syllabic division errors 
than·the DF 1 or SRIF1• The DF 1 had proportionately more syllabic divi-
sion errors than t~e SRIF1• 
The null hypothesis for·.Syllabic Division comparisons at the 
FRUSTRATION 2 level· can be.rejected except for the DF2- - SRIF2 mean 
differenc~s (Table XXll).· The GF2 had proportionately more syllabic 
divisien errors than· the· of? or·SRIF2, among the error-types. 
An inspection· of Table XXll I indicates that the null hypothesis 
can be· rejected for Syl ·lab·ic Divis ion lntratest comparisons at the 
INSTRUCTIQNAL-- FRUSTRATION 1 and INSTRUCTIONAL - FRUSTRATION 2 levels·; 
but cannot be' rejected for- the FRUSTRATION 1 - FRUSTRATION 2 level com-
parlsons of·.the· th.ree.tests. ··The FRUSTRATION 1 and FRUSTRATION 2 levels 
h1:1ct proportionat~ly more sy·llabic division errors than the 
INSTRUCTIONAL level for each of the tests. 
The·t value$ for the Structural errors--1.ntertest.comparisons are .... 
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reported tn Tab1e-XXll. All t-values for the INSTRUCTIONAL level 
comparisons are significant; the null hypothesis can be rejected. Among 
the error-types) the G1-4 and the GI had proportionately more structural 
errors than the DI. The SRI I had-proportionately more structural errors 
than the DI, the Gl-4, or the GI. 
As can be seen from Table XXI I, the null hypothesis can be 
rejected at the- INSTRUCTIONAL ~ FRUSTRATION 1 level except for the SRI I 
DF 1 comparison. Among the error-type differences, the SRIF 1 had 
proportionately more structural errors than the GI or the DI. The 
GF 1 had proportionately more structural errors than the DI. The DF 1 
had more structural errors than the GI. The SRI I had proportionately 
1 more structural errors thanthe GF . 
Table XXI I indicates that the nul 1 - hypothesis can be_ rejected 
at the FRUSTRAT+ON 1~1eve1 only for the GF 1 - SRIF 1 comparison. The 
SRIF 1-had proportionately more structural errors than the GF 1. 
The null hypothesis concerning structural errors can be rejected 
at the FRUSTRATION 2 level. (See Tabl~ XXI I) 
The t values for Structural errors--Lntratest comparisons are 
reported in Table XXI I 1. The null hypothesis can be rejected for the 
Durrell levels-of performance but~cannot be rejected for the SRI and 
Gates test~. There, were,.- proport i oAate-1 y more structural errors at the 
FRUSTRATION 1 aAd FRUSTRATION 2 levels of the Durrell than the 
INSTRUCTIONAL; the FRUSTRATION 2- level-had proportionately more struc-
tutal errors than the FRUSTRATION 1 level. 
The t values- for the Co~rections--~ntertest comparisons are 
reported in Table XXll. All of the!'s for the comparisons at 
INSTRUCTIONAL level-are-nonstgnlficant;-therefore, the null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected. 
The null hypothesis can be rejected at the INSTRUCTIONAL -
FRUSTRATION 1 level-, as caA·be seen from Table XXll. The DI and SRll 
had proportionately more corrections than the GF 1; the DI and GI had 
proportionately more corrections than the SRIF 1; and. the GI and SRI I 
1 had proportionately· more corrections than the DF . 
l i4 
As Tab 1 e XX 11 i nd·i cates, the nu 11. hypothesis can be rejected at 
the FRUSTRATION l level except for the DF 1 - SRI Fl comparison. The DF 1 
and SRIF 1 had proportionately more corrections than the GF 1. 
The null hypothesis can be rejected at the FRUSTRATION 2 level for 
the corrections comparisons· except for DF2 - SRIF2. There were pro-
portionately more corrections on the DF 2 and the SRIF2 than on the GF2. 
The t values for differences in mean pr0portion of corrections 
between levels:of performance are all significant as may be seen from 
Table XXI 11; the·refore,, the nul 1 hypothesis can be rejected .. The mean 
proportion-of correctlons at the INSTRUCTIONAL level of each test 
exceeded thatat the FRUSTRATION l 0r FRlJSTRATION-2 level. The 
FRUSTRATION 1- level had-proportionately more corrections than the 
FRUSTRATION 2 level. 
The t values fo·r the Repet·i ti ons--1. r\tertes t c0mpar i sons a re 
reported in Table XXI I. All 1 values are nonsignificant for the 
INSTRUCTIONAL-level comparisons; thus, the null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected. 
1 
The null hypothesis can.be rejected for the DI - GF , the SRt-~ -
DF 1, and SRll - GF 1 pairs of means, but canAot be rejected for the 
other INSTRUCTIONAL - FRUSTRATION l level comparisons. The DI and SRI I 
had proportionate~y more repetitions than the GF 1; the SRI I had 
proportionately more repetitions than the DF 1. 
The null hypothesis can be rejected at the FRUSTRATION 1 level 
except for the DF 1 - SRIFl comparison. The DF 1 and SRIF 1 had propor-
tionately more repetitions than the GF 1. 
The null hypothesis can be rejected at the FRUSTRATION 2 level 
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except for the DF2 - SRIF2 comparison, The DF2 and the SRIF2 had pro-
portionately more repetitions than the GF 2. 
The t values for the Re2etitions--lntratest comparisons are 
reported in Table XXll I. The null hypothesis can be rejected for the 
Gates levels of performance, the SRI I - SRIF2, and the DI - DF2. There 
were proportionately more repetitions on the INSTRUCTIONAL level of .the 
Durrell and SRI than on the FRUSTRATION 2 level. For the Gates test, 
there were proportionately more repetitions at the INSTRUCTIONAL level. 
than at the FRUSTRATION 1 or FRUSTRATION 2 level. The FRUSTRATION 1 
level had proportionately more repetitions than the FRUSTRATION 2 level 
of the Gates. 
The t values for Omissions-Additions-Words Aided-~lntertest com-
parisons are reported in Table XXIV. The t values are all significant 
for ,the comparisons at the INSTRUCTIONAL level; therefore, the null 
hypothesis can be rejected. The DI and the SRI I had proportionately 
more omissions and additions than the Gl-4 or GI. The DI had propor-
tionately more additions than the SRIL The GI had proportionately more 
words aided than the DI. 
As can be seen from Table XXIV, the!. values are not significant 
for the DI - SRIF 1 and the SRI I - GF 1 pairs of means. The null hypo-
thesis can be rejected for the other comparisons at the INSTRUCTIONAL -
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FRUSTRATION 1 level. The DI and SRll had proportionately more omissions 
and addftlons than the GF 1• The DF1 and the SRIF1 had proportionately 
more omissions and additions than the GI. The DF1 had proportionately 
more additions than the SRll. The GF 1 and SRIF1 had proportionately 
more words aJded than the DI. The GF 1 had proportionately more words 
aided than the SRll. 
The null hypothesis at the FRUSTRATION 1 level for Omissions, 
1 ' 1 Additions, and Words Aided can be rejected except for the DF - SRIF · 
comparison {Table XXIV) •. The DF1 and the SRIF1 had proportionately mqre 
omissions and additions than the GF 1• The GF 1 had proportionately more 
words aided than the DF1 and the SRIF1• 
The nul 1 hypothesis at the FRUSTRATION 2 level for Omissions, 
Additions, and Words Aldedc::annot be rejected. All t values are non-
significant as can be seen from Table xx1v. 
The!. val1.1es for Omissions, Additions, Words Alded·-lntr•test 
comparisons are reported In Table XXV. The t 1 s are nonslgnificanL. 
for the Durre11 leve1s of performance and. the SRIF1 - SRIF2 comparison. 
The nul 1 hypothesis can be rejected for the other comparlsons. The 
Durrell had proportionately more additions at the INSTRUCTIONAL and 
FRUSTRATION 1 levels than at the FRUSTRATION 2 level. The SRI had pro-
portionately more additions at the FRUSTRATION 2 level than at the 
INSTRUCTIONAL. The Durrell had proportionately more words aided at the 
FRUSTRATION 2 level than at the INSTRUCTIONAL or FRUSTRATION I. The !Bl 
and Gates had proportionately more words aided at the FRUSTRATION 1 and 
FRUSTRATION 2 levels than at the INSTRUCTIONAL level. The Gates also 
had proportionately more words aided at the FRUSTRATION 2 level than at 
the FRUSTRATION 1 (Table XXlll). 
TABLE XXIV 
SUMMARY OF t VALUES FOR BETWEEN-TEST 
COMPARISONS -oF- ERROR CATEGORIES 
Test VIS. VIS. OMISS. REPET. CORR. SYL. STRUCT. DIR. 
PER. AUD. ADD. WDS. DIV. CONF. 
A1DED 
DI - G 1-4 1.02 3. 92;'•* 5. 57;"* 0. l l 0.77 0.00 2.28* 4. 02*;'; 
DI - GI l . 1 7 5. 57~';;'; 5. 47;b'; 0.52 l. 70 3.36** 2. 53;'; 4.64;H 
DJ - SRI I l.43 2.30* 3. 07;b'; 0.78 0.79 1.00 5.42** 2. 07;'; 
Gl-4 - SRI I 3.44** 1.54 4.0J;'•* 0.34 0.004 l.00 3.9l;'o'c 2.36* 
GI - SRI I 3. 78>b'; 2. 86;b'; 3. 28*1• l.35 1. 15 3 .20;b't 4. 15*;'; 2. 94;b'; 
DI - GF 1 2. 38;';;'; 1 l . 36'"* 2. 69;b't 4. 44*'" 8 .93;b'; 7 .45>"* 3. 22;b'; 8. 29;b'; 
DI - SRlfl 1. 71 6.8510'; l.05 0. 1 3 4. 03;"* 3.6l;b'; 5 .64;b'; 5.69M• 
GI - OF l 0.65 0.28 6. 14;';;'; 0.81 3 . 61 ;';;'; 0.51 2. 28;'; 0.57 
GI - SR~ F1 4. 05;';;'; 2. 30~- 5. 51 1•* 0.53 3. 1 8;';;'; 1.56 4. 06*;'; 0. 77 
SRll - OF l 2. 72;b'; 3. 55*1• 3. 55*'" 2.35* 5 .QO;'o'c 3. 55;"* J.88 2. 85;';;'; 
SRI! -GF1 5. 68;b't 9. 81 ;';;'; 0.08 6.00** 10. 97*;'; 7. 27*;'; 4. 14;b'; 6. 79;b'; 
DF 1 - GF 1 2. 25"'' 7 . 1 8;';;'; 2. 82>b'c 4. 42*i~ 6. 32*;'; 4 .46;b't 1 . 64 3. 02M• 
Of l - SR IF l 3. 16** l.90 1.47 1.58 0.87 2.01* 1.42 0. 14 
GF 1 - SRIF 1 6. 50;"* 6. 3] *"'' 2 .081• 5. 72>b'c 6 .50.,"* 5. 85;"* 3. 28** . 3. 56*;'; 
DF 2 - GF 2 4. 48;"* 4.83;';;'; 1 .26 4. 31 *;'; 5. 38>b't 3. 89*'" 6 .6J*;'; 0.65 
DF 2 - SRIF2 0.63 0.52 0.05 J.47 2.01 1. 72 3. 17;b'; 0.29 
GF2 - SRIF2 4. 35;'d; 5.46H 0.41 5. 48;';;'; 9. 80*;'; 4. 88;b'; 4. 55;';;'; 3. 33;b'; 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 
**Signif lcant beyond the .O! level. ........ 
TABLE XXV 
SUMMARY OF t VALUES FOR LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE 
COMPARJSONS OF ERROR CATEGORIES 
Test VIS. VIS, OMlSS. REPET. CORR. SYL. STRUC. DIR. 
PER. AUD. ADD. WDS. DIV. CONF. 
AIDED 
DI - DF~ 0,61 5' OO;b'; 0.25 I. 17 4. 49;'<* 3. 72*;'< 4. 68;b'< 4. 04;'d; 
Dl 1- DF 2 0.54 7. 32;b': 0.91 2. 03;~ 5. J 4;'o'< 3. 38*;'< 6. 93;b'; 7. 1 4;'<* 
DF - DF t .32 3 0 92;':;'< I. 31 2.00 3.43;'o'< 0.03 3. 27;b'; 4. 71 *;'< 
GI - GF ~ 1.87 8. 20;'<;'; 2. 73*;'< 5. 54;'d: 10. 29;'<* 5~7l;b'< 0.91 3~ 78*;'< 
Gl 1-GF 2 1.95 8. 76;'<;~ 3. 68*;'< 7. 70;'<* 12.32*;'< 5. 38;b'< 0.73 6. 60*;'< 
GF - GF 0.37 1. 34 2.43* 2.93;'<* 4. 61 ;'<* o.4o 1.72 2. 87*;': 
SRI I - SRIF 1 0. 19 5. 36;'o'< 2.58* 1.03 4. 78;'<* 3. J 9M: 0.69 3. 96;b'< 
SRl~ 1 - SRIF22 1. 35 5. 647:;'< 2. 66;b'; 2. 86*;'< 6. 19** 3 .66;b'< o.67 7. 38;'<;'; 
SRIF - SRIF 2.05;'< 2. 14;'< 0.67 1.95 2. 72;h'< I. 16 0.37 3. 97;b': 
*Significant beyond the .05 level. 
**Signif lcant beyond the .Ol level. 
00 
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Tables XXIV and XXV contain summaries of the error category com-
parisons which have been discussed individually. 
Hypothesis 4: There is no significant relation among the rankings 
of error-types or categories by the three oral tests at INSTRUCTIONAL 
level. To test this hypothesis, two Kendall Coefficients of Con-
cordance: W were computed. The results are reported in Table XXVI. As 
can be seen, there is a significant relaiion among the rankings of the 
three tests; and the null hypothesis can be rejected at the ,001 level 
for the error-type rankings and ,OJ level for the error categories. 
TABLE XXVI 
SUMMARY OF THE eOEFFICIENTS OF CONCORDANCE FOR THE 
RANKED ORDER OF TWENTY ERROR TYPES 
AND EIGHT ERROR CATEGORIES 
Test for Si~nif icance of W 
Tests w 2 ?<. df Sign. 
DI - GI - SR II .919 52.4 19 ,001 
DI - GI - SRI I ,978 20.5 7 .01 
' 
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant relation among the rankings 
of erro~-types or categories by oral reading passages at ~he 
INSTRUCTIONAL, FRUSTRATION 1, and FRUSTR,ATION 2 levels of perfo~mance. 
To test this hypoth~s.is, ten Kendall Coefficients of Concordance 
were computed. The results are reported in Tabl,e XX'Jll. The null hypo-
thesis can be rejected for both error~type and error category rankings. 
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Summary 
This chapter has presented the statistical results from the 
treatment of the data. Analysis of variance was used to determine if 
there were significant differences in the mean grade-equivalent scores 
on nine oral reading measures. After the F ratio had been found to be 
significant, multiple comparisons of the means were made by use of the 
Duncan Multiple-Range Test. Five pairs of grade-equivalent scores did 
not differ significantly. 
Multiple !,•tests were computed to test the null hypothesis of no 
significant differences in oral reading rates between tests or between 
levels of performance on a single test. The hypothesis was rejected 
for levels of performance comparisons and for fifteen of the eighteen 
comparisons between reading tests. 
Multiple i-tests were used, also, to determine the significance of 
differences in error-proportions between tests and between levels of 
performance on a single test. The hypothesis was examined separately 
for eight error categories and sub-categories. Significant differences 
in the relative proportion of specific error-types were also identified. 
Coefficients of Concordance were computed to determine the agreement 
among the oral reading tests in the rankings of error categories and 
error-types. W, the coefficient of concordance, was significant at 
the .01 or .001 level of confidence for a11 rankings of error-types 
and categories except the ranking of the error categories by three 
levels of the Gates test which was si9F1ificant at the .05 level of 
confidence. 
TABLE XXV 11 
SUMMARY OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF CONCORDANCE FOR THE 
RANKED ORDER OF TWENTY ERROR TYP~S 
AND EIGHT ER~OR CATEGORIES 
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Test for Sl~nif icance of W 
2 
Tests w x df Sign. 
DI - OF l - DF2 .902 51.4 19 .001 
GI - GF l - GF2 .863 49.2 19 .001 
SRI I - SR IF l - SR I F2 ,938 53,5 19 .001 
DI - DF 1 ... DF2 .904 103. 1 19 :001 
SRI I - SRIF 1 - SRIF2 
DI - OF I - DF2 
GI - GF l - GF2 .806 137.8 19 .001 
SRI I - SRIF1 .. SRIF2 
DI - DF 1 - DF2 .947 19.9 7 .01 
GI - GF 1 - GF2 .677 14.2 7 .05 
SRI I 1 - SR IF - SRIF2 .968 20.3 7 .01 
DI - DF] - DF 2 
SR! I - SR IF l - SR I F2 .943 39.6 7 
.001 
DI - DF 1 - DF2 
GI - GF l - GF2 ,735 46.3 7 .001 
SRI I 
1 - SRIF - S~IF2 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
General Summary of the Investigation 
This study was concerned with the reading grade equivalents, oral 
reading rates, and prevailing error patterns of fourth-grade disabled 
readers on standardized oral reading tests. 
The sample consisted of all the fourth-grade pupils in one county 
in northern Oklahoma who met the criteria set for the study: a full-
scale IQ of 90 or above on the Wechsler lntell igence Scale for~thildren; 
•, --
a maximum instructional level on the Standard Reading Inventory, Form B, 
at or between 21 and 32 ; and no discernible physical handicaps which 
would interfere with their reading of the test materials or the sub-
sequent analysis of the reading errors. The final sample consi~ted of 
seventy-seven children. 
The oral reading at sight of the oral paragraphs and/or stories 
from the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty; the Gates-McKillop 
Reading Dlagnostlc1 Tests, Form J_, and the Standard Reading Inventory, 
Form fl, was timed and tape-recorded. Errors made at three levels of 
reading performance--INSTRUCTIONAL, FRUSTRATION 1, and FRUSTRATION 2--
on each of the oral reading tests were analyzed using the B-S-R Error 
Analysis, Comparisons were made of the error patterns and the mean 
oral reading rates between pairs of tests and between levels of 
performance. Grade scores were obtained from the Durrell Word 
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Recognition and Word Analysis Test, the word 1ists from the !!iL,, the 
reading section of the~ ~nge Achievement!.!!.!.• and the Gates-
J~3 
McKi 1 lop, Durrell, and !!iL,oral paragraphs/stories.· Additional measures 
of oral reading level were obtained from second scorings of the Durrell 
paragraphs and the !!il. stories. 
Analysis of varianc~ was used to determine if there were stgnlfl-
cant differences in oral reading grade-equivalents among the nine 
measures. The specific means differing significantly from each other 
were Identified by use of the Duncan Multiple-Range Test. Multiple!_-
tests were computed to determine the significance of differences In 
error proportion~ and in oral reading rates between tests and between 
levels of performance. The Kendall Coefficient of Concordance: W was 
employed to ascertain the agreement in error ranks among the three 
tests at the three levels of reading performance. 
Con~luslons 
The results -0f .this study indicate that there ar$ stgnificant 
differences In grade-equivalent scores among the n!ne oral reading 
measures. A11 words-ln-tso1ation mean grade.;.scores were significantly 
higher than the mean grade-levels based upon oral paragraphs. How-
ever, the d I fference In mean scores between the !!iL ora 1 s tor I es and 
the Gates""McKlllopor Durrell paragraphs, or between the SRI word lists 
and the word lists on the Durrell was greater than the difference 
between the Durrell p•ragraphs and the WRAT or SRI, word lists. The -----· - -
grade equivalents of Individual subjects varl.ed considerably from test 
to test. The SRI total-errors-scoring of the oral stories tended to be -
lowest and the Durre 11 Word Recognition Test to be highest, 
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There was a significant (although probably not an important) 
difference between the total-errors scoring of the SRI and a word-
recognition-errors-only scoring. The two scorings resulted in the same 
grade level for forty-three pupils. Of the thirty-four differences, the 
word-recognition scoring produced the higher grade-equivalent level 
twenty-nine times. For twelve pupils, the results differed by more 
than a half-grade level. 
The SRI was significantly lower than the other reading measures . .....----
Approximately three-fourths of the subjects obtained a higher grade 
level on the Gates-McKillop, the third-lowest mean, than on the word-
recognition scoring of the~; five pupils obtained the same score on 
both tests. The two tests differed by mqre than fiv~-tenths grade for 
thirty-five pupils. 
The two scorings Qf the Durrell did not differ significantly, per-
haps because the possible-grade-score ratings tended to be.similar on 
the paragraphs read successfully by this sample. Fifty-four pupils 
obtained the same grade-equivalent by either scoring; in twenty of the 
twenty-three different grade-equival.ents, the last-successful-
paragraph scoring was the higher. The two scores differed by more than 
five-tenths grade In only one case. 
Unlike Attea's (1966) findings, neither scoring of the Durrell 
differed significantly from the oral paragraph grade-score on the 
Gates-McKillop. Attea found the Gates-McKillop to be "consistently 
h!gher. 11 In this study, the Durrell was higher forty-three times; the 
Gates-McKi11op twenty-seven. In nineteen of the thirty-one grade 
scores which differed by more than a half-year, the Durrell was the 
higher. These results suggest that disabled reade~s tend to make 
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relatively higher scores on the Durrell as compared to the Gates-
McKillop than do slightly-younger randomly-selected third-grade pupils 
of similar reading level. Presumably the disabled readers were less 
penalized by the time-scoring pf the Durrell than by the Gates• scoring 
based on oral reading accuracy. 
In the present study, the grade score on the Durrell oral para-
graphs was 1. 11 grades lower than the score on the Durrell Word 
Recognition Test, and ,98 grade lower than the Word Analysis score. 
These differences agree with Herlin 1 s (1963) findings with randomly-
selected third and fourth graders and were slightly greater than those 
reported by Attea (1966). 
The mean grade-equivalent on the WRAT did not differ significantly 
from that on the~ word 1 ists; for twenty-one pupils, however, there 
was more than a half-year 1 s difference. Likewise, the Durrell Word 
Recognition and Word Analysis Test mean scores did not differ signifi-
cantly; the scores of five pupils differed by more than five-tenths 
grade, The mean grade scores on the WRAT and the SRI did differ 
s~gnificantly from those on the Durrell word tests. 
Significant differences in reading rates were found among the 
tests, The Durrell (DI) was significantly higher than the other 
measures at INSTRUCTIONAL level, The reading rate on the SRI 
INSTRUCTIONAL (SRI I) was not significantly different from the rate on 
the first four paragraphs of the Gates (Gl-4), but was significantly 
h!gher than that on the Gates INSTRUCTIONAL (GI). The GI reading rate 
was sijm!lar to that of the Durrell FRUSTRATION 1 (DF 1); the Durrell 
FRUSTRATION 2 (DF2) and the SRI FRUSTRATION 2 (SRIF2) did not differ 
significantly. 
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The difference in reading rates between the tests of INSTRUCTIONAL 
level may have been caused in part by differences in the difficulty of 
the material read. The average readability level of the DI, as 
determined by the Spache (1968) formula was 2. 19; for the SRI I, it 
was 2.33; for the paragraphs of the Gl-4 on which there were two or 
more errors, it was 2.87; and on the GI, the readability level was 3.6. 
Table XXVI 11 indicates the mean reading rate of the last paragraph 
falling within the INSTRUCTIONAL level on the Durrell and the SRI and a 
breakdown of the readability level of the last successful paragraph for 
individual pupils. 
TABLE XXV 111 
NUMBER OF PUPILS READING AT EACH READABILITY 
LEVEL ON LAST SUCCESSFUL PARAGRAPH 
Rate Readability Levels of 
Reading I. 3- 1.6- 2. 1- 2.7 3,3- 3,5 3,7 
1. 5 I. 7 2.2 3.4 
DUR 112,26 6 35 22 13 
SRI 97,04 5 20 16 22 13 
That the difference in rate is not entirely the result of differ-
ences in readability levels, as determined by a formula, is indicated 
by Table XXIX. Although the readability levels were similar, the 
reading rate on the SRI second-grade selection was twenty words a 
mi~ute slower than the rate on the Durrell paragraph. Other variables, 
such as the format, sentence structure, or length of passage, 
apparently affected the reading rate, also. 
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TABLE XXIX 
READING RATES ON PARAGRAPHS 
OF SIMILAR READABILITY 
Test Paragraph Readability N Rate of 
Number Level. Reading 
Gates 2 2.1 73 107.71 
Durre 11 3 2. l 73 123.99 
SRI 21 2,2 77 I 03. 14 · 
Durrell 5 3,5 63 90.46 
SRI 32 3,7 63 77,59 
Gates 4 3.4 63 90.02. 
Table XXX reports the error-types for which there were significant 
changes in error-proport I on from the INSTRUCTIONAL I eve I to FRUSTRATION 
and/or FRUSTRATION 2 level(s). The results agree closely with those 
reported by previous investigators (Schale, 1964; Ki 1 lgal lon, 1942; 
Christenson, 1966; Schummers, 1956) which were summarized in Table IX 
on page 58, An increase in the number of non-word responses as the 
material became more difficult, which is reported in Table XXXI~ also 
supports the findings of other investigators. An increase in ++- errors 
and in+-+ errors on the Gates and SRI, and a decrease in -++and 
errors on the Gates were observed as the material increased in diffi-
culty, although the relative proportion of Visual Perception errors did 
not change from one level of performance to another. These results 
suggest that error-types from one or more.levels of performance should 
not be combined In error analyses. 
Changes in the ranks of error-types among the levels of performance 
TABLE XXX 
ERRORS WHICH CHANGE IN RELATlVE FRE:Q.tlENeY·'AS D1FFl·CULTY 












+-+ errors (Gates and SRI 
++"". errors 
Errors Which Decrease 
Repetitions (Gates, 
Dl-DF2 and SRll-SRIF2) 
Corrections 
Additions {Gates only) 
-++ errors (Gates only) 
errors (Gates only) 
Errors Which Do Not Change 
Total Visual Perception 
Omissions (change in 




may be seen in Table XXXll 1 This table indicates that although there 
were proportionately fewer corrections at the .FRUSTRATION 1 level than 
at the INSTRUCTIONA~ level .and at the FRUSTRAT~ON 2 level than at the 
FRUSTRATION l level for all tests, corrections remained the most fre-
quent kind of error-type on .the Durrell and the SRI .. Conversely, a ..--- . 
change In error rank for the omissions error-type is indicated by 
Table XXXll, but the ratio of omission-occurrence to tqtal-error 
occurrence did not change significantly from one.level of performance 
to another. The most dramatic changes in error ranks occur~ed on the 
Gates-McKillop which has considerably more unknown words and consider-
ably fewer semantic and syntactic cues at the FRUSTRATION 1 and 2 levels 
than do the other tests. 
TABLE XXXI 
PER CENT OF TOTAL SUBSTITUTIONS 
WHICH WERE. NON-WORDS 
: 
Test Per Cent Test Per Cent Test Per Cent 
DI 1.7 Gl-4 3.0 SRll 3.4 
DF 1 130 7 GI 12.0 SRI Fl · 13.5 
DF2 28.4 GF l 44.2 SRIF2 15 0 1 
GF 2 58.4 
As may be seen by Table XXXI I I there were virtually no differences 
in the rankings of error categories by the thre~ tests at INSTRUCTIONAL 
level. However, there were differences in the relative proportions 
Table XXXII 
RANKED ORDER OF TWENTY ERROR TYPES 
-++ +-+ ++,,;;· +-- -+- -- + - - - c cc v vv ccvv OMISS 
SRI! 11 8 6 9 13 12 3 18 15 20 17 14 5 
SRIFl 11 6 9 12 14 18 3 20 17 19 15 10 7 
SRIF2 13 6 11 9 14 15 2 17 18 20 19 8 10 
DI 7 4 8 10 12 11 3 18 18 18 18 14.5 6 
DF1 10 4 11 9 15 14 3 20 19 18 17 13 7 
DF2 15 6 12 7 17 14 3 19 18 16 20 10 8 
GI 7 4 5 9 16 14 3 18 17 20 19 11 10 
GF1 12 1 8 5 20 15 4 16 19 18 17 3 14 
GP2 14 1 9 3 20 15 5 18 19 16 17 2 12 
ADD WORDS REPE1 CORR: AIDED 
7 16 2 1 
5 13 2 1 
7 12 3 1 
5 14.5 2 1 
5 16 2 1 
9 11 4 1 
13 15 2 1 
13 10 6 2 

























and in the error rank of specific error-types. The more important 
differences among the three tests are reported In Table XXXIV. As may 
be seen, the SRI tended to have more structural errors and fewer +-+ 
errors than the other two tests at both INSTRUCTIONAL and. FRUSTRATION 
levels, The Durrell had relatively more additions and omissions; 
whereas, the Gates had proportionately more Visual-Auditory, Syllabic 
Division, and Directional Confusion errors. The Gates also tended to 
have relatively more Visual Perception errors thCln the other two tests. 
In general, the error patterns on the Durrell and the ~were similar; 
there were fewer differences at the FRUSTRATION 1 leve.1 than at the 
INSTRUCTIONAL level, and fewer still at the FRUSTRATION 2 level. The 
differe~ces observed on the Gates may reflect differences in difficulty 
level, The percentages of oral reading accuracy at the various levels 
of performance on the two tests is reported in Table XXXV. 
TABLE XXX 111 
RANKED ORDER OF ERROR CATEGORIES 
AT INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL 
Vi so Vis, Omiss. Repet. Corr. Syl. Struct. Dir, 
Per. Aud, and Wds. Div. Conf, 
Aided 
D! 2 7 4 3 8 5 6 
GI 7 4 3 2 8 5 6 






Gl-4 and GI 




ERROR-TYPE DIFFERENCES AMONG 




More CCVV than DI 









More +-+ and -++ errors than SRI I 
Fewer Omissions and Additions 
More CCVV error~ 
More ending errors 
More +-- and +-+ 
errors than SRIF 1 
More Words Aided 
Mare Directional 
Confusion errors 
Mo re Sy 11 ab i c 
Division errors 
More +-+ errors 
than SRIFl 
Fewer --- errors 










Gl-4 and GI 
More errors 
than Dur re 11 
SRI Fl 
More Structural 
errors than GF l 
Fewer +-+ errors 
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A comparison of reading rates and et;"ror-patterns between the Gl-4 
and GI supports Gates' stipulation that errors should be classified only 
on the fl rst four paragraphs of the Gates-:-McKi 1 lop. For these subjects 
it appeared that the reading of paragraph five and above was essentially 
a word-pronouncing task. As compared with the Gates~McKillop norms 
( 1962), the subjeqs in. the study made a greater number of two-word 
repetitions and omissions on the first four paragraphs of the test, 
Among the words mispronounced (Gates' definition), there were fewer 
wrong endings and more wrong..;ln-s.everal part errors than the Gates 
norms 1ndicate, 
TABLE XXXV 
ORAL READING ACCURACY 
PER CENTS 
Test __ e~r.Cent Test Per Cent Test Per.Cent 
D! 92.3 GI 87.3 SRll 91.0 
DF 1 84.2 GF 1 70. 1 SRI Fl 84.8 
DF2 77.8 GF 2 55.8 SRIF~ 80.7 
The results of this study would not justify the .use of a word-in-
isolation test as a measure of general reading ability for disabled 
readers. 
Since most errors ·at the INSTRUCTIONAL level are visual perceptual 
or behavioral-type errors, to adequately sample the pupll'.s ability to 
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apply phonic generalizations and sound-symbol relationships, it may be 
necessary to use FRUSTRATION level material. 
There were more efforts to sound-out words on the Gates, perhaps 
because more words were not in the pupils' recognition vocabulary and 
fewer other cues were available than on the SRI and the Durrell oral 
sections. To evaluate phonic and syllabication skills, it may be 
desirable to use material with relatively few semantic and syntactic 
cues, such as the upper paragraphs of the Gates; whereas, the more 
meaningful material of the Durrell or the SRI may be preferable for 
evaluating the use of contextual clues. 
Although pupils may need to read in somewhat difficult material in 
order to assess their visual-auditory skills, many more directional. 
confusion and beginnings-only-correct types of errors were.observed when 
the material became very difficult. It appears that the pupils reverted 
to an earlier level of skill development when faced with a decoding 
task that was too difficult, To obtain useful Information about the 
pupils' decoding skills, then, the material should be moderately diffi-
cult but not so formidable that the readers fail to apply the skills 
they possess, 
Recommendations 
l, Since differences in error patterns which were observed among 
the three tests may reflect differences in the relative difficulty of 
material, it is suggested that error patterns on the tests be compared 
with error patterns from instructional materials of various difficulty 
levels. 
2, A study should be made of error patterns between paragraphs of 
135 
comparable difficulty within the varibus reading tests. 
30 The relationship between error patterns on words in context and 
patterns of errqrs on words in isolation should be explored. 
4o Investigation should be made of the relative use of syntactic 
and semantic cues on the various reading tests. 
5, It is suggested that the relation between the Visµal-Auditory 
errors at FRUSTRATION l level and the .errors made on isolated word lists 
be investigated. 
60 A study should be m.ade of the relation between the decrease in 
rate of reading and the increase in relative difficulty of material for 
a specific readero 
7, It is suggested that a study be made of the similarity between 
the patterns of errors of individual pupils in different materials, 
using a detailed analysis of errors. 
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